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VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING BILL 2019
Consideration in Detail
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
Clause 15: Eligibility criteria —
Debate was interrupted after the amendment moved by Ms M.M. Quirk had been partly considered.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I will quickly repeat what I said before the break when the minister was not here. I have moved
an amendment at page 12, after line 3, to insert —
(ia) is ordinarily resident in Western Australia; and
The reason for this amendment is to prevent, if you like, assisted dying tourism. Section 9(1)(b) of the Victorian
Voluntary Assisted Dying Act states, in part, that the person must —
(ii) be ordinarily resident in Victoria; and
(iii) at the time of making a first request, have been ordinarily resident in Victoria for at least 12 months;
It is a twofold test. First, the person must be ordinarily resident in Victoria; and, second, prior to making the first
request, the person must have been ordinarily resident in Victoria for at least 12 months. Clause 15 of the bill
before us today does not contain a similar provision—that is, “is ordinarily resident in Western Australia.” This
amendment is directed towards clarifying that position, to prevent residents from states such as New South Wales
and South Australia, in which similar legislation has not been passed, from travelling to Western Australia as soon
as they get a diagnosis, with a view to accessing assisted dying in this state.
Mr R.H. COOK: I thank the member for her amendment. The words we have chosen are consistent with drafting
conventions in Western Australia. I also want to provide the member with another scenario. As the member knows,
we have a highly mobile workforce. We can anticipate someone moving to Western Australia for work, particularly
in the mining industry, as many people have done. The health of that person’s elderly parent might be deteriorating
and they might decide that they want to move to Western Australia to be closer to their family who have moved
to Western Australia.
Mrs M.H. Roberts: They move closer to the family for a short while.
Mr R.H. COOK: They may move there to be closer to their family for a period of time, and it may not be much
longer than 12 months before they find themselves facing the end of life. From that point of view, I think the
wording we have struck upon is appropriate, not only for Western Australian drafting conventions, but also to
meet the needs of the community. If someone has been living in Western Australia for 12 months and they would
in every other sense be eligible for voluntary assisted dying, I do not see that there is a reason that they would not
be eligible for this. I think the member’s intent with this amendment is correct in that we do not want people
coming to Western Australia to access these laws. We do not want that to be the dominant motive. I thank the
member for her amendment and her concern, but I think we will decline the offer to support it.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Just before desisting on the path of this amendment, I make the point that two or three times
I have had a response either from the minister or the Premier that something has been excluded from the
Western Australian bill that is in the Victorian legislation because of drafting style or a drafting requirement. In
all three examples there has been a substantial change in the meaning when the omissions are made. It is not a purely
technical matter of having a particular drafting regime or style; it literally changes the meaning quite significantly.
Mr R.H. COOK: I do not agree with the member that there is a substantial difference. At the risk of sounding
a little bit parochial, I think our Western Australian legislators do a good job of drafting, just because the Victorians
have something in their legislation does not necessarily mean we should adopt it.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I would like to speak on the amendment. The fact that a similar provision exists in
Victoria makes it even more important, and I would argue critically important, that this provision is included in
our legislation, because without, the risk that a person would shop around for a jurisdiction and move to it falls all
to Western Australia. I will try to explain. A person needs to be ordinarily resident in Victoria and have been for
at least 12 months before making the first request, so it is a twin hurdle. Here in Western Australia all the person
has to do is come here for 12 months, so they do not have to have been ordinarily resident in Western Australia;
they do not have to prove that they established their residency for the purposes of living here rather than simply
coming here to access this legislation and waiting 12 months. It would be a more liberal regime. For that reason
I think this is a worthwhile addition to the legislation. It makes sure that moving to Western Australia solely to
access the rights under this legislation is not a more attractive proposition than moving to Victoria, and that it is
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curtailed to those people who are, as the amendment says, ordinarily resident in Western Australia and not people
who established their residency solely or primarily to access this sort of regime.
Mr R.H. COOK: Was there a specific question? Sorry, member I was reading my notes.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: The answer is no, which is my point.
Amendment put and negatived.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I move —
Page 12, line 9 — To delete “progressive” and substitute —
progressive and incurable
The word “incurable” that is in the Victorian legislation is not in the Western Australian legislation. I think the
Premier interpreted this as saying that if people could be cured but chose not to avail themselves of that option,
they would be restricted if the term was limited to “incurable” as it is in the Victorian legislation. I proffered the
explanation that it may need to be in the Victorian legislation because of a situation such as the infamous one in the
Northern Territory under the Rights of the Terminally Ill Act. I briefly want to illustrate this case to show why that
term needs to be in the bill. I refer to an article in The Lancet, volume 352, 1988, by David Kissane, Annette Street
and Philip Nitschke—so it is co-authored by three people on both sides of the argument, if you like. They referred
to a case in which a patient developed an indolent rash, mycosis fungoides, 12 years before the request for euthanasia.
The article goes through the various treatments that the patient received, and I will not go into that for the squeamish.
The article states that the patient’s oncologist advised her that the median survival with this mycosis fungoides in
the systemic phase was nine months, and he said that he had no further active management to offer. The pain was
well controlled. There were some other side effects that could be managed. The patient did not live in Darwin, but
travelled to Darwin and looked for a specialist who would give a second medical opinion. Two surgeons agreed
to see her and then withdrew. One physician assessed her and declined to satisfy that she was terminally ill. This
was a politically controversial time and the patient therefore made a public appeal for help that was broadcast on
national television. After this program, an orthopaedic surgeon—remember she had a skin condition—agreed to
see her and certify that the Rights of the Terminally Ill Act had been complied with. Having obtained the necessary
signatures, the patient went home to spend Christmas with her family, before returning to Darwin, accompanied
by her husband and one child. She underwent euthanasia on 2 January, 1997. I do not want to go into too much
medical detail but I refer to a journal article in Derm101 of March 1997 with the headline “Mycosis fungoides is
common, rarely fatal, and diagnosable when lesions are flat”. The article states —
For almost 175 years, since the seminal publications … about mycosis fungoides … it has been an article
of faith among dermatologists, general pathologists, and dermatopathologists that the disease is rare …
nearly invariably fatal … and not diagnosable, clinically or histopathologically, when lesions are “early,”
… We view the matter differently, to wit, mycosis fungoides is common, rarely fatal —
Dr M.D. NAHAN: I would like to hear more from the member for Girrawheen.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Thank you very much. It continues —
and diagnosable with specificity … These polar perceptions of mycosis fungoides have profound
implications, not only for physicians who are called on to diagnose and manage patients with the disease,
but for patients who have flat lesions of it only. Should those patients be led to think that their destiny is
sealed because of the inevitability of development of plaques and tumors, or should they be made to
understand how unlikely it is that they ever will develop raised lesions or die of mycosis fungoides?
That is one of the seven cases in the Northern Territory. I have spoken to a dermatologist about this who advises
me that it is basically known that the disease is not fatal. He was surprised that an orthopaedic surgeon was the
second certifier in that case.
That is illustrative of my first unsuccessful amendment to insert the words “ordinarily resident”. That was a case
in which the woman travelled to Darwin to avail herself of the legislation there. The second amendment states that
the disease or condition needs to be “incurable”. I use that word to ensure that mistakes like this do not happen,
and that is why I am moving this amendment. That is the wording in the Victorian legislation; there is a reason to
have it in there. It may not eliminate but it will certainly diminish the chance of a false diagnosis being made and
putting the patient in a position where they think they have no other choice.
Ms A. SANDERSON: I want to add a few things to the record about the case raised by the member for Girrawheen.
She referred to Mrs Janet Mills who suffered from mycosis fungoides for a number of years, a disease which, as
the member Girrawheen said, is often but not always terminal. A person can live with this disease but it also can
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be terminal. There is no reason to believe that in the case of Mrs Mills it was not terminal. In fact, three doctors
certified that it was. Her treating oncologist and a second qualified signatory affirmed that her condition was
unbearable, untreatable and terminal with a prognosis of around nine months—that was her treating oncologist
and a second qualified signatory. The orthopaedic surgeon was a third signatory in the process—not the second,
but the third. Everyone agrees that that was less than ideal. Part of the issue was that the number of doctors willing
to participate in the process in the Northern Territory, given the politics of the time, was very small, and her
condition was very rare. Being able to find a doctor who could adequately assess her was difficult. It is almost
certainly due to the extreme rarity of her disease that that was the case. Mrs Mill’s death in the Northern Territory
was legal, it was well-considered and it was undertaken with her full consent and the support of her husband and
treating oncologist. The physician with the most experience of this rare disease and the personal experience of
treating Mrs Mills affirmed that her condition was terminal and untreatable; it was in no way a wrongful death. It
is also important to acknowledge that for 12 years she had suffered from a rare form of cancer that caused very
severe, distressing and remedial dermatological symptoms, specifically skin tumours that caused awful suffering
and scratching. My notes say that Mrs Mills said that it was bad news because she used to scratch day and night.
Her hands and feet would blister. She wanted to go and she knew that the time was right. She could not take it
anymore. She felt her situation was hopeless and she wanted to get some help but she could not.
We have to look at these cases in their entirety, not at just snippets, and make sure that we draw on all the facts
and the evidence available in these instances. I want to add that to the record so that members have a number of
views around this particular case.
Mr R.H. COOK: I would like to thank both members for their contributions. This scenario took place in 1995 in
the Northern Territory. By description alone, members would appreciate that a significant period of time has
passed since that legislation was struck over 20 years ago. The Northern Territory was the first jurisdiction to
legislate and we can now benefit from not only the Victorian legislation, but also the Oregon act and legislation in
other jurisdictions around the world. In that respect, the member is right to raise the issue as one of potentiality in the
event that we had not learnt the lessons since that time. From that perspective, I offer that to allay members’ concerns.
I understand that prior to the lunchbreak a significant time was spent on the definitions and the policy positions
around “incurable”, so I will not go into that further. However, I assure members that significant changes have
taken place since 1995.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I rise to support this amendment. One of the concerns expressed throughout this debate both
before we started debating in this chamber and during this debate, is the issue of creep. This goes back to the
stories that people have provided. The overwhelming majority of stories we heard were about people in dreadful
pain with an utterly incurable disease that was not treatable in any way whatsoever. They were not just in distress
from a particular condition, but their life was an utter misery. I will not go into that in more detail. I know that it
must be personally painful for the members who told those stories.
I am not a medical practitioner and I do not profess to have expertise in the area, but there are a range of absolutely
treatable medical conditions that if left untreated, will result in death. My father had a very serious heart condition
from having suffered rheumatic fever when he was a little boy. It damaged a valve in his heart and led to his heart
essentially being destroyed. He took a range of medication and he lived for 12 very productive and happy years.
If he had not taken that medication, then he would have been near death. Taking the medication allowed him to
live for 12 productive years. If patients suffering from serious diabetes do not take their medication, they will die.
As people age, they are subject to more medical conditions. As I say, I am not a medical expert, but I am certain
that people can suffer from a vast range of medical conditions whereby if they do not take their medication, they
will die. The problem here is that it is almost an encouragement for someone who thinks for other reasons,
“Well, I want to end my life. I will simply stop making taking my medication even though this is perfectly treatable
and then I will qualify for the voluntary assisted dying process.” It is not the situation that people have been talking
about. In the public debate, we have heard very emotive stories. I do not discount the sincerity of the stories of
people suffering terrible, incurable and painful disease and who just want to end it all. I do not think any of us
would be human if we were not moved by those stories. However, because of this clause in the bill, someone who
has a perfectly curable disease who can live an otherwise perfectly good life, for other reasons may decide to end
their life and simply by not taking their medication, they then qualify for the voluntary assisted dying process.
I have heard it only anecdotally, but I understand that the Victorian legislation included this.
It seems to me that if we adopted this suggested amendment to the bill, we would automatically avoid this concern
about creep; that is, suddenly this covers a much broader scope than has been used as the justification for this bill.
A number of members have referred to the large number of people who support voluntary euthanasia. We also
know from more recent polls that when people are asked more subtle questions, support for voluntary euthanasia
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as a priority drops away very dramatically. I have never heard a public debate that said we would broaden the
scope of this legislation to include people who have perfectly curable diseases and who are taking medications that
mean they can lead perfectly pain-free and productive lives, so that if they stop taking that medication, they will
qualify for this process. It can be only an assertion, but I assert that if we asked people that question and we put it
in that way, they would say that that is not how they see this bill should operate. It worries me that in a number of
areas we have seen creep. We have seen creep of this bill from the Victorian bill.
We do not even know how the Victorian bill is going to operate. We have no idea. One person has been through it
and it is used as a model. Even though we have not seen how that model operates and any pitfalls, we have gone even
further—I am using the royal we—in this bill, to allow further loosening. I think it is an entirely sensible amendment
and it is about finding a balance, but my great concern here is that it expands the scope of this bill far too widely.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I want to add a small contribution to support this amendment moved by the member for
Girrawheen. The terminology the member for Cottesloe just used was “to avoid the small creep”. That is the main
message that I have been trying to get across throughout the debate and my questioning on this legislation. I was
going to share this story during my second reading contribution, but I ran out of time so I chose not to insert it.
I thought it would be quite advantageous to share it with members today because it fits with this amendment perfectly.
I was not aware that the member was going to move this amendment when I got this message. This person wants
to remain anonymous, but I have a lot of detail on their personal story. It is about adding the word “incurable” into
this clause and why it is very important, as the member for Cottesloe said, to avoid that small and slow creep that
may happen. The story reads —
A family friend was diagnosed with a rare and aggressive form of cancer called High Grade Small Cell
Neuroendocrine carcinoma in November 2018. Commenced palliative chemo right away, advised that
without chemo, survival was maximum 6 months.
With chemo, average life span is 12–18 months for this type of cancer.
He completed 3 x 21-day cycles of chemo. Following this, on 16 January 2019, scan results of his abdomen,
chest and head showed the chemo did nothing and that the cancer had grown.
The family looked for other options in other states and countries without success—someone with less
fight in them would have probably given up at this stage.
They were filled with hope when they met with Dr Kynan Feeney, Associate Professor Oncologist at
St John of God Murdoch. Dr Feeney and his team have been doing various immunotherapy trials, but not
for this type of cancer.
They agreed to continue with a new round of palliative care, but give him an immunotherapy drug to help
his body fight the cancer.
They were given no guarantees, but the alternative was just continuing with the palliative chemo until it
stopped working.
2–3 months ago when he completed the treatment, following scans he was given the all clear by the doctors.
This individual was told that he had maximum six to 18 months to live with palliative chemo treatment. Under this
legislation, that is progressive and he would be able to access voluntary assisted dying. Through research and
trying and testing different things unknown to the medical field at the time, this person has now been found to be
all clear by the doctors. If I add it all up, we are talking about nearly two and a bit years later, this person is now
not having to undergo chemotherapy and has been given the all clear. Adding the word “incurable” would help
reinforce and ensure that we do not allow the small opportunities that may occur, because as I have said in this
place—I believe every member in this place believes this—it takes only one life to be taken that did not need to
be taken to make this legislation not worthwhile. I am pleading with the minister to consider any safeguards that
can be added to help this legislation protect those who may be vulnerable and to support this amendment.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I just need an explanation of why it is not in the bill. I accept that the prognosis has to be
six months or 12 months for neurodegenerative diseases, so it may be considered advanced and progressive and
that time frame is sufficient. But I really just need to understand what the rationale is for not putting that in, just
as a matter of circumspection. I will not take up much more time. I wanted to correct or add to a couple of things
that the member for Morley said. The article that I quoted from was co-authored by Phillip Nitschke and there
were three doctors, but two of the doctors refused. In the end, there was a first oncologist, somewhere other than
Darwin, and then there was a third doctor. Two of them refused. As I said, I read from a professional journal that
said the disease is not rare and is relatively common. The journal is with Hansard so I cannot quote the citation
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again, but it is not at all true that it is a rare disease. To confirm that, I consulted with a practising dermatologist.
If the minister could briefly explain the rationale for not including that word, I do not think we need to be pursue
it much further.
Mr R.H. COOK: I think this issue was canvassed extensively prior to the lunchbreak, but I am very happy to
elaborate further to reiterate that it is not appropriate to require a person to exhaust all treatment options that may
result in the disease, illness or medical condition being completely cured, but for which the person significantly
compromises or loses their quality of life. Every person should be able to determine which treatment options they
wish to adopt. An adult patient of sound mind may refuse medical treatment even if that refusal may lead to death.
The bill does not require a patient to undergo treatment that will prolong their life or that might cure them, because
to do so would cut across the fundamental principle of patient autonomy. I take on board the comments made by
the member for Darling Range in her anecdote, but that patient was given between six and 18 months to live so
would not satisfy the conditions of this legislation at any rate. Ultimately, one person’s incurability is another
person’s medical miracle waiting to happen. From that point of view, I think we need to put the patient, the person,
back into the centre of this debate. That is why the framework that we will put in place with this bill will provide
all the necessary safeguards and protections and afford appropriate rights.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Just in terms of one last example that the Premier gave, I need clarification on whether this
would fall within it. The Premier said that someone might have gangrene—he did not say gangrene, but let us say
a person had gangrene—and be told that if he did not have his leg amputated, he would die from the infection.
Obviously, if he underwent the amputation, he would survive. The minister would say that that would be a case of
patient autonomy and that it is within the rights of the patient to say that, no, he did not want his leg amputated,
and as a result he would certainly die within six months. Is that the correct kind of example to bring up in this
context? I was a bit puzzled by it, that is all.
Mr R.H. COOK: I have been doing my best in this debate to not provide responses to scenarios because we could
be here all night; at this rate, I think we probably will be here all night testing out different scenarios as it is!
Ms M.M. Quirk: That was just one that the Premier provided.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is right.
Ms M.M. Quirk: I’m giving you the opportunity to comment.
Mr R.H. COOK: And I appreciate that.
Without necessarily trying to paraphrase or verbal the Premier, I think what he was trying to say was that in some
respects, the treatment might, to that patient, be worse than the prescribed cure. I am thinking in particular of
someone who might have a tumour of some form that might be technically operable, but that operation would be
highly compromising to that person’s quality of life and could potentially leave them in a very debilitating, if
managed, state of affairs. From that point of view, I guess the Premier was trying to underscore the principles of
what we have here; that is, if a person has a terminal disease that, on the balance of probabilities, will take their
life within six months, and that person is adjudged to have the capacity to make a decision about the future of their
end-of-life choices and an understanding of the implications of that, they should be able to access voluntary assisted
dying. It will end suffering and, in that sense, it provides a rational and humane outcome. It is unlikely that
someone will choose death in situations in which they could have a higher quality of life. There is a bit of creeping
language around this that people are somehow trying to slip through the net to advance a form of self-emasculation,
for want of a better description. This is not that; this is about providing agency to someone whose life will end
within six months, who is suffering intolerable pain, and who, within the safeguards that we have crafted in this
legislation, should be able to have better outcomes in respect of their end-of-life choices.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: We went through this when the minister was out of the chamber and the Premier was here in
his place. I just want to understand something from perhaps a slightly different angle. My concern is that people
will access this who are suicidal and who need help to stop their suicidal tendencies, rather than to have access to
VAD. This will be a rare event, but we are dealing with potential premature death, so it is important that we deal
with the rare ones. This will be someone who qualifies and accepts that the disease is potentially curable without
a debilitating treatment. One could debate that; that is up to the person. For some people, to lose a leg would be
pretty debilitating, but it would not be to everyone. We could come up with scenarios, but I do not want to go into
that. Is there a mechanism by which the consulting physician, doctor or medical practitioner can look at this and
say, “I’m worried about your rationality here. I’m worried that you are perhaps asking about or discussing VAD
when you actually need to address your psychological treatment”? Is there something in the vetting process to
weed out those cases? I will give an example; this really shocked me. I had a constituent come to me who wanted
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me to advocate for euthanasia and I discussed his situation with him. He wanted this to apply to himself and I asked
him what his ailments were. He essentially agreed that they were old age ailments relating to hearing, eyesight and
creaky bones—whatever. I said, “I can’t help you on that. Whatever we think about euthanasia, you will not be
helped on that.” He died two months later of a heart attack, completely unrelated. But if he had had an ailment that
he could use as an excuse, he would have used it. Can the minister show me some processes for stopping people
misusing the VAD process for what we would all identify as suicide?
Mr R.H. COOK: As I mentioned in both my second reading speech and in my reply to the second reading debate,
it is a requirement that the medical practitioner be satisfied that the person has decision-making capacity; that is,
they are making the decision in the full knowledge of the impact of that decision, their options with respect to their
end-of-life choices and, indeed, their options around other aspects of their medical condition. If the medical
practitioner is not satisfied, there is an obligation on them to refer and to better inform themselves of that person’s
decision-making capacity. This is something on which the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists
provided quality feedback to the Ministerial Expert Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying. It said in relation to the
decision-making process that a mandatory mental health assessment was not necessary, but that there are
protocols and tools that can be provided to the medical practitioner to make sure they can make that assessment.
It also said that it was happy to provide a framework under which a patient could be referred, to better inform the
decision-making process. So, yes, the member is right. It is not sufficient that someone is sad or has in some respect
had enough. In the case of the member’s constituent, God rest his soul, he was simply feeling bad; he was not, on
the balance of probabilities, going to die within the next six months and, as the member observed to him, he would
not have been eligible for this legislation.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: The constituent I just mentioned was a very sane man; he had just had enough. He had also been
an advocate for euthanasia and he wanted to apply it to himself, unfortunately. I will not go into the whole story.
But I think he would have passed any rational test; he knew what he was doing or wanted to do, but my problem
is that he might have used the excuse of a terminal but curable disease to achieve his aim of ending his life, which
is not the real purpose of this legislation. It was his rational choice. He was old and he did not want to go on, but
that is not what we are here for, and that is not being discussed with the community. If he had a disease that was
terminal but curable he would have used that. Do we have some process by which we catch it up, or are we just
going to say that it is up to them, if they get a curable disease, and they want to use it to assist dying, then that is it?
Mr R.H. COOK: I empathise, member, and from that perspective I think of half a dozen reasons why that —
[Interruption.]
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr I.C. Blayney): Minister, you woke me up.
Mr R.H. COOK: Mr Acting Speaker, I think Mr Speaker made a call earlier, when the member for Collie–Preston’s
phone went off again.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I will have to consult with the Speaker when he comes back. That is, the Speaker, not
the electronic speaker.
Mr R.H. COOK: I think the member’s original observation is correct. That person would not be eligible. This is
why we have medical practitioners in this role—highly trained, highly experienced, and additionally trained clinicians
who are in a position to sit down with that patient and understand what is troubling them. Indeed, we do this every
day. Our medical workforce is an extraordinary group of people; they do an amazing job. I think we should be
careful about thinking that they would have the wool pulled over their eyes. We rely upon them to make these calls
day in and day out. This bill, in fact, provides extra safeguards to assist them in that process.
Amendment put and negatived.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Under clause 15(1)(e), a medical practitioner must be satisfied that a patient is acting
voluntarily and without coercion. I am assuming that practitioners will be informed about how to best judge that
capability, or that level of coercion, and the nature of their voluntary action through levels of training. Is that right;
and, if so, can we have some understanding of that what that would look like in a training package?
Mr R.H. COOK: The medical practitioner would have already had significant experience and training in patient
management—understanding what is troubling the patient, and what is going on in their life—and be able to
cross-examine, because obviously, in order to treat a patient, they would have to understand everything that is
impacting on them. As the member observed, there will be extra training for that. As I mentioned in my response
to the second reading debate, that will in part be informed by the Victorian training, but, in addition to that, we
have had significant input already from the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists, and it
has offered to continue to provide that feedback, particularly in the psychosocial issues. To provide further detail,
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it is likely that the training will be provided in an online modular format, similar to the structure used in Victoria,
but reflecting particular observations and nuances of the WA bill, and the WA community. There will be an
assessment component, under which the practitioner will be required to demonstrate competency. The training
package in WA will be developed in consultation with the Department of Health, the Royal Australian College of
General Practitioners, key medical nursing and allied health stakeholders and experts, clinical education,
regulatory, palliative care and end-of-life stakeholders and experts, cultural stakeholders and advisers, and
consumer community representatives.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Just so that I understand correctly, was the suggestion that there is already a baseline level
of practitioners’ understanding of coercion, and the will of their patients? Is that how I understood the minister,
and the training will be an enhancement of those existing skills? Is that my best understanding of what he said?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, member. These are people who have been to university for six years. I was at university
for over six years, and all I came out with was a bachelor of arts. In addition to that, there will be postgraduate
training, on site, of general practitioners. As specialists in general practice, they obviously have further training in
relation to that. The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners has offered to accredit the course, so that it
is a recognised component of its qualifications, and therefore it has to be satisfied that it provides enhanced skills.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you, minister. I appreciate that answer. Obviously, coercion is a critical concern for
everyone who is supportive, or not supportive of the bill.
[Interruption.]
Mr R.H. Cook: That is not true!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Is that the sixth time today?
Ms A. Sanderson: He is trying very hard to get kicked out.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: He really is trying. I suspect he wants to get to the football.
The assessment of coercion is obviously a very difficult element. There is a heavy burden on practitioners already
in terms of what will be expected of them as part of this legislation and, I appreciate, already as part of their role
in our community. If the royal college is part of the engagement already, and will be endorsing and accrediting the
course, does the minister imagine that this will form part of continuing professional development as well, as time
goes on? Would that be a continuing focus, given that this is a critical element of this legislation. I find it very difficult
to believe that anyone can fully anticipate the level of coercion. I have some concerns about the lack of assessment.
Mr R.H. COOK: My understanding is that it would be a recognised form of CPD, and it would be continuous, but
that is self-evident. Essentially, those qualifications or skills would continue to be upgraded, and so on. I do not want
to create the impression that this is a “go online, tick a few boxes” course. This program will be fully assessed for
competency. GPs already have screening and clinical assessment tools to use as part of their clinical practice, but
obviously in this instance, that medical practitioner would need to be further convinced. If they have a sense that
coercion may be involved, they may refer the assessment to a practitioner skilled in this area. If they are of the opinion
that they cannot make an accurate assessment for themselves, they may also refer the matter to existing authorities,
such as the WA Police Force, if they believe that a patient is being coerced into undergoing voluntary assisted
dying. As the member would be aware, the bill makes it a crime to unduly influence a patient in such a manner.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: In relation to coercion, a number of studies over the years about elder abuse recommend that
people such as GPs get training, because a lot of it is going through to the keeper, and they are missing it. I am pleased
that the minister is confident that GPs have the capacity to assess it, but the evidence and the research suggests
that quite the opposite is happening. I was going to talk about the training course at clause 35. Does the minister
want to leave it until then?
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes, member.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I want to ask about clause 15(1)(c)(ii), which reads, in part —
will, on the balance of probabilities, cause death within a period of 6 months or, in the case of a disease,
illness or medical condition …
Can the minister explain what sort of tests there are for the balance of probabilities?
Mr R.H. COOK: I am advised that the probabilities test is used, as agreed by the ministerial expert panel. This
test is easily understood and has case law to support it. When considering whether a disease, illness or medical
condition is expected to cause death within six months, or within 12 months in the case of a neurodegenerative
condition or disease, the medical practitioner will have regard to the treatment conditions made by the patient. This
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includes situations in which the patient chooses not to undergo or continue treatment that may prolong life. To
answer the member’s question, the probabilities test is understood in case law and I understand people are familiar
with it in a clinical context.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Thank you; I appreciate that. In closing, the minister said people with medical expertise
will understand that language. Obviously, that is neither myself nor quite a few others in this chamber. The minister
said the board will form that view. Has it been formed yet or will it be formed after the passing of this legislation?
Mr R.H. COOK: It was the ministerial expert panel. Sorry, my apologies; I was having a 54-year-old moment!
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I have them, too!
To clarify: has that been set or will that be set after the passing of this legislation?
Mr R.H. COOK: Sorry, member, I think we are at odds and that is why we are getting confused. What I was
referring to that the ministerial expert panel recommended is that we choose the criteria “balance of probabilities”.
There are a range of opinions in the conversation we are having today around what is the appropriate test and how
that is described. We have received advice from the ministerial expert panel who considered the legal implications
and also what is in some respects understood within the medical fraternity as being a useful tool to help them make
those decisions. It was decided that “balance of probabilities” provided the greatest clarity.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I appreciate the minister explaining that for me; it is a difficult thing to understand. Is the
minister able to give an example? Has this been used in any other clinical assessment? Is it currently being undertaken
anywhere else within WA?
Mr R.H. COOK: I am advised that “balance of probabilities” is a commonly used criteria in the medical fraternity.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I do not mean to be pushy, this is just simply for me to try to understand: can the minister
provide an example of where else this may be used, if that is possible? If not, that is fine.
Mr R.H. COOK: We do not have a great example at the moment for the member. We can provide that.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I would appreciate that. I just want to highlight that I do not believe this was adopted in the
Victorian legislation. The Victorian legislation states that it is expected to cause death within weeks or months but
not exceeding six months. The Victorian legislation seems to have a lot tighter time frame. Can the minister explain
the difference between the path he has gone down and what Victoria went down and why?
Mr R.H. COOK: The ministerial expert panel looked at a number of ways to prescribe this concept. To clarify
what I said before, we did finally settle on “balance of probabilities”. Victoria originally came up with the idea of
“reasonably foreseeable”. In terms of discussions with other parts of government, most notably our friends from
the legal area, they thought that “reasonably foreseeable” was not tight enough. In ongoing discussions with the
expert panel and the Department of Justice, it was decided that “balance of probabilities” provided the greatest
clarity and the most utility in terms of defining this period.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I have a final question, I hope, on this clause, depending on the answer I receive. If
I understand clause 15(1)(c)(ii) correctly, it is within a period of 12 months on the balance of probabilities. The
last line has “within a period of 12 months”. The Victorian legislation has “not to exceed six months”. Are we
enabling an additional six months?
Mr R.H. COOK: No. This essentially reflects the same approach that the Victorians took, which was six months,
or 12 months for a neurodegenerative condition. The subparagraph states —
(ii) will … cause death within a period of 6 months or, in the case of a disease, illness or medical
condition that is neurodegenerative, within a period of 12 months;
Does that clarify it?
Mrs A.K. Hayden: I think so. I will rely on Hansard.
Mr R.H. COOK: I understand that is in section 9(4) of the Victorian legislation. I am quite happy to read that out
for the member.
Mrs A.K. Hayden: That would be great.
Mr R.H. COOK: It states —
… if the person is diagnosed with a disease, illness or medical condition that is neurodegenerative, that
disease, illness or medical condition must be expected to cause death within weeks or months, not
exceeding 12 months.
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Mrs A.K. Hayden: Twelve or six?
Mr R.H. COOK: Twelve months for a neurodegenerative condition.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: In clause 15, “Eligibility criteria”, it is stated at paragraph (f) that the person’s request for
access to voluntary assisted dying is enduring. I will put a hypothetical situation to the minister: an individual
seeking to access voluntary assisted dying no longer chooses to proceed with it and then returns saying they wish
to proceed—does that indicate their will is enduring?
Mr R.H. COOK: No. The enduring request provides that the patient’s request for access to voluntary assisted
dying must be enduring. This provision reflects the enduring nature of voluntary assisted dying and that in order
for the process to continue, the patient’s choice to participate is paramount. The patient is not obliged at any stage
of the process, even after the completion of the request and assessment process, to take any further action to access
voluntary assisted dying. To provide an outline of what that looks like, they must be able to make a first request,
a written declaration, a final request, a final review, final dispensing and time of administration. They must be able
to clear all those hurdles.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that, minister. I have got the process tattooed on my brain at this point! So,
a person makes a first request and goes through an assessment. They have a second assessment with a consulting
practitioner and then they make a final declaration and final request. They wait some time before making an
administration decision. There is no onus on them in the legislation, as far as I am aware, to make any decisions
within a certain time frame. There is only an absolute minimum between the first and final request times. How is
it established that they have an enduring will? A person goes through all those processes and is at the point they
want to make an administration decision. They have gone through all the other processes. They have been deemed
eligible and they wait three months, for example, before making their administration decision. Does that indicate
their will is enduring? At what point would it be assessed that they do not have enduring will? How much longer
would they have to wait before it is suggested that they do not have an enduring will, or do they have to explicitly
say “I no longer wish to proceed”, in which case what mechanism is facilitated? As far as I am aware, there is no
way, after their final request, they can return to their coordinating practitioner to inform them of that.
Mr R.H. COOK: That would be considered an enduring request. In that respect, the person would not need to
demonstrate enduring beyond six months, for obvious reasons, but they would not have to go step by step in terms
of the time lines. As the member would know, particularly from the Oregon experience, many patients simply
want to know that they have that option, and do not need to access the assisted dying substance. I refer the member
to clause 56, which states —
The patient may at any time —
(a) revoke a self-administration decision by informing the coordinating practitioner for the patient that
the patient has decided not to self-administer a voluntary assisted dying substance; or
(b) revoke a practitioner administration decision by informing the administering practitioner for the patient
that the patient has decided not to proceed with the administration of a voluntary assisted dying substance.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that clarification, minister; thank you. In a hypothetical situation, the person
has reached the point at which they can make an administration decision. As the minister rightly pointed out in his
contribution a moment ago, in all likelihood, on the balance of probabilities, the person has only six months, or
less, in which to live, having had the diagnosis that they are unfortunately likely to die within that period of time.
What would happen if that did not occur within six months? What would happen if they reached seven months?
They have gone through the entirety of the process. That might have taken only nine days. They have made the
administration decision. However, as per the Oregon experience, they have decided to wait. They want to have this
substance just in case, as an insurance policy. Seven months might have elapsed since the person made the
administration decision. Would the person have to revert to the first request stage all over again; and, if not, why not?
Mr R.H. COOK: No. The person would have cleared each stage of the process, and their decision would be
considered enduring, even though there might be a gap between the dispensing and the administration decision.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that, minister. It is good for me to understand the process. If the person had
reached the point of seven months and had not yet passed away, would that mean they would no longer be
considered eligible, because they would have breached the eligibility requirements?
Mr R.H. COOK: No. They would still be considered to be dying within six months, even though it might have
gone to seven months from the original observation. However, we would think that by the point, the person would
be very frail.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that. I am talking about an extreme case. I am trying to understand for how long
a person can continue to access the substance. A person might want to access assisted dying and have that substance
as an insurance policy, and they might still be with us a year later. My concern is about whether the person would
need to revisit eligibility. The person has gone through those processes. We know that there are issues with
diagnosis and prognosis. I think we all understand that people are human, and that it is not an exact science, as it
were. The person has made all the assessments, all the requests and all the declarations and is at the point of the
administration decision, but nine months, or a year, has passed, and the person is still alive. Could that person still
access the administration decision if they choose to go ahead with it, even though nine or 10 months had passed,
or would they need to go through the entire process again because such a significant time had elapsed, which
I think is a possibility under this process?
Mr R.H. COOK: There is no time limit, but obviously, in the opinion of the medical practitioners, the prognosis
would still need to be the same. From that point of view, if the medical practitioner said to the person, “For some
reason, you have confounded medical science; we think you are going to survive for another 12 months”, the
person would obviously no longer meet the requirements for voluntary assisted dying and would need to go back
to square one at some other point in time.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am intrigued by this point. From my reading of the bill, nothing would trigger that. I had not
thought of this point, but I am grateful to the member for Dawesville.
Dr M.D. Nahan: He has a lot of value.
Dr D.J. HONEY: He has a lot of value—immense value—in our party.
The member for Dawesville is clearly highlighting this incrementally. The prognosis might have been demonstrably
wrong. We might say it was wrong by a margin. However, even if it was wrong by one year or two years, I do not
see anything in this bill that would trigger any review. If the prognosis was clearly completely wrong, nothing in
this bill would trigger any review. I am happy to be corrected on this. I think this is what the member for Dawesville
was trying to get to. I do not see anything in this bill that would trigger any reconsideration going out two years,
three years or four years. The person would continue to be qualified to access voluntary assisted dying, and would
continue to have access to the voluntary assisted dying substance, when clearly the prognosis was demonstrably
wrong. In that situation, what is the safeguard in this bill that would trigger any sort of review, retrieval of the
poison, or the like?
Mr R.H. COOK: Thank you, member; I appreciate that. I find it an odd line of questioning. The member for
Cottesloe probably has more medical practitioners in his electorate than anyone else in this chamber, yet he seems
to be attacking medical practitioners and their judgement more than anyone else here.
Dr D.J. Honey: I am not attacking anyone.
Mr R.H. COOK: From that perspective, I do not understand the member’s concerns around the medical fraternity.
However, it should provide comfort to the member that, at all stages, the patient’s decision must be enduring, and,
at all stages, the patient must have received the same prognosis. It might be that that prognosis would be reviewed.
That happens from time to time. At each stage, the medical practitioner would need to be satisfied that, on the
balance of probabilities, death would occur within six months. The patient would go through that process, as they
work with their medical practitioner, and would continue to meet the requirement. However, if at some point the
medical practitioner said, “For some reason, you have confounded medical science. I do not believe you are going
to leave us in six months”, the patient would no longer be eligible for voluntary assisted dying. I know that the
member has this intrigue and is trying to dig into the frailties of medical science. However, we need to understand
that this is a very considered and sensitive process that the patient would go through with their doctor in relation
to how they would exercise their end-of-life choices. At every point in time, there would be assessment and
reassessment, and an examination of conscience, to make sure that the patient’s decision around this was enduring.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Thank you, minister. I think the minister was verballing me in saying that I am attacking the
medical fraternity, particularly in relation to this question. I am not attacking them at all. I assure the minister that
there was nothing in my statement to suggest that. I do not know why the minister did that.
I have recognised that in every profession, including that of members of Parliament, there is a range of abilities
and skills. Some of those are very, very good, and some are not. In relation to this matter, the minister said that
that would be under constant review. Let us look at a situation in which this poison will be self-administered. It is
in the person’s house, the doctor is not there, they are going to administer the material themselves and there is no
administering practitioner. What triggers the review? They are not going back to their doctor and they are not
going back to the doctor who did the assessment; they have simply got this material. What triggers the review?
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This is not a criticism of medical practitioners. I am not quite sure how that was inferred from what I had asked;
that is not relevant to what I asked. This is a person who has the material. They are not going back for assessments
and they have got that material there for self-administration, which I understand is what is going to be done in the
majority of cases. Whether it is because they are defying the best science or whether the science was not so good
in the first place is immaterial. What triggers the review to say that this case should be reassessed? I appreciate
that this is not about sheep stations, but I think the member for Dawesville has raised a really excellent point.
Mr R.H. COOK: I think there is this emerging view of a patient somehow sitting in a bedroom or a room somewhere
staring at the clock by themselves waiting for death to overtake them. They would obviously be in an ongoing
relationship with their coordinating practitioner. Let me put the opposite scenario to the member. They have the
voluntary assisted dying bill substance and the doctor tells them, “You have got two weeks, and I am going to
review you.” What message does that send to the patient? In that sense the patient says to themselves that this is
their one chance to relieve their suffering and they might need it, but the doctor says they will come and review
the patient in a particular period of time. Is that the coercion that the member is concerned about? Is that a situation
in which the doctor is implicitly part of the coercion process? I want the member to understand that this patient
would be deeply involved in medical care and would have an ongoing relationship with the coordinating
practitioner. In that sense, I would say that their situation would be constantly under review. I would say they
would be constantly reviewed in relation to all these matters. From that point of view, I think we should allow the
patient to enjoy extra days in life and say good luck to them, but if they feel that they gain comfort from having
the voluntary assisted dying substance and they continue to face inevitable and imminent death, they should be
able to have that voluntary assisted dying substance to provide comfort.
Dr D.J. HONEY: It looks like there will not be any satisfaction in getting any answer to this question. There is
no necessity, and in fact I would argue that in many cases it is likely that the coordinating practitioner may well
not be the patient’s general practitioner. There is no reason whatsoever to suppose that the coordinating practitioner
is in any way involved in the ongoing treatment of the patient, in which case there is no reason necessarily that the
coordinating practitioner has any relationship whatsoever with the patient’s regular doctor; we know that. The
assertion that there is going to be this ongoing review because the patient has ongoing contact with the coordinating
practitioner is not necessarily so. My reading of the bill indicates that that is not necessarily so. The time could go
out to an extended period. I know the member for Dawesville mentioned some small increments, but it could be
much longer than that, and in that case it would be provable that the diagnosis was completely wrong, but that is
the basis upon which the substance was administered. In that case, I would have expected that it would have been
appropriate to have a review. I am not discussing or presupposing that the coordinating practitioner would be
hovering around the door waiting to leap in there the moment the patient goes one day past the time period. Maybe
this question is not answerable here and it needs to be looked at, but I think there should be a point —
[Interruption.]
Dr D.J. HONEY: Is the minister sending in reinforcements?
Mr R.H. Cook: I thought it might have been the member for Collie–Preston’s phone again!
Dr D.J. HONEY: I do think there has to be a point at which ipso facto the prognosis was wrong and the process
should be nullified, but I am not sure I am going to get an answer.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I remind members that we have been on this clause for over an hour now, so if
members have something new to add, go for it.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I get told that I am a bit direct, and I apologise if this question is direct, but it might be easy
for the minister to answer and get rid of the confusion I have. My understanding is that the patient gets access to
the substance and can take it home and self-administer it. I have been listening, and the minister said the patient is
under the constant guidance of a medical practitioner. Once they take the substance home, what steps are required?
Is there a daily or weekly check, or is there none? That is really simply the question.
Mr R.H. COOK: When the coordinating medical practitioner or consulting practitioner becomes aware that the
person has died, they have to notify the board. Is that what the member is asking?
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: When they take the drug home, what happens between the drug being taken home and the
drug being administered?
Mr R.H. COOK: Under the Medicines and Poisons Act, a person has responsibility for the safekeeping of the
substance. We will come to that in detail in later clauses, but there is a designated person responsible for it.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The member for Dawesville wants another question—something fresh I hope!
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am always fresh, Deputy Speaker!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not know about that, member, but give it a try!
Mr R.H. Cook interjected.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am as fresh as one of them, I am sure—fresh and good looking!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: You had better stop now or I will have to sit you down for misleading the house!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I refer to the issue of eligibility in subclause (2) and the implications under the
Mental Health Act. I am keen to understand whether the coordinating practitioner determines that if a patient is
fine, they are coping and there are no mental health issues, but the consulting practitioner believes that there is
a concern under the Mental Health Act, it stops the clock, as it were—stops the process. Is there a possibility for
a patient to seek a third opinion from another consulting practitioner?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, in that situation it would be said that the consulting practitioner is doing their job, which
is verifying the original decision from the coordinating practitioner. The way it would work is that the coordinating
practitioner would make their assessment and then refer it to the consulting practitioner. The consulting practitioner
would indicate that they have red flags and they would have to refer back to the coordinating practitioner. It does
stop the clock.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If we proceed with that scenario, is there a capability for the patient to go to a different
consulting practitioner to seek a second opinion?
Mr R.H. COOK: I will answer this and then I ask that we get back to the clause. It is the coordinating practitioner
who would then make the decision to make another referral to another consulting practitioner. But that is not what
subclause (2) refers to. We can get on to those details on the appropriate clause.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I apologise. I was not trying to be vexatious, minister; I was trying to understand whether
a patient having a mental health concern that is identified will impact on their eligibility and whether that needs to
be satisfied by both a coordinating practitioner and a consulting practitioner if a consulting practitioner disagrees
with that and believes there are concerns under the Mental Health Act. I am not trying to make this more complex.
I thought that was where we were. There are very clear guidelines under the Mental Health Act about what would
be considered to be a disability or the like, and I assume that that would be front of mind for any practitioner when
they assess the patient. Would that be provided as part of the information to a practitioner and possibly during
training as well?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I will take the minister’s guidance if he would prefer to answer this on a later clause, but
I think it is relevant in that this clause is about eligibility criteria. I want to confirm whether it is a coordinating
practitioner or a consulting practitioner. Is it right that there are in fact three decisions that they can come to? Either
they can say that the patient is eligible and competent, they can say that the patient is not eligible or is incapable
of making that decision or they can be undecided and cannot determine that that is the outcome. So there are three
possible decisions from one of those practitioners.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, that is correct. If they cannot decide, they can refer to get further advice to inform a decision
one way or the other.
Clause put and passed.
Part 3, Division 1 — Heading —
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Before we get to clause 16, I need to move an amendment to the title of this division. I move —
Page 13, line 3 — To insert after “practitioners” —
and relevant expertise and experience
Mr R.H. COOK: I think the reason the member wants to make this amendment is to give effect to a subsequent
amendment, so maybe we could invite the member to speak in an informal sense to the subsequent amendment
so that we understand better what she is trying to achieve by changing the title of division 1.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes, to inform us; that is fine.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I thank the minister for his generosity. This amendment is about ensuring that either
a coordinating practitioner or a consulting practitioner has relevant expertise and experience in the disease,
illness or medical condition expected to cause the patient’s death. We received assurances earlier today that we
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are not in Northern Territory 1995, but the notion that an orthopod might certify a disease that was basically
a dermatological disease concerns me. It seems to me that at least one of those two doctors should have relevant
qualifications to assess the disease. It underpins, for example, the assessment about time frames and so on. If
someone is an expert in a particular disease, they will have the best idea about the time frame and whether the
patient is eligible.
Mr R.H. COOK: I thank the member for her suggestion. We will not support her amendment. Our bill does
not require that one practitioner be a specialist in the person’s illness, but it has a requirement for further
independent assessment if there is doubt about the eligible illness, disease or medical condition. This difference
in requirement from that in the Victorian act reflects the practicalities of responding to the geographic
remoteness of many places in WA and distance from medical care. The requirement to refer to further
assessment serves to ensure specialist expertise when required. This position is consistent with the view of the
Joint Select Committee on End of Life Choices and the Ministerial Expert Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying.
In short, to reflect upon the example that the member gave, we would require the orthopod to refer to a specialist
in order to have all the necessary information in front of them to make sure that they were in a position to assist
in the voluntary assisted dying process. In practice, the patient will have an illness, disease or medical condition
that is advanced and progressive and will cause their death and, in the vast majority of cases, will have had
consultations from an ample number of specialists, all of whom will have brought their expertise to bear on that
patient’s medical record.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I am not quite sure which clauses the minister is referring to when he talks about the need to
refer to another practitioner. Also, where is there reference to an independent practitioner?
Mr R.H. COOK: I believe that the issue around independence was canvassed widely this morning. In addition,
the clauses that give effect to the process I am referring to are clauses 25 and 31.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I do not know whether someone else has a comment while I look at those clauses.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Are we speaking about both amendments—the amendment to the heading and new
clause 16A?
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes. I assume that we will vote on the change that the member has recommended to the title and
then we would have a subsequent vote, or the member may choose not to move the new clause if that vote is
not successful.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I can speak only for myself, obviously. This is a conscience vote. I think this is
another very sensible set of amendments. Obviously, the change to the heading is simply to reflect the change to
be made in the substantive amendment to insert new clause 16A, which would require either the coordinating
practitioner or the consulting practitioner for a patient to have relevant expertise and experience in the disease,
illness or medical condition expected to cause the patient’s death. I think it is pretty fundamental. We are dealing
with ending a person’s life. We are dealing with circumstances in which it is possible that both the coordinating
practitioner and the consulting practitioner for a patient may not have any relevant and ongoing knowledge and
experience of the patient’s full history—not just their pure medical history, but the more holistic knowledge that
a medical practitioner, particularly a GP, would gain when they have had a patient for a long time. As that is not
provided for in this bill, and so there is no need for any particular long-term understanding or experience of the
medical issues or the overall history of a patient, including ideas about whether there are any family pressures,
coercion, duress and the like, there should be a requirement that in signing off that a patient has a disease, illness
or medical condition that is expected to cause the patient’s death, at least one of the practitioners have some
relevant expertise and experience in that disease. If we used the often misused idea of a pub test or a cafe test—
we could use a cafe in Maylands or in Hillarys, wherever people want to use the test—and pulled over the average
person on the street and walked them through this sort of procedure, they would nod their head and agree that if
we are signing off that someone has a disease, an illness or a medical condition that is expected to cause the
patient’s death, for the purposes of permitting them to end their life, one of those medical practitioners signing off
should know a bit more about that disease, illness or medical condition than the average man on the street. I will
leave it at that. From the experience we have had over the past three days, it seems as though the bill that we have
been presented with is a fait accompli. Suggestions might be accepted in principle but not in practice. I would
imagine that these suggestions will meet with the same result as other suggestions, whether formal amendments
or simply suggestions of improvement. This would improve the bill and add a significant safeguard. It would
assuage the doubt of many people in the community. I hope that my previous experience over the last three days
is not repeated and that the sense and logic of this amendment is accepted by the government and introduced into
the bill.
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Dr M.D. NAHAN: Earlier we discussed this issue of whether one of the medical practitioners involved in the
process had specific expertise in this area. I cannot imagine a situation in which that would not happen. If a person
goes to a general practitioner with an ailment, on almost every occasion the GP will send them to a specialist to
identify the disease and make the percentage diagnosis. If a GP is involved in the care of a patient considering
voluntary assisted dying, I cannot imagine that a GP would not send their patient to a specialist—it would not be
done. Therefore, why not put these words into the bill? Under our current medical system, GPs are basically the
frontline filters for ailments. If anything arises in a patient that is more severe than a cold, the GP refers them to
a specialist. If a patient had an ailment that was going to kill them within six months, or 12 months in the case of
a neurological disease, they would see a specialist—one would be struggling not to see a specialist. If a person had
something fundamentally wrong with them, I do not think a GP would not do it because they might be sued. The
public that supports a move down this path would expect this to happen, so why not put it into the bill? It is
a logical step that everyone would expect to happen. In 99 per cent of cases, the GP coordinates the patient’s care
irrespective of what is in the bill, but for that other one per cent, a person with relevant expertise might need to
coordinate the care of a patient, particularly in rural areas where there might not be specialists.
Mr R.H. COOK: The medical practitioner involved has to make not only a decision on the prognosis for the
person’s survival, but also a range of decisions, which we have discussed at length here today, about the person’s
capacity to make a decision and the enduring nature of that capacity, whether that person has been coerced and
whether that person is impacted by other issues. In fact, a general practitioner is better placed to make this call
than a specialist. A specialist can tell us about the tumour, its impact and the technological aspects of it, but this is
about the whole patient, and in particular whether their suffering has got to the point where it is unbearable. From
that point of view, this is absolutely the right way to go.
We sought advice from the Ministerial Expert Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying and it backed this position. As
I said, this position was endorsed by the Joint Select Committee on End of Life Choices in its report, and the
WA branch of the Medical Board of Australia also provided advice to the ministerial expert panel that this was
the appropriate way to go. It does not mean that a specialist cannot be involved in the process. It may be that
a specialist is one of these people, but we do not need to unnecessarily place restrictions on this provision. As the
member for Riverton so eloquently outlined in his comments just then, a general practitioner is armed to the back
teeth with reports from specialists. Those reports will inform the general practitioner in this case about the issues
related to the prognosis. But it would not inform the general practitioner about how that patient is feeling about
their situation, about their level of distress or suffering, or about their decision-making capacity. The consulting
practitioner needs to make a range of other decisions and assessments in this regard. The member for Hillarys said
that this is a simple, quite straightforward and reasonable safeguard. I think it is actually quite damaging and I do
not believe it is necessary. If we are serious about people in more isolated communities having access to the same
rights as everyone else in the community, this amendment is counter to that objective.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I have had the opportunity to look at clause 25, which we will probably talk about at some
length shortly. It requires a referral to a specialist only if the coordinating practitioner is “unable to determine”. In
the worst-case scenario, the coordinating practitioner might, with overconfidence, not regard themselves as
incapable of making a determination. Not only is a level of competence not required, but there will be cases when
people overstep their level of competence and, on top of that—I am beginning to sound like a broken record—
there is no requirement expressly stated in the act about independence.
Division
Amendment put and a division taken, the Deputy Speaker (Ms L.L. Baker) casting her vote with the noes, with the
following result —
Ayes (8)
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr P.A. Katsambanis

Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange

Mr R.S. Love
Dr M.D. Nahan
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Noes (38)
Ms L.L. Baker
Dr A.D. Buti
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Ms M.J. Davies
Mr M.J. Folkard
Ms J.M. Freeman
Ms E.L. Hamilton
Mr T.J. Healy

Mr M. Hughes
Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup
Mr W.R. Marmion
Mr M. McGowan
Mr J.E. McGrath
Ms S.F. McGurk
Ms L. Mettam
Mr D.R. Michael
Mr S.A. Millman

Mr Y. Mubarakai
Mr K. O’Donnell
Mrs L.M. O’Malley
Mr P. Papalia
Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
Mr D.T. Redman
Ms R. Saffioti
Ms J.J. Shaw

Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski
Mr C.J. Tallentire
Mr D.A. Templeman
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause 16: Eligibility to act as coordinating practitioner or consulting practitioner —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 16(3) states —
The CEO must publish the requirements approved for the purposes of subsection (2)(a), (b) and (c) on
the Department’s website.
Obviously, the eligibility requirements will be published publicly. Why is there a need to continue to publish them
on the department’s website if they are already in the bill?
Mr R.H. COOK: I am advised that even though someone might be a medical practitioner, they would need to
hold other skills or have other levels of experience to provide them with clinical currency in addition to their basic
qualifications. For instance, they might have additional aspects to their licence. It would be those subsequent
requirements for a medical practitioner.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I wanted to canvass a point that has been raised in all the discussions on VAD, and that is the
commentary around the independence of the two assessments. I recall the minister at different times stating that
there are two independent practitioners and the expert panel’s review refers to at least two independent assessments.
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: There is a notion of two independent practitioners and two independent assessments. Page 65
of the “Ministerial Expert Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying: Final Report” refers to ensuring the independence
of the practitioners and makes the point that if the two practitioners come from the same practice, it would seem
a bit close. It refers to one practitioner having authority over another, which might put pressure on the second
practitioner having a decision that complies with the first. I would be interested in the minister’s guidance on what
provisions the bill makes for two truly independent assessments and, by extension, in the sorts of areas that the
Nationals WA represent where there are limited doctors. The scope to get two independent practitioners could be
problematic. If there were only two or three in town in one practice and two independent doctors was a formal
requirement, it would certainly limit access to voluntary assisted dying in some isolated parts of the state. I am
interested in what direction the bill gives to the independence of the assessments and where, if anywhere, the
criteria about the independence of the practitioners is expressed.
Mr R.H. COOK: I thank the member. When the Premier was acting in this spot earlier today, he provided some
commentary on this issue. The independence comes from their assessment. The member would know, as I am sure
we all appreciate, there is not a lot of independence in the medical fraternity of Western Australia anyway. They
all went to uni together and know each other. It is one of the great strengths and in some respects an inherent weakness
of our health system. The independence is with regard to the assessment that they make of the patient. Do not
forget that they must then, on the authorised form, make a declaration about their assessment. They are held
responsible for that assessment. They cannot sign off the assessment with, “Well, the other person thought it was
a good idea. Therefore, I do too.” They have to make that assessment themselves.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: Halfway down the first paragraph on page 65 of the expert panel’s report, it states —
The Panel particularly notes that in assuring independence it is important that neither practitioner is in
a supervisory or employing role in relation to the other.
Is that factor a consideration in determining an independent assessment?
Mr R.H. COOK: In relation to that issue around independence that we discussed, obviously, if someone is to be
a coordinating or consulting practitioner, they have to be registered as such and receive the training and be in
a position to serve in that role. The board will have oversight of the practitioners who can serve in that role and,
through the implementation period, will be able to get a better understanding of the overall distribution of medical
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practitioners who are participating to make sure that there is no suggestion that somehow they are forming a posse.
What we will see, in the context of the implementation period and the oversight of the board, is an understanding
of what best practice is in relation to the process to make sure that we have true independent oversight and that
those assessments are undertaken as part of an independent assessment.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The minister referred to an independent assessment between two practitioners, and I ask
the minister to clarify something. To me, that would be a process in which they are both given access to the raw
information without anyone having made any interpretation of it. In analysing that raw information, they may then
come to the same conclusion. I want to make sure that we are talking about that, but also, if a practitioner knows
that they are the second practitioner that the patient is coming to see, from my perspective that practitioner will already
have a preconceived idea that the first practitioner has already given a sign-off and a tick. The second practitioner
is starting from a position of saying, “I’m the second practitioner now; therefore, they must have already had one
that gave them the green light, otherwise they would not be coming to see me”, so they are already starting with
a preconceived notion in their head of what the diagnosis should be before they have even looked at the information.
I am wondering if there is a way of making sure that they do not know that they are the second practitioner. They
are just one practitioner and it just happens that at the end of the process there are two; could that be perceived as
bearing some influence on such a case?
Mr R.H. COOK: I think the member once again mischaracterises the role of medical practitioners in our community.
They have many years’ training and have sworn a range of oaths and have obligations under the law to undertake
their practice in a particular way and without interference. Yes, they will have the same raw information as the
member described it. I should just say that the raw information will include detailed interviews that they will
undertake with the patient. They will not have the initial assessment, but it stands as self-evident that they would
know, if they are the consulting practitioner, that the coordinating practitioner has already formed their assessment.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Just to follow up, I would like to explore this a bit. As the member for Warren–Blackwood
mentioned, in rural areas there are a lot of towns that have just one medical practice with a limited number of
partners. In that situation, can both medical practitioners who carry out the assessment be employed by the same
firm, be in partnership in the same practice, or use the same database? If a patient comes and sees the coordinating
practitioner, the practitioner will put all the data on the database of the practice. If the second practitioner also
works at the same practice, they will then look at that data. That is what they do when they go into practice. I go
to a bulk-billing clinic and I rotate doctors; I do not necessarily see the same doctor each time, and they all use the
same database. Is there some process in train to allow the same medical practice to do that, but to have some sort
of independence so that there are two completely independent assessments?
Mr R.H. COOK: It is technically possible that they could be in the same practice. They would both be informed
by the same medical records, as would any two doctors undertaking that process. Again, they would have to each
sign and make declarations consistent with the assessment process on the authorised forms that they have come to
a decision about that assessment.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I have a couple of questions. Under subclause (3), does the chief executive officer already
have draft requirements? I apologise if this question has already been asked, because I have not been here for the
whole debate. If the CEO has draft requirements, can that be tabled or provided to members?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Is this relevant to this clause?
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, it is under clause 16(3).
Mr R.H. COOK: There is no working document on what those requirements would be, but to provide the member
with a characterisation of how that might look, it might go to something to the effect of each coordinating or
consulting practitioner satisfying particular requirements approved by the CEO. The CEO-approved requirements
for specialist and general registration will include that the medical practitioner must have recent clinical experience—
for instance, not working solely in management or research roles—and will have regard to the level of licence
under which the practitioner currently practices. The member will know that in some instances—typically in the
case of overseas-trained doctors—there are some things they can do, but other things that they must do under the
supervision of another practitioner. The CEO will be responsible for saying that in addition to their technical
qualifications, they may have to have a certain amount of clinical experience or, if they are a provisional or
overseas-trained doctor, they may be limited in terms of how they can practise in the community. There will be
limitations around those sorts of features.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I have a concern about clause 16(2)(c). One of the issues for the coordinating practitioner is in
determining whether the person has capacity or is suffering from any particular mental health condition or, as
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a number of us have discussed a number of times, whether the person is subject to any undue influence. One issue
that could have a dramatic effect on the assessment of a patient—this was certainly a contributor to the case
I mentioned yesterday—is cultural differences. Someone who comes from a vastly different culture might not be
familiar with our community, and I recognise that we have a diverse community. I am wondering if that might be
a confounder here—that an assessment might be affected by those cultural differences. We see again and again at
a societal level that we are very empathetic about people within our society and community. If someone is killed
in Cottesloe, it is a dramatic thing and affects everybody in that community and in Perth more generally; but if
someone is shot in Beirut, or 100 people are shot in Beirut, they are not part of our community and not part of our
society, and I know that some people may care, but in large part, people ignore it. We see that time and again.
I wonder whether that could end up being an issue if we have people involved in this process who have not spent
a lot of time in our community. Cultural differences may lead to inaccurate assessments.
Mr R.H. COOK: Whoa!
Ms A. Sanderson interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I was looking for relevance, but I think we will pay it. Go ahead, minister.
Mr R.H. COOK: Once again, the member is reflecting upon our medical workforce. He continues to do this and,
quite frankly, I do not understand why. They are an extraordinary group of people, regardless of where they come
from. The CEO-approved requirements for limited or provisional registration necessarily limit the types of medical
practitioners, so that only an overseas trained specialist who meets all of the following criteria may apply to be
a consulting or coordinating practitioner: their registration allows them to work in a gazetted area of need, or as
a sponsored provider within a health service in WA; they have undergone a formal assessment by the relevant
Australian college; the relevant Australian college has approved their specialist pathway and supervision program;
they have at least five years of experience as a consultant; and they have completed at least 12 months working in
a supervised position within Western Australia. Essentially, these are people with extraordinary skills who are
recognised as specialists within our jurisdiction and many others, and they would have all the skills necessary to
carry out their duties.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I hope the minister is being genuine, because that sounds like a disingenuous comment at the
start. It is not a criticism of a person’s professional skills, or other medical practitioner per se. This comment would
apply to anyone.
Ms A. Sanderson: That is exactly what it is.
Dr D.J. HONEY: No, it is not. It is that when people come from quite different cultural backgrounds, they can
misinterpret it. We are talking here about a very subtle matters. In particular —
Mr M. Hughes: It’s drivel.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members, can we get on with this please.
Dr D.J. HONEY: We were told that this would be a respectful debate, and that comment is an extremely disrespectful
comment.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members! I do agree with the member. This needs to be a respectful debate. We are
here for a long haul with this, so please keep your cross-chamber comments to yourselves. Member for Cottesloe,
would you please get to your point?
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am. Thank you, Madam Deputy Speaker.
It is not a criticism of the medical practitioner. This comment on this query could apply to any person, whether an
engineer or someone else. It is just that some of the matters that are trying to be assessed here are very subtle; in
particular determining whether there has been coercion or not. I understand from what the minister has said about
the period of 12 months, maybe it is an unfounded concern, but I have a concern that if someone comes from
a very different cultural background, regardless of their medical expertise, it may not be possible for them to make
those subtle assessments that go to whether this person has been influenced to make this decision.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Thank you, member. I am not sure about the relevance of this, and I think the minister
has already answered it. Go ahead, minister, if you want to.
Mr R.H. COOK: Obviously part of one’s medical training would be cultural competency, and understanding the
dimensions of that is an important area for carrying out their duties.
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Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I want to follow on briefly on the question raised by the Minister for Mines and Petroleum
about clause 16(3). If I understand correctly, the minister said that no list is currently available, so where it states
that the CEO must publish the requirements approved for the purposes of subsection (2)(a), (b) and (c) on the
department’s website, when would that list be made, and when would it be put up on the website?
Mr R.H. COOK: If the Parliament passes this bill, it will be done during the implementation phase.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I am also going to clause 16(3), which reads —
The CEO must publish the requirements approved for the purposes of subsection (2)(a), (b) and (c) on
the Department’s website.
I really do not want to be a pedant—I know my colleagues probably think that I am—but we had a query earlier
in relation to clause 7, “Voluntary assisted dying substance”, in which it says that the CEO may in writing approve
a schedule for poisons. I think we were advised at that stage that that was a drafting style rather than a direction,
whereas in clause 16(3) it says that the CEO must publish the requirements. Can the minister explain why there is
that difference? Apparently the drafting style has been abandoned when it comes to this subclause. I am just not sure.
Mr R.H. COOK: This is not a drafting style. This states that the CEO has a responsibility to publish and make
public the requirements with regard to each of those subsections.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Surely under clause 7, the CEO has a responsibility —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, we have dealt with clause 7.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: It is to do with the drafting style, and I was specifically given that answer. Yes, I am aware
of that, Madam Deputy Speaker. In relation to clause 16(3), the minister has just answered that the CEO has
a responsibility to publish those requirements but, according to that, the CEO does not have a similar responsibility
to approve the use of poisons in writing.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is right, member. Under clause 7, the CEO has an authority, and under this clause he or
she has an obligation.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Can the minister confirm that the website that this information would have to be published
on would be the Department of Health website, presently health.wa.gov.au, just for the purposes of all this?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
Clause put and passed.
New clause 16A —
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I live in hope. I wonder whether members have had time to reflect on the prudence of including
such a provision. I move —
Page 14, after line 5 — to insert —
16A. Relevant expertise and experience
Either the coordinating practitioner or consulting practitioner for a patient must have relevant
expertise and experience in the disease, illness or medical condition expected to cause the
patient’s death.
We have had some discussion about the fact that there is no requirement for referral to a specialist. That only
occurs where the initial doctor is unable to determine. As I said, he might have an overweening confidence or ego,
and think that he can well diagnose a disease or condition, so the requirement for a specialist is only activated
when the diagnosing doctor is unsure or uncertain. For that reason, I have moved this provision.
Mr R.H. COOK: We dealt with this particular argument during debate on the last clause. The member moved the
amendment related to the title of the division and we decided that we would discuss both issues because one was
material to the other. However, it was really a requirement of the member to have moved the second amendment.
I assumed, given she did not move the second amendment, that she had decided not to progress with it because the
argument had already been had around the title of the division. The Deputy Speaker may need to take advice, but
in the spirit of this debate I am happy to go to a vote on the amendment. I do not know how we do that consistent
with the standing orders, so I seek the Deputy Speaker’s guidance.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members, I moved quite quickly to clause 17. I am prepared to give the member for
Girrawheen the opportunity to speak on new clause 16A, if she wants to, as we have started to discuss it. Member,
did you want to move straight to putting it?
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Ms M.M. QUIRK: I am happy for it to go to a vote.
New clause put and negatived.
Clause 17: Person may make first request to medical practitioner —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The member for Dawesville was on his feet. I do apologise for that.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 17 relates to the first request. Subclause (2) states that the request must be clear and
unambiguous. The minister has provided us with some clarity over the last couple of days about what that looks
like. I am trying to think of alternative situations. Someone might have a speech impediment or they cannot speak,
or they speak a language other than English in a remote Aboriginal community. Language is obviously a barrier
when it comes to people in authority, so there might be some concerns. Can the minister provide us with some
insight as to what that might look like for people, say, from a disadvantaged circumstance?
Mr R.H. COOK: Clause 17 provides —
(1) A person may make a request to a medical practitioner for access to voluntary assisted dying.
The first request must be clear and unambiguous and made by the person either in person or by means of audiovisual
technology. This provision takes into consideration the geographical spread of Western Australia and that some
people may need remote access to medical services. The request may be verbal or by gestures by other means of
communication available to that patient. This is to prevent discrimination against people on the basis that they
cannot speak. As long as their request is clear and unambiguous, this will suffice.
This clause reflects the position that a request for access to voluntary assisted dying must be distinguished from
a request for information about voluntary assisted dying. That is why this provision requires the request to be clear
and unambiguous. The patient is also able to communicate via an independent accredited interpreter, which is
covered under clause 160. The medical practitioner who receives the request will ascertain whether the request is
clear and unambiguous. “Unambiguous” is an ordinary, commonly understood term. It would be evident to the
medical practitioner what the patient’s intent is.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Hello, Acting Speaker.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): Hello.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: It seems I am following the member for Kalgoorlie at this point in time, with the greetings!
The ACTING SPEAKER: Greetings!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If a request were to be made via a gesture, could I have some indication what that might
be? I believe a first request would be a very poignant conversation and a very appropriate one to have. To me, the
gesture element is a difficult part because I think it is a relevant empowerment for a patient to make. We need to be
satisfied that there are expectations on practitioners about what they should be expected to interpret or understand.
This is a relatively complex and difficult conversation for people to have at the best of times; that is, if they are
making a first request to their practitioner. In a gesture sense, do we know what that might look like or does the
minister have other examples from other jurisdictions as to what it might look like?
Mr R.H. COOK: The member will recall that I provided some extensive information about this earlier to the
member for Scarborough. A person who is in this situation will have already established protocols and arrangements
about how they communicate with their treating physician. Obviously, it would not be a simple wave in the air; it
would be something which is considered, as I said, clear and unambiguous. The role of the medical practitioner in
this case would be to satisfy themselves very clearly, consistent with those protocols. I would imagine, particularly
in a technology-driven world, that an iPad would play a clear role in this for someone who could not speak, for
instance. We are trying to create a balance between making it available to people who do not have that immediate
capacity but just make sure that there is an obligation on the medical practitioner to be satisfied that it is both clear
and unambiguous.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that response. I understand the need to make sure that it is as unambiguous as
possible. When I interpreted “gestures”, I assumed it was to gesticulate; not to rely on another device to do it on
the patient’s behalf. I think it makes much more sense if there were the capability for an iPad or some other
computer to intercede in the conversation or to be used on behalf of an individual who might not be able to
communicate. In the minister’s mind, will language gestures be satisfactory in terms of catching the requirements
for another device to be used? Do we not need to define that a device might be used? Is the minister okay with the
word “gesture”? I realise we have to make sure it is clear and unambiguous. I assume a device would be used to
communicate a clear and unambiguous message; is that right?
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Mr R.H. COOK: Yes. Context is everything of course. In this sense, the patient may use sign language. They
may have a physical gesture but one which is about communicating detailed information to their treating clinician.
Do not forget that communication is a two-way street. They would have to be able to conduct a conversation
through alternative means, albeit in a way that provides clarity and is unambiguous.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: My question goes to the broader issue of communication in isolated areas of the state. There
is reference in clause 156(2)(a) to a person who is not able to make a request in person being able to access
audiovisual communication. I want to confirm whether the opportunity to use an audiovisual device as a strategy
of communication simply refers to the component of the process in and around the first request, the final request
or the administration decision. Is it correct that there are only those three circumstances in which audiovisual
communication can be used as a matter of communication as distinct from in person?
Mr R.H. COOK: Just to clarify, is the member talking about a person who is remote from the practitioner?
Mr D.T. Redman: Yes.
Mr R.H. COOK: Okay.
I take the opportunity, while I am on my feet, to refer the member for Dawesville to clause 156.
We anticipate that there will be remote patients in Western Australia who want to engage with a coordinating or
consulting practitioner. We have not prescribed which parts of the process would involve the capacity to utilise
teleconference or telephone communication because, essentially, that is part of an ongoing conversation that the
patient would have with their medical practitioners. They may not need just one communication to form the
assessment. They might want to have a number of conversations with the patient before they come to their conclusions
on the assessment. Some of those might be face to face. However, the member would understand that, in another
instance, they might say, “I’m going to get back to the person and clarify that particular issue”, or, “I’m worried about
that comment they made”, and that might be done through an alternative means. Therefore, from that perspective,
we anticipate that in Western Australia there would be utilisation of some of that communication capacity.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: Further to that, I promote and support alternative methods of communication.
Mr R.H. Cook: Indeed.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I also promote moving to a process in Western Australia in which general practitioner services
could be provided by audiovisual or other means. We now have emergency telehealth, which is very successful.
Those things certainly provide opportunities. This clause makes reference to clause 156(2) of the bill. I am jumping
ahead a bit, but that states, in part —
If it is not practicable for a patient to make a first request, final request or administration decision in person —
(a) the patient may make the request or decision using audiovisual communication; and
That seems to limit the audiovisual communication to those three components of the process—the first request,
the final request and the administration decision—as distinct from the practitioner’s assessment. Therefore, I guess
by extension, would it be possible for the full consulting or coordinating practitioner’s assessment of that first stage
to be done through the use of audiovisual tools, as distinct from in person?
Mr R.H. COOK: It is jumping ahead. We will come to that when we get to clause 156. I appreciate that clause 17
makes reference to clause 156, but that is simply to facilitate —
Mr D.T. Redman: That clause is just with respect to the first request.
Mr R.H. COOK: Indeed. Essentially, clause 156 facilitates the capacity for the first request to be made using
audio telecommunications equipment.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I want to get this clear, because this is inextricably tied to clause 156(2), and perhaps it will
save some debate later to discuss it more broadly. Does this mean that a person could go through this process
without seeing a medical practitioner in person? Could a person go all the way through to having the administered
substance delivered to them without ever having face-to-face contact with a practitioner? I do not want to hear the
general “It would not happen” or “We would not expect it to happen.” I want to know whether that could happen
under this bill.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is not relevant to clause 17.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I think it is, minister, because this is obviously the first part of initiating the process.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, under standing order 94, “Relevance”, it has to be relevant to the debate.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I believe it is relevant, thank you very much, Madam Acting Speaker. Clause 17(3) states —
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The person may make the request verbally or in another way …
Would a person who had a disability and could not speak clearly be able to access that remote method of
communication?
Mr R.H. COOK: No, the person could not, if the person with the disability, or whatever the member referred to, did
not have the capacity to make a clear and unambiguous statement or request. Essentially, this is about two things—
first, providing an opportunity for a person to make a first request by other than verbal means; and, second, making
sure that that request is clear and unambiguous.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I want to follow on from the member for Warren–Blackwood about communications.
Can the minister explain how a non-verbal communication could be made clearly and unambiguously by means
of an audiovisual communication? Could the minister explain that to us so that it will be clear for anyone who may
read this debate? How can we make sure that the telecommunication will be unambiguous if the person has
a problem communicating?
Mr R.H. COOK: This is very similar to the question from the member for Cottesloe. The person would need to have
telecommunications capacity. They could use sign language, a communication board or some form of digital device.
If the person could not do that, such as if they were on the telephone and the medical practitioner was not able to see
the person’s hand gesture, or something of that nature, that would not constitute a clear and unambiguous request.
Dr D.J. HONEY: For the purposes of section 19, if a person in a remote community wanted to access this and
they found a medical practitioner’s number in the telephone book and called that person, would that trigger the
obligations in clauses 18 and 19?
The ACTING SPEAKER: We are not at that stage, member.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I know, but this is seminal. This is relevant. I want to know whether that first contact would
trigger the obligations under those other clauses. It is not a smart alec question; it is an important question.
Mr R.H. COOK: No, it would not.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I have one simple question about clause 17(2)(b). I understand that we will get to
clause 156(2)(a) in the future, but of course it is relevant here, because the minister has referred to it. Will the
request need to be made contemporaneously? In other words, could the person record their request and send it, or
would it need to be made live to the practitioner?
Mr R.H. COOK: It has to be contemporaneous.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Similar protocols and processes must already exist for doctors who have to make decisions
about palliative care for patients who perhaps are in a similar situation. Is this building on similar processes that
already exist in the medical profession?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I am not across all of this, and I know our member for Hillarys would be far more educated
on this area than me, but was there any federal legislation flagged in regard to this bill and the commonwealth
Criminal Code related to disseminating material online to do with suicide? Was that ever looked into? Does the
bill conflict; and have any safeguards been put into it to make sure it does not?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, it was considered.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Does the bill conflict with any commonwealth legislation; and, if so, has anything been
done in this legislation to make sure that does not happen? The last thing we would want is for a doctor to get
caught up in unintended consequences of committing a criminal act under federal law.
Mr R.H. COOK: We covered this extensively this morning. I tabled information that was provided to me by —
Dr D.J. Honey: She was not here.
Mr R.H. COOK: Is that right? My apologies. This was canvassed extensively this morning and those issues were
thoroughly ventilated.
Mr K.M. O’DONNELL: Greetings, Madam Acting Speaker.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Greetings, member for Kalgoorlie.
Mr K.M. O’DONNELL: I stepped out of the chamber, so I hope my question has not been answered. I refer to the
request being clear and unambiguous. In my electorate we have a good service provider in Goldfields Individual
and Family Support Association for disabled people. I cross paths with quite a few of them at market days, movie
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nights and things like that. When I say hello to some of them, I get an “uhhhhhh” sound. I do not know how Hansard
is going to record that!
Dr M.D. Nahan: How do you spell it?
Mr K.M. O’DONNELL: I apologise, Hansard!
I am not trying to find a crack in this clause, but disabled people have the same feelings and pain threshold. If that
person struggles with speech, the carer probably understands what they are going through, but how can they convey
that? Does that minister understand where I am getting to?
Mr R.H. COOK: We have covered this extensively. It essentially comes down to the ongoing protocols that
they have to communicate with their carers and physicians, and those protocols may be a range of things. The
conversation would certainly go beyond the sort of dialogue that the member might expect at the local market day.
When they are discussing their medical needs with their doctors and other carers, they would obviously have more
robust and accurate ways of describing things and communicating. As I said, communication is a two-way street,
so clearly there would be ways that they could undertake that process. Please, members, understand: at all stages
the request must be clear and unambiguous.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Just to clarify one aspect, the practitioner who receives the first request has to note it on
a form or prescribed documentation to the board. Let us use gestures as an example: How would they describe
them? Is there capacity for them to provide that information to the board? I am trying to understand the situation,
by extension, that the member for Kalgoorlie described to us. If a carer acted on behalf of the person making the
request, would they have to record that the carer acted on their behalf? If the person used gestures, would the
practitioner have to explain those gestures? Will there be capacity in the information that has to be provided to the
board to record and reflect that?
Mr R.H. COOK: Obviously, how practitioners interact and record those interactions with their patients would
be part of their clinical training. They would have all kinds of patients before them with differing ways of
communicating. How they would report the first request to the board is covered in clause 21 and what the member
is asking is covered in clause 21(2)(d).
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I just have a couple of queries on this clause. Clause 17(2)(b) applies that a request can be
made by way of audiovisual communication. When Attorney General Quigley wrote to Hon Christian Porter, the
federal Attorney-General, was it contemplated whether this clause breached commonwealth law?
Mr R.H. COOK: The whole bill was crafted in contemplation of the commonwealth legislation that it has to be
in concert with. As the member will recall, we had a lengthy discussion this morning about that relationship. These
are the sorts of issues that the Attorney General and the commonwealth Attorney-General will no doubt discuss.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I will ask the other question I had. This is not me being glib, but we need to get this on Hansard.
I have looked up the definition of “gesture” and one common definition is that it is movement of a part of the body,
especially the hand or the head, to express an idea or meaning. That is good. A second common definition is that
a gesture is an action performed to convey a feeling or intention. That is good; it is also in the spirit of the clause.
The third common definition, though, is an action performed for show in the knowledge that it will have no effect.
For the purposes of Hansard, the minister will need to say that the first two meanings of “gesture” are relevant to
the intent of the legislation, but that the third is not.
Mr R.H. COOK: I draw the member’s attention to subclause (2)(a), which states that the communication must be
clear and unambiguous. Therefore, the request must be able to be communicated effectively.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I do not want to go over ground that has already been covered, but I think it is really
important to deal with interaction between clause 17 and clause 156(2)(a). Was the correspondence that the
Attorney General sent to the federal Attorney-General, Mr Porter, on 28 August, which I believe is the day we
started debating this bill in this place, done on the minister’s request or in consultation with him or was it done
by the Attorney General in his own right?
Mr R.H. COOK: I think we have now passed the threshold of repetition and relevance. We covered these issues
at length this morning and I really think we have dispensed with them.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I take issue with that. If the minister does not want to answer that question, that is
fine. He can put on the record that he does not want to answer that question.
Ms A. Sanderson: Do not verbal!
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Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I am not. I am saying if he does not want to answer it. I am not verballing anyone.
There are people on your side who are experts at verballing—absolute experts at verballing!
Mr R.R. Whitby: Tone it down; keep it respectful.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): Member for Hillarys —
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I want to continue.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I am just going to let you settle down, member of Hillarys.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I am very settled.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Are you all right? Are you okay?
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: I am not being patronising; I am trying to let people settle down. I apologise if I was
patronising. It was never my intent. I just want the member for Hillarys to be on point. Thank you, member for Hillarys.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: There are provisions in the explanatory memorandum about all sorts of things such
as independence, but irrespective, I want to return to clause 17(2), which interrelates with clause 156(2)(a). This
is a really important point, particularly for people in regional Western Australia, where it may not be practicable
to make a request in person. The bill allows communication by audiovisual means with a medical practitioner. We
know that there are concerns about constitutional validity and interaction with commonwealth law, in particular
the commonwealth Criminal Code, in relation to the use of audiovisual means. We know that because a letter from
the state Attorney General to the federal Attorney-General addressing this issue has been tabled. It is axiomatic to
the questions that need to be asked about this clause so that we can determine exactly what the legal position is so
that no-one falls foul of the commonwealth criminal law.
The ACTING SPEAKER: The question is that clause —
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I have not finished! I am pausing. I have noticed that there seems to be a lot of haste
in shutting people down when they are halfway through their questions. It is not good enough.
The ACTING SPEAKER: And your question is?
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I will get to my question. The issue here is that the constitutional validity of similar
provisions in Victoria and their interrelationship with the commonwealth Criminal Code were first raised by the
Victorian health minister on 26 June—after this bill had been drafted but well before it came to this place for
debate. I want to know, firstly, why it took from 26 June until 28 August for our Attorney General to contact the
federal Attorney-General. Secondly, did the state Attorney General do this off his own bat or did he do it in
consultation with the health minister, who is the minister responsible for the bill that is at question here in the
correspondence between the two Attorneys General? Thirdly, I would like to know what legal advice was received
by the state of Western Australia between 26 June and 28 August, either by the Attorney General off his own bat
or in consultation with the minister, that gave rise to the concerns that led to that letter being sent to the federal
Attorney-General. I think the people of Western Australia have the right to know, and particularly the practitioners
and patients who might want to utilise this clause and who might be forced to utilise it in many cases because of
the absence of medical practitioners in some parts of Western Australia. I think those people deserve and have the
right to know. I ask it, as I have asked all questions around the operation of this bill, in good faith. I want to be assured
that the legislation the government has presented here is actually going to work. I also want to know what the process
was in the lead-up to it. I ask the minister to answer those questions. I think they are pretty simple. They are fair
questions. The warning was raised in Victoria on 26 June. It took more than two months before the Western Australian
government took some action. What happened within that time and who is leading this conversation with the
federal Attorney-General—is it just our Attorney General on his own or is it in consultation with the minister?
Mr R.H. COOK: I appreciate that the member is very concerned about this. Therefore, he should perhaps have
been here for the debate this morning when we canvassed these issues with the member for North West Central.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I was, but this is the point to ask it!
Mr R.H. COOK: And in the context of that debate, I said to the member for North West Central, “Look, I appreciate
that these issues have been raised and we can discuss it now to save us time later.” Everyone nodded furiously.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: That was his issue, not mine.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Hillarys!
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Mr R.H. COOK: Is the member confirming that he wants to have the debate again?
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: No, this is the right place.
Mr R.H. COOK: Is the member saying that he would like to have the debate again—is that right?
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: In summary, I have asked you three direct questions.
Mr R.H. COOK: In summary, we became aware of it on the same day that the Victorians did, because the issue
was raised in public. The Department of Health has had extensive consultations with the Department of Justice
and the commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department and his office. Those conversations are ongoing. The
Western Australian Attorney General wrote to his federal counterpart, Hon Christian Porter. What was going
on between 26 June and that time? Obviously, there were extensive discussions with the Solicitor-General, the
State Solicitor’s Office, the Department of Justice and the Director of Public Prosecutions. This process was widely
dissected this morning. I suspect that when we get to clause 156, the member may want to raise these issues again.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Not if you answer them here.
Mr R.H. COOK: That was the commitment that was given to me this morning.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: By whom?
Mr R.H. COOK: By the member for North West Central. Everyone was sitting around and nodding furiously.
We have well and truly ventilated these issues. From that perspective, I think we should move forward so that we
can consider other aspects of clause 17.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I was really trying to assist in the last question, minister. It really would have taken only a yes
or no answer, but I will now need to repeat it. In clause 17(3), the word “gestures” is used. If there is any ambiguity
in the legislation when it goes to a court, the first place the court will look is the debates and what the minister
said. I want confirmation that a movement of a part of the body—an action performed to convey a feeling or
intention—is the gesture that the minister is referring to in this legislation. Does the minister just want to say yes
and we can get on with it?
Mr R.H. Cook: By way of interjection, yes, but it would have to be clear and unambiguous.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Yes. The third meaning of gesture is that it is an action performed for show in the knowledge
that it will have no effect. For example, a shrugging of the shoulders would be ambiguous because it might mean
that the person wants to end it all or it could mean that they do not care. All I am trying to do is to say that it is
a clear and unambiguous action that is not an action to show that it will have no effect.
Mr R.H. COOK: From where did the member get the definition she gave?
Ms M.M. Quirk: I think it is from Webster’s dictionary.
Mr R.H. COOK: Obviously, there are a range of definitions that someone might use or refer to. Can I provide the
member with the very clear advice that the gesture may be physical but the intent must be clear and unambiguous.
Ms M.M. Quirk: Thank you.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I will return to the interaction between clause 17(2) and clause 156(2)(a). We want
to know how the second part of clause 17(2)(b) is going to work—the “if that is not practicable” part. We are in
a situation in which our Attorney General has written to the federal Attorney-General for clarity. I appreciate that
the minister has made that letter of our state Attorney General of 28 August 2019 available through the tabling of
it. I now request that the minister be prepared to give an undertaking that when a response is received from the
federal Attorney-General, Mr Porter, he provide that response in some way that it becomes publicly available.
Mr R.H. COOK: As the member would be very aware, that is for the Attorney General to decide. I cannot make
that commitment on his behalf.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Could the minister at least undertake to request it of the Attorney General? This is
a live issue. It is acknowledged by the correspondence itself that it is a live, unanswered issue. I think it would
be extraordinarily helpful for those people who want to utilise these provisions to be aware of the federal
Attorney-General’s answer. I think that would be the starting point.
Mr R.H. COOK: I will certainly discuss it with the Attorney General. The commonwealth Attorney-General
may not want his privilege waived in the context of making that letter public. I am happy to discuss it with him.
As I said to the member for North West Central, this will not stop the legislation; it simply means that the
Department of Health will have to adapt the way in which it operates. This is the commitment I gave to the member
for North West Central this morning.
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Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I just want to clarify a point. The minister mentioned that the federal Attorney-General
may not want to waive his privilege. I cannot see how any privilege, particularly legal professional privilege,
would attach to correspondence between the state Attorney General and the federal Attorney-General. There might
be other issues that the federal Attorney-General might want to raise, but I cannot possibly see how the federal
Attorney-General could claim legal professional privilege in a letter that he would write to the state Attorney General
in response to a request made by the state Attorney General, particularly given that that request has now been
tabled in this Parliament. I will just give the minister the opportunity to respond. I understand that the federal
Attorney-General may, if he wants to, request that the response be kept confidential. I do not know why he would
do that but it is his right if he wants to do that. But just for clarity, I cannot see how any privilege, particularly
legal professional privilege, would attach to that sort of correspondence.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): I will take that as a statement.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 18: No obligation to continue after making first request —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: We spoke earlier about the enduring will. Clause 18(3) states —
If the request and assessment process ends under subsection (2), the person may begin a new request and
assessment process by making a new first request.
Are there any time requirements that sit between the first and subsequent request? Can it happen almost immediately?
Mr R.H. COOK: There is no time requirement.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If a person makes a request to their practitioner and is unsure about their requirements or
what they want to do, I am conscious of the time taken between the request and the assessment stage. Was this not
covered off when we talked about the enduring will? I thought that if a person were to get through the process, it
would not have to be revisited, or is this provision specific to the first request and assessment stage of the process?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, that is correct. It is under this particular division.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I would like some clarification on how this clause is going to operate. Clause 18(2)
states —
The request and assessment process ends if the person decides not to continue the process.
There is no requirement that that person make the decision not to continue the process or communicate that
decision to anyone else. In the absence of any communication of that decision, is it possible that the board may
end up receiving multiple first requests on behalf of the same person if that person then decides to start the process
all over again with a different practitioner at some point in the future?
Mr R.H. COOK: If the patient does not wish to continue to participate but does not make that request, one of
two things may happen. A form would have been sent to the Voluntary Assisted Dying Board and it will sit on its
books. The board might contact the consulting practitioner to find out what is going on. The medical practitioner
might say, “This person has clearly had a different view of things. I haven’t had a formal discussion with them but
it is clear that that’s their intention because I’ve called them a couple of times and they have not returned my calls.”
But there is no formal way of withdrawing from the process. The patient may simply state that they do not wish
to proceed.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: This process often deals with people in some distress, either through pain or more
general stress. If a request is made but not followed up, and then sometime later through another practitioner,
a second or a subsequent request is received by the board, in isolation and without knowing the individual,
a question mark could arise around the issue of capacity. This person may have simply forgotten that they made
a first request. In those sorts of circumstances, is there any obligation on the board to investigate further into that
person’s state of mind, because there really cannot be an obligation on the next practitioner down the line because
they simply do not know what has occurred? The state of mind might not necessarily lead to a lack of capacity,
but just a question mark around it. What obligation is placed on the board under those circumstances?
Mr R.H. COOK: The board does not investigate matters itself but provides oversight of the process. If it saw any
irregularities, it would refer the matter to the chief executive officer and say, “We have seen some irregularities
here that we think you need to investigate.”
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: It is really helpful to place that on the record. I think the minister understands where
I am coming from on this. As I said earlier, we are dealing with people in immense pain and distress. We would not
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want a circumstance in which a question mark arises in the system and the system does not respond. With a minister
putting that on the record, I hope that the people dealing with these matters at the board and the CEO level take
heed of that commentary and at least actively peruse the documentation that they receive.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, that is the function of the board.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I want to raise two issues. Firstly, in what form does the request to discontinue need to be? Is
it a similar form to that in clause 17; and, if so, why does the clause not say so?
Mr R.H. COOK: There is no formal process to withdraw from the process. The patient may simply state that they
do not wish to proceed.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I am acting as the devil’s advocate because we are very keen for there to be no issues around
voluntariness or coercion. I would have thought that there probably need to be some protections in here because
family members or whoever are forcing their loved ones not to proceed. If we are going to be consistent throughout
the legislation, then perhaps there needs to be some formal assessment or judgement if there is a withdrawal.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, member. As we have often said, the experience overseas is that the elements of coercion
involve in the majority people trying to talk people out of the process, not into it.
Ms M.M. Quirk: That is what I am talking about.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is why the medical practitioner would need to be alive or awake to those issues as well.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: There is no requirement for that, as I understand it, minister.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: We are talking about clause 18 and asking a number of questions about the enduring nature
of what we are trying to achieve here. I think it is important that this clause is thoroughly scrutinised as part of the
legislation. I am keen to flesh out the important role of the Voluntary Assisted Dying Board in tracking information
when a patient chooses to no longer proceed with a first request. I am conscious that if someone is travelling around,
makes a number of first requests and then stops, that might indicate a lack of enduring will or decision-making
capacity. Will there be an option for the board to actively engage with a practitioner and say, “This person has
actually done this a number of times. They’ve not proceeded with a first assessment as per this clause. This has
happened a number of times, and you should just be aware of it”? I think the minister referred to a two-way street
in terms of communication. Does the board have the capacity to go back to a practitioner and provide that feedback?
Mr R.H. COOK: They would not go back to the practitioner; they would go to the chief executive officer.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 19: Medical practitioner to accept or refuse first request —
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I have a query on the clause that is headed “Medical practitioner to accept or refuse
first request”. A number of issues arise, but I refer in particular to clause 19(4), which states —
Unless subsection (5) applies, the medical practitioner must, within 2 business days after the first request
is made —
(a) inform the patient that the practitioner accepts or refuses the request; and
(b) give the patient the information approved by the CEO for the purposes of this section.
My question is: why is that information to be in a form approved by the CEO and not, as is ordinarily provided in
legislation, particularly for really important documentation, in a form approved by regulation—a prescribed form,
made by regulation? Why was the decision made to exclude this sort of form from the appropriate scrutiny that
regulations would be subject to in a democratic state like ours?
Mr R.H. COOK: Is that the document referred to in clause 19(4)(b)?
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I was referring specifically to the document in clause 19(4)(b), but for the purposes of the
question, so we are not repeating ourselves, all the documents required in this clause. The question applies, and
I imagine the minister’s answer equally applies, to all the documentation required under this clause.
Mr R.H. COOK: Some documentation, particularly forms lodged with the board, have an official and meaningful
role in the process. In this case it is about the information that the patient must have so that the system is satisfied
that the patient has the information in front of them. We want to make sure that the patient’s decision is well
informed, and this principle is fundamental to the proposed model for voluntary assisted dying. That is why it is
important that the chief executive officer has oversight. I do not think it is necessary for it to be a form that is
tabled in Parliament; this is simply to make sure that the patient has the information that they need.
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Dr D.J. HONEY: This is a clause that a number of practitioners and certainly I have considerable concerns about.
This is when we cross the line at which a doctor could potentially be compelled to participate in the VAD process
against their wishes. Some doctors may wish to participate, but I suspect a large number of doctors will not wish to
participate at all. Some doctors have a vehement personal objection to voluntary euthanasia. They find it abhorrent
and in complete opposition to the Hippocratic oath to sustain life. To be frank, it makes them feel sick that they could
be compelled to be involved in this process. We do not know what the information is, but I take it that, in the case of
a refusal, it is information that tells the person how to access voluntary euthanasia somewhere else. We do not know
that, but I take that to be the case, and I am happy to be informed about that. If that is the case, we will inevitably be
compelling some practitioners who are vehemently opposed to any involvement in this process and think it is
abhorrent to give the patient information to allow them to access the process. I understand that we have this libertarian
view that a person should be able to do whatever they like, and that is fine. That argument can be progressed to
varying degrees. But in this case, we are forcing doctors to do this. Referring to other clauses in the bill, if they do
not do so, they will actually be potentially subject to an accusation of professional misconduct—we do not know how
that will be determined—and a $10 000 fine. This is a really heavy hammer for medical practitioners who are utterly
opposed to voluntary assisted dying, and should be allowed to be. But even if they are utterly opposed to it, they still
have to participate in a process that they find absolutely abhorrent, and if they do not, they are subject to a fine.
A lot of the answers I have heard during debate on this bill are, “Oh, well, that wouldn’t happen. It probably
won’t happen; no-one would do that.” The trouble is that we all know that if it is possible for something to
happen, it probably will happen. If the board is composed of strident advocates of voluntary euthanasia, it could
be that they will take a very heavy-handed approach; we do not know whether that will be the case or not. Can the
Attorney General tell me whether I am correct or whether my concerns are misplaced? Perhaps we will start there.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Sure. When a patient consults with a doctor, be it in a hospital or a practice, it is a professional
requirement for the doctor to keep notes on what the patient is approaching him or her about. If we go to clause 20,
regardless of whether clause 20 exists or does not exist, the doctor would have to make a record in their notes. Let
us forget this bill; the doctor would have to record in their notes that a patient had been talking about hastening
their own death. That would be a professional requirement, as it is for a solicitor—as the member for Hillarys
would know—to keep an accurate record of conversations with their client. Failure to do so would constitute
professional misconduct.
I now go to clause 20(b), under which the practitioner must also record their decision to accept or refuse the first
request. Sans this bill, the doctor would have to record that in his notes anyway: “A patient has approached me
seeking to hasten their own death, and I said, ‘Don’t talk to me about that’”, or, “‘I don’t know anything about that’”,
or whatever. Paragraphs (a) and (b) of clause 20 place no additional professional requirement that the doctor is not
already duty bound to record in his or her attendance notes. We now go to clause 20(c). If the practitioner’s decision
is to refuse the first request, the reason for the refusal —
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: It’s the same answer as paragraphs (a) and (b).
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Pretty well, the same answer as paragraphs (a) and (b): “I’m not going along with this,
because I don’t believe in voluntary assisted dying.”
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Or not—it could be for other reasons, too.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I was going to say that the member said it was the same as paragraphs (a) and (b), so I agreed
with him in part, and then I said, “Member for Hillarys”, because I was going to go on, that there might be another
reason, and the other reason might be that the doctor does not believe, on the balance of probabilities, that the
patient is going to die within six months.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Possibly that, too.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Perhaps the doctor does not believe that the patient has a terminal illness. They would have
to record that in the notes anyway. The only additional requirement on the medical practitioner under clause 20 is
whether the practitioner has given the patient information referred to in the clause that has already been passed—
that is, clause 19(4)(b), which requires the doctor to “give the patient information approved by the CEO for the
purposes of this section.” That would be standardised information about voluntary assisted dying—for example,
eligibility criteria showing that the patient is not eligible because the doctor does not believe the patient is going
to die in six months. I am looking at the manager of opposition business, and I say that I do not believe he is going
to die within six months, so he is not eligible.
Mr D.C. Nalder interjected.
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Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: At three o’clock in the morning, I might review that. But the member is not eligible. There
might be a number of reasons. This is the only additional requirement.
The SPEAKER: Excuse me, your time is up. Sit down—that is a good boy!
Point of Order
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Before I go any further, I want to note the time. We have actually been advised that the
government plans on sitting right through until possibly six o’clock tomorrow morning. Normally, when the
government does that, it allows for a dinner break and a comfort break for members, the staff, Hansard and the
advisers. I am just pointing out to the house that right now we should normally be going on a dinner break, and
I will be seeking the support of the Speaker and of the minister in the chair, who I note has been swapped out, because
he obviously needs a break. I am advised that the advisers will be swapped out because they need a break, but so do
the members, the clerks, the ushers and Hansard. I am saying that we need to have a comfort break for work health
and safety reasons, for the wellbeing of members and staff. This is something that I think should be considered.
The SPEAKER: Okay; I will treat this as a point of order. Does anyone else want to speak on it? Leader of the House?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Not at this point.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: I rise to support the point of order that the member has made. Given that we have been advised
that we may well be here until 6.00 am tomorrow, and I truly hope that is not the case, I do not think it is
unreasonable, and it is certainly not without precedent, for us to have a dinner break factored into the proceedings
of the day. It is actually, from my perspective, mismanagement of the house that we do not get an opportunity to
have a break away from a very significant and considerable bill, and it is putting an enormous amount of pressure
on everybody in this place. We are taking our duty seriously. Some members have been in here all day, and I think
it is not unreasonable for us, and also the staff, to be given the time to step out of the chamber and make sure that
we have had a break before we come back and potentially sit here for another 12 hours. I ask that the government
give some consideration to the point of order raised by the member for Darling Range.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Mr Speaker, I will have a conversation with you perhaps behind the Chair in the next
few minutes, and we can then respond to the request.
The SPEAKER: The main thing is that it has to be the consensus of the house if a dinnertime is changed, so what
we have to do is get together. I have already spoken to the minister and he does not want to have a break.
Ms J.M. Freeman: Where is the minister now?
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: He is having a break.
The SPEAKER: Excuse me, this is a point of order.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Further to the point of order —
The SPEAKER: We just want to get a consensus. Have your point of order, then.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I was not making a point of order; I was going to say further to it, but if you —
The SPEAKER: What we are going to do is that we are going to —
Mr D.A. Templeman: If you would like to swap the Chair, Mr Speaker, I will speak with you behind the Chair.
The SPEAKER: Mr Healy can come in here and take my place. Member for Warren–Blackwood, did you want
to say something? You look like you are getting ready
Mr D.T. Redman: I was going to say something but —
The SPEAKER: As I said before, it has to be the consensus of the house. I do not have the power to say you have
to take a break.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I do not want to be here for every single clause. I have clauses that I want to look at and
make some comment on. The last thing I want to do is be out of the house having a break or a meal and miss
a clause, because the house is moving either very fast or very slow. I cannot possibly anticipate that, so I think, in
the interests of proper debate on a very significant bill, it would be significant for me to have a bit of a break as well.
Debate Resumed
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Thank you, members. We will continue debate on the clauses. I think
the Speaker will probably step back in in a moment. I know he has just stepped out of the chamber. The dining
room is open. I am not sure whether someone had the call. Member for Cottesloe.
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Dr D.J. HONEY: I appreciate the information that the minister has provided, but I do not believe it corresponds
with the normal situation in a doctor’s surgery. If I go into a doctor’s surgery and say that I want to talk to the
doctor about this, and the doctor says no, I do not believe there is any requirement whatsoever on the part of that
doctor to record anything. But let us go further here. This does not relate in any sense to a normal situation for
a doctor. I want to go back to the nature of the request, and we had an answer from the minister before that I cannot
understand in the context of the bill, and that is about how the contact is made. But let us dwell on this point. Let
us imagine a hypothetical. A doctor is working on the emergency ward at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, and
a patient comes in. That patient is a person who is living on the streets, is extremely ill with a terminal illness, and
is depressed and demoralised. They come in and say, “Doctor, this is hopeless. I’ve fallen over again. I’m sick and
I want to end my life.” My understanding is that that doctor on the emergency ward has no choice in this matter.
That doctor then has to say whether or not they will act as the coordinating practitioner for that person. They have
to make that decision. If they say no, they have to provide information to that person—which we have not seen—
and it may be that they do not wish to provide that. If they do not submit a form to the CEO within 48 hours
outlining that they have had contact with this person and the details about why they do not want to do it, and if
they do not also hand that person information that the CEO requires them to provide, the bill specifies they are
potentially subject to a finding of professional misconduct and a $10 000 fine. I know the Attorney General is
acting for the Minister for Health at the moment, but I take it that he has had a fair degree of involvement in this.
The Attorney General’s explanation did not correspond in any way with the situation involving someone coming
into a doctor’s surgery and saying, “I want you to treat me” or “I want you to assess me.” I do not believe that
there is any requirement—the doctor simply says no and that is the end of the process. In this bill, it is not.
I know that many doctors will not care about that. Even if they do not want to participate in voluntary assisted
dying, they will be fine with providing the information. My concern relates to people who are vehemently opposed
to this bill. There are members in this house who are vehement supporters of this bill—in fact they think this bill
is weak—and they think we should get this bill through this place as quickly as we possibly can. They believe that
any questions on it are a waste of time. They want this important legislation to pass. Equally, there are good people
who, for legitimate reasons, are vehemently opposed to this bill. There are good doctors who are good people who
are vehemently opposed to any concept of voluntary euthanasia. As I see it, this bill compels them, under threat of
professional discipline and a $10 000 fine, to participate in the process. I do not think that the Attorney General’s
explanation was sufficient.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I would like to hear more from the member.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I will not be long. I am not trying to stretch this out.
In the situation that I have explained, that person may be subject to professional discipline and a $10 000 fine, when
handing that information to them is anathema. I do not know of any other professional who is compelled under
threat of professional misconduct and a $10 000 fine when all that has happened is someone has come into their
workplace and asked them to do something. That is all it is: someone has come into their workplace and asked
them to do something. I would like the Attorney General to either reassure me that that person is not potentially
subject to a finding of professional misconduct and a $10 000 fine—I know that it is not guaranteed—otherwise
they are. I appreciate there may be a break and I am quite happy to continue after any break.
The SPEAKER: Thank you, member. We have an agreement with the chamber that we might as well take
a half-hour break or a couple of minutes more. We will return at 6.45 pm. Later on in the night, if the chamber agrees,
we will have a short comfort break. Everyone agrees with that, so I will leave the chair until the ringing of the bells.
Sitting suspended from 6.13 to 6.45 pm
Dr D.J. HONEY: The minister would have heard the question that I asked before the break, and I am waiting for
the minister to respond to that. Perhaps the minister will remember. My question was around the extent to which
a medical practitioner must be involved in this process, up to giving information, and that there are potentially
very serious consequences if a practitioner does not comply with that. I just want to remind the minister. I will not
go over it all again.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I did not realise before I came to the chair that the member has jumped forward to clause 20,
and the question was framed around clause 20. If the member could reframe his question around clause 19, I would
be pleased to answer it.
Dr D.J. HONEY: No, minister. I was very much framing it around clause 19(4)(b), which states —
give the patient the information approved by the CEO for the purposes of this section.
There are two parts. First, the medical practitioner —
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Member, I think you are reading clause 20.
Dr D.J. HONEY: No, I am not.
The ACTING SPEAKER: There is no clause 19—my apologies.
Dr D.J. HONEY: It is clause 19(4)(b).
The ACTING SPEAKER: I withdraw. I apologise.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Can I say I think we should all give each other considerable latitude and consider this in the
goodwill that it has been done. I mean it. This is an extraordinary way of conducting this —
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, if you could ask your question.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I will. Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker. But I think we can all be forgiven for some small transgressions
and I hope you will do that for me.
There are two parts to my question. I do not care whether we deal with it in clause 20, but the second part is the
part that I think a significant number of practitioners—I know the great majority might not—would find highly
offensive to them personally. They simply want no part of this. They want no part of informing the patient about
voluntary assisted dying and do not wish to participate in it. I appreciate that this is not participation to the extent
of assessing the patient and so on. But nevertheless, they do not want to be involved even to the extent that they
are required to give patients information about where they can go to do it. They find it repugnant. As I pointed out
before, I do not believe there is anything equivalent that a doctor has to do—I am happy to be disabused of that
view—whereby there is the potential of the most serious consequences. They could be found guilty of professional
misconduct and fined $10 000 if they do not do it. I am more than happy to talk about the first section later if the
minister does not wish to answer it now.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Of course, there are other situations in which doctors are under a legislative threat to do things.
One of those is to report child sexual abuse. It is a mandatory reporting condition. As far as the information being
required, it will be a pamphlet provided to the medical profession. Doctors who do not wish to participate can just
hand the pamphlet to the patient, or the practice can do it. The patient can go outside and see the receptionist before
they leave the practice. It does not matter. They will leave with a little pamphlet. That is all. It is not a problem.
However, with child sexual abuse, they have to go further. They have to contact the police and make a statement.
If they do not do all those things, we will prosecute them.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The minister has given the example of child sexual abuse. I cannot comprehend that there would
be a doctor alive who would have a moral objection to reporting that and following the process that the minister
has outlined. That is something that everyone in society finds highly egregious.
Mr J.R. Quigley: What about infectious diseases?
Dr D.J. HONEY: Equally, I do not know. As I said, I am happy —
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister, I might ask him to finish and then we can —
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am happy for the minister to inform me of other areas, but infectious diseases is about protecting
the whole community, not an individual making a choice.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, infectious diseases—which part of the clause is it?
Dr D.J. HONEY: No. There was a comment made by the minister representing the Minister for Health.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Just for my clarification, is it clause 19(2)(b) or clause 19(5)(b)?
Dr D.J. HONEY: No. We are going through clause 19(4)(b), Mr Acting Speaker. I think you will appreciate that
in the context of the discussion it is an important point to elucidate. This is something someone may find highly
morally repugnant and not wish to participate in. In this case they may be subject to the most egregious penalties.
I do not believe the example the minister gave about reporting the sexual assault of children is at all comparable
to this. I will ask the minister in another way. Does the minister believe that someone who finds this completely
morally or otherwise repugnant to them should be compelled to give information to someone about something
they fundamentally oppose because it makes them feel sick and goes against the whole tenet of their training and
their profession up to that point? Does the minister believe that someone should be compelled to do that under
threat of professional misconduct and a $10 000 fine? Is that appropriate?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It does not matter what I believe.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I would put it to the Attorney General that it does matter, because he is representing the minister
responsible for this legislation. At the end of the day, this comes down to values and judgement. There is obviously
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a strong focus on the rights of the patient, the individual, who wishes to access this process and their right to
choose. I have different views about different parts of this legislation, but I think I can fully understand why some
people strongly support it. I do not agree with all of that, but I think I can understand why they support it. But in this
case we are also looking at the rights of the medical practitioner and their being compelled to do something that
they may find utterly repugnant under threat of being charged with professional misconduct and a $10 000 fine.
I do not know whether it is true, but I have been told that in Victoria some medical practitioners are reconsidering
their jobs because of the extent to which they may be required to be involved in this process. I understand that
members who are strong proponents of this bill may think that is just fine, but they should put themselves in the
locus of that medical practitioner. The Attorney General can guess by my question that I do not believe that. The
Attorney General is here representing the Minister for Health. Does he believe that it is appropriate for someone to
do something that they find morally repugnant under threat of being charged with medical misconduct, professional
misconduct and a $10 000 fine?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: As I said, it does not matter what I believe. I said in my second reading contribution that having
been raised in the family of Catholicism, it does not matter what I believe. I cannot impose my beliefs on other people—
full stop. As to moral repugnancy, a lot happens in the medical profession that is at the edges, and that mainly
happens in palliative care when doctors are faced with a terrible moral dilemma: do they give the patient morphine,
which they know suppresses the respiratory system, but which they also know breaks the law? It does not matter
what I believe. If this bill gets through the upper house, this will be the law, and it does not matter what I believe.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Let us say the doctor is not necessarily in all cases a conscientious objector.
Mr J.R. Quigley: I am sorry, he is not a conscientious objector?
Dr M.D. NAHAN: No, he is not, so he meets the criteria. In this case a patient whom the doctor has known for
a long time comes to see him. The doctor does not have the belief that it is solely up to the patient to decide to take
his own life to avoid pain. The doctor is of the view that he should try harder and should do something else. Can
he back off and say that he does not support this? I do not have a doctor now, but my family doctors in the past
would have done this. It was part of their business to advise us on the pathway to deal with health issues. They
would have said, “Listen, I know you very well.” If I were towards the end of life in deep pain and palliative care
would not work, they would agree. However, if the patient is not in pain yet, or it is perhaps curable, can the doctor
in this case say, “No, with this patient, I do not want to. I don’t think he’s trying hard enough, so I’m going to back
off.” Can they refuse to treat or address the patient if that is the case?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Firstly, the patient would not be eligible to apply.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, they would.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Because they would not be suffering.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, let the minister finish. There are plenty of questions to ask.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Clause 15(1)(c)(iii) refers to the eligibility criteria —
is causing suffering to the person that cannot be relieved in a manner that the person considers tolerable;
I am not trying to slip away from the example cited.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: We have had a discussion on that. The suffering can take many dimensions. It is not just physical.
We have gone through that. It is not only physical pain, but also psychological pain or the feeling of distress, and
the perception of suffering is determined by the individual. Suffering is not necessarily physical pain. Under this
bill, it is up to the patient to decide what suffering is, and to decide whether it is tolerable or not. In this case, I am
saying that the coordinating medical practitioner will make an assessment on an individual basis. They want to
address the suffering some other way than through assisted dying. We also had a debate, unlike Victoria, where it
is a requirement that for the ailment to be eligible, it is terminal. It is terminal—it is not fixable. Under this bill,
a patient can have an illness that can be addressed, fixed, and made non-terminal, if they do certain things. What
I really want to know is, under this act, does a medical practitioner have the right to select whether he addresses
a patient or whether he does not? Does he have the right to choose? What I am really asking is does the choice of
the patient trump all the decisions of the doctor?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Absolutely.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Just to follow on what the member for Riverton said, clause 19(2)(b) states one of the reasons
for which the medical practitioner can refuse as —
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the practitioner is unable to perform the duties of a coordinating practitioner because of unavailability or
some other reason;
Can the minister give us some examples of other reasons that may well fall into the area that the member for
Riverton is talking about?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Sure. An example could be that the medical practitioner has not done the training.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Some of the reasons for which a medical practitioner can refuse a first request are outlined
in clause 19(2). I am keen to understand that if a practitioner is unable to perform some of the duties because they
do not believe that the patient has capacity, is that a reason that they can refuse to participate in the first request stage?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The person is not eligible.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that the person is not eligible, Attorney General. What I am asking is whether
a practitioner can refuse on those grounds. I appreciate that the person is not eligible, but, obviously, the medical
practitioner has to make a decision about eligibility. That is the basis on which they make that decision. If they make
a decision because they believe the patient does not have mental capacity, is that something they can do; and, if
so, what are the steps that would be taken thereafter?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It could be on any ground—the doctor is unwilling to participate, the doctor is sick, or the
doctor unbelievably forgot to get his flu vaccination and he caught the flu and cannot go into a ward.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate what I believe was not an answer to my question. I will try to move through that.
Clause 19(1) states —
If a first request is made to a medical practitioner, the practitioner must accept or refuse the request.
My understanding of the bill is that a decision must be reached and the patient must be informed within two business
days, and we will get to that point later. As part of the decision to accept or refuse the request, is there a requirement
for how that must be communicated to the patient? A patient might come from a diverse background and cannot
speak English or they might be deaf. Is there a requirement set out later in the bill about how that decision must
be communicated to the patient?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If I understand the Attorney General in his acting capacity, he is suggesting that there is no
prescription on the practitioner for how they must inform the patient that they have accepted or refused the request.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Correct.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Is it not somewhat unusual that there is no stipulation or requirement for how the practitioner
must inform the patient? Surely there has to be some obligation on the practitioner for how they need to inform
the patient.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They can choose a number of ways—verbally, in writing, by text.
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: They can text the patient?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Why not?
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I don’t know.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They just have to inform the patient. There is no prescribed method, just as long as the doctor
communicates his or her response.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: If, of course, the practitioner fails to give the message and there is some professional conduct
hearing or whatever, how the doctor has communicated may well be relevant for the purposes of misconduct
proceedings. Does the Attorney General think it might not be advisable to have some sort of prescribed form?
I think he mentioned a pamphlet earlier. Maybe he can expand on that.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly. They are two different things. First, the pamphlet is simply a method of handing
over information about voluntary assisted dying, so he is not doing anything other than handing out a government
pamphlet. Second, the doctor always manages risk. They all do. If they are complying with the legislation, they
will make sure that they have covered their risk and they can show that they have informed the patient.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Subclause (4)(a) provides that within two business days after the first request is made, the
medical practitioner must inform the patient whether they accept or refuse the request. As the Attorney General
has just said, the pamphlet concept —
Mr J.R. Quigley: No.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Hold on—if I can finish before everyone jumps in. They also must give the patient information
that is approved by the CEO for the purposes of this subclause, which I imagine is a pamphlet or something like
that, as has been suggested. We are all okay with that so far. What format must be used to inform that patient?
The Attorney General has suggested that it could be a text message. It could be done in any way in that case.
Conceivably, given how broad subclause (4)(a) is, there is a significant bandwidth of ways that somebody could
choose to inform the patient. It could be by text message, verbally or in writing. Is there no requirement for the
practitioner to call in the patient again to have a face-to-face meeting to inform them of their decision?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Under the principles of this bill, there is a requirement for a practitioner and patient to
have had an ongoing and enduring relationship as part of their overall health care. Why did the government not
include a prescription on how a patient should be informed about whether a practitioner choses to accept or reject
the first request?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member’s question contains an assumption. In any event, the doctor must make a record
of it under clause 20. They could go into a room and whisper, “No”, and the doctor would have complied with the
act. They would be safer to go in with a nurse and whisper, “No”, because if they were ever charged for professional
misconduct, they would have a witness. It might be safer to text the patient and say, “I inform by text.” All they
have to do is inform; the doctor can just whisper, “No”. The patient might then buzz the nurse to come in and ask
to get a better doctor.
Mr J.E. McGRATH: From my limited experience of going to my GP, I expect that if a GP wanted to convey that
message and if the applicant did not have any problem getting to the surgery, the doctor would either get their
secretary or someone to contact their patient to say that the doctor would like to see them. That is what normally
happens. They would then turn up and the doctor would tell the patient to sit down, and the doctor would say,
“This is what we are going to do. This is where we are.” I think that would be the normal thing to do. I do not think
that needs to be prescribed because I suspect doctors would need to do that anyway. I doubt a doctor would send
a text. But I would think that the normal procedure would be to tell the patient to come back into the surgery
because they want to talk to the patient about something when they get that scan or X-ray back.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Were you listening to my phone call?
Mr J.E. McGRATH: No! I am just describing how I think it will work. I think it will work that way. That is the
normal way GPs work. They send the patient off to get a scan, X-ray, blood test or whatever. If the patient does
not get a call, they know the results are pretty good. But if they get a call saying that the doc wants to see them,
they know the news might be not that good. I think that is how it normally works. I cannot imagine that many
doctors would send a text. If a patient is in hospital, I think that the doctor would find a way to go to the hospital
or find some other way to relay the message. I think that medical professionals are so professional and because
there is that patient–doctor relationship, it would be done person to person. But I am not a medico.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I will respond to that. The member is correct. I was only talking about the text as a ramp-up
of proof. We cannot prosecute someone if they say, “There’s the text. You were right.” I had something that the
local GP said was ringworm. It would not cure. I rubbed this cream on this ringworm and I went to see a mate of
mine who is a dermo, Phil Swarbrick. He said, “They’re putting the wrong cream on; let me have a nick.” He then
rang me back here, two days later. He said, “Can you come in and see me straightaway.” I thought that it was a bit
more than ringworm. The description the member gives is right. I only gave an example of risk management. The
doctor could walk in and whisper, “No.” But how will the doctor prove he said no? If the doctor goes in with
a nurse, they could prove better. The doctor could write to them, just so long as the patient knows so he or she can
make decisions about their life.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Just in relation to that communication, quite often when people want to make an appointment
with a doctor, they ring up. In fact, when I ring the surgery and they ask me what I want to see the doctor about —
Mr J.E. McGrath interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: They have for me, member for South Perth. I am happy for the member to share his experience,
and I will share my experience as well.
Mr J.E. McGrath interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I thank the member for South Perth.
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What if the person says they want to see the doctor about VAD and the receptionist says, “No, our surgery doesn’t do
that”? This is not a contrivance; would that comprise a request, or is that really just a nothing—just a communication
with the receptionist?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: A nothing.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I refer to clause 19(1) —
If a first request is made to a medical practitioner, the practitioner must accept or refuse the request.
The wording in the previous clause we discussed is “must”.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Sorry, which part are you are addressing now?
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Clause 19(1), but the previous clause we discussed provides that they must always see the
first request; they must be able to provide the information on the first request and cannot deny that. We established
that in the last clause we discussed. A constituent rang my office today and wanted me to ask a question about the
fact that in a country town there might be only one GP. If there is one GP and someone goes in and asks for a first
request, they do that. They might not want to, but they have to because they are bound by the legislation. Time
passes, the patient decides not to do it, and they come back again. I think a time frame has been established that
can be reset and there can be a new request. Is it the intention of this legislation that the same GP must see the
same patient every time they come forward after the delay period has kicked in after a first request, and that they
must re-enact that same first request approach and provide the information?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Does the member mean, start it all again?
Mrs A.K. Hayden: Yes.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Well, they would have to be a noggin to have a refusal and then say, “I’ll take my wallet out
and I’ll go and pay for another refusal. I know what he’s going to say; he’s told me already, but I’ll take my wallet
out like a fool and go in and pay for another refusal.” That does not make much sense to me.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I think the Attorney General is misunderstanding what I am saying.
Mr J.R. Quigley: I’m sure I am!
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: This legislation says that if a patient goes in to see their GP, the GP must provide the
information because it is the first time they have seen them.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Correct. Sorry; within two days.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Within two days. If they take that information and go away, there is a time frame that has been
articulated, and I cannot recall what that time frame is; the advisers might be able to help. It then becomes a first
request again when they go in and see the GP. Let us say I go in and see the GP and I want to access VAD and the
GP does not want to give me that advice, but under this legislation, they have to. They give it to me, I go away.
Six months pass and I come back again and ask for that same advice. Can I actually do that, and does the GP have
to give me that advice?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That matter was before the chamber and was voted on a clause ago, in clause 18(2). The
request and assessment process ends if the person decides not to continue with the process. That is one part of it.
I am now trying to address what I think the member is saying; that is, if the medical practitioner in a country town
refuses and the patient goes away, what period must elapse before they can come and make a new request?
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Not refuses—he gives it to them. It lapses. They come back to him and he has to give it as
a first request.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I do not know how it lapses. The person can discontinue. They can decide not to continue
with the process.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: They discontinue and then they want to go back and seek more advice again, down the track.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: People’s minds fluctuate somewhat, especially in an end-of-life scenario. It is not until we
look down the barrel, as I have, that we realise that people’s minds fluctuate. The process becomes a new process
only if the person has discontinued. They might make their first request, and then go away and think, “Oh, this is
a bit problematic. I don’t know whether I can take the syrup”, so they pause. That might be a good thing. They do
a few more rounds of chemo and say, “Oh, I cannot do this anymore.” I was on a trial of 10 and saw people say,
“Can’t do this anymore.” I saw eight of them go out of the trial of 10. It is only if someone says, “I don’t want to
go on with this. I am discontinuing. Forget it.” Then they take them up to the radiation ward again and they say,
“Oh, no, not this again. I want to make a request.” In that situation, they would have recommenced the process.
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Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: With that in mind, they are re-engaged, so is that again their first request?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: After the discontinuance, yes, but not during a long lapse, bearing in mind the lapse cannot be
too long —
Mr J.E. McGrath: You will not be around.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Yes, they will not be around. It will be in someone’s will, because they will accede to someone’s
first request only if, on the balance of probabilities, the wake is going to be within six months.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I thank the Attorney General so much for articulating it so well. If someone goes back to
a country town and sees the same doctor, who does not support voluntary assisted dying, that doctor would be
forced to give that information again to that patient as a first request. Will the doctor who is not for this process
need to keep repeating that advice to that same individual as a first request?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is what I said a little while ago, perhaps not clearly enough. If a terminal patient went
in and got a refusal and a pamphlet and then discontinued, said they were not going on with it, and then a month
later decided, “I’m crook. I’ve changed my mind. I’m out of here”, if he or she wants to spend $75 to go back and
get the pamphlet again, they can, but they know what the answer will be. I appreciate the difficulty in the regions
where there is only one doctor, and in a lot of towns there is no doctor. That is why most people in these situations
who are within six months of death from a terminal illness have been treated by a specialist, and in a tertiary
hospital. We have included in later clauses the delivery of voluntary assisted dying material to extend to nurse
practitioners—because they are not making a decision—to facilitate VAD for those in the regions who are ailing
and have decided to go home and spend their last month with their family and for whom the doctor has prescribed
the substance. It would be inhumane to say to that person in a regional town—I was going to name the country
town, member, but it might be unfair; it might have a doctor, and I am sure Mukinbudin probably has one—
“Stiff; you can’t take the medication at home because there is no doctor in your area.” The nurse practitioner will
not take part in the assessment, which the member for Darling Range is referring to. One would have to question
the mental capacity of a person who kept on going back and paying $75 for a pamphlet. We would have to question
whether this person is with it and go back to the capacity section.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I want to check on the first request. If a doctor does not want to participate in voluntary
assisted dying, can they have a sign up in the reception area of their practice that says that it does not participate
in this process, but have pamphlets on the counter? Someone can walk in and say to the receptionist that they are
there to talk about voluntary assisted dying and the secretary can say, “Sorry, we do not practise that; however,
here is a pamphlet, by all means help yourself”. The person has not seen the doctor, but they have walked into the
practice and spoken to the secretary who has moved them on. Will the practice be caught up with any reporting
requirements? Are there any obligations there? Can they do that without having to go through this process, without
having to speak to anybody because the sign is there already stating, “Don’t even bother coming to talk to me”
and that person has not spoken to the doctor? Is that a way doctors can get themselves out of the system, so that
they do not have to participate at all?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Correct.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am not privy to all the details of the case the member for Darling Range referred to, but I think
the concern of that particular medical practitioner is that if they are in a small community and someone wishes to
make a point that they think this doctor should participate in this process, they might use this as a way of, if you
like, badgering the doctor and forcing them to go through that first stage all the time. The Attorney General made
some comments around the qualification and whether the person had an illness and so on. But of course this
stage will not involve any assessment at all, it is purely if a person has made a request and if a practitioner says,
“Yes, I will be involved”, or, “No, I won’t be involved.” I think the context of the member for Darling Range’s
question is whether someone used that as a process, if you like, to bully the doctor because they think the doctor
should be involved and that all doctors should be involved. I know that that is unusual, and we have made the point
a number of times that many of our concerns do not relate to the usual situation, but they relate to the reasonably
possible situation. Certainly in my case and the member for Darling Range’s case, we are keen to make sure, even
if it is reasonably unlikely, that that could not occur. I am interested in the Attorney General’s response.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly. I was in the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre that had floors of terminally ill patients
and in my close experience I have not come across one terminally ill patient who sought to harass or badger the
doctors. I have not found that in my personal experience. Those people who are ill are the last people on earth who
will badger. But if this terminally ill patient says, “Blow that doctor, I’m going to keep on badgering him” and goes
back, the doctor does not have to see him. The member is raising a hypothetical, so I have to give a hypothetical
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answer. The doctor does not have to let the person onto the premises. The doctor can leave a message with the
receptionist that says, “If that dying person turns up on my doorstep again asking for VAD, tell him to go away. If he
won’t go away, get someone to take him away.” He does not have to badger the doctor. The doctor has told him,
“No, I don’t do that” or “No, you don’t qualify. Here’s your pamphlet—end of story.” There is no compunction
on the doctor to receive that person back into their surgery. Indeed, the doctor may take active steps to legally stop
someone coming onto their premises to badger them. If the member does not think that happens, that does happen,
especially in the abortion area when protesters have sought to go into doctors’ premises, and been arrested. Under
this bill, no-one is going to be allowed to badger the medical profession.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am not going to labour this point. I only want to say that the patient does not have to have
any condition at all to come in and make a request. The assessment phase is determined whether the patient is
terminally ill or not.
I am not asking the Attorney General to give me an answer on clause 17; I am asking him to give me an answer on
clause 19, but to do that I have to give background to clause 17. When we looked at clause 17 and the way in which
that first request is made, we were told that that request may be made by audiovisual means and that that can be
audio and visual or, I presume, audio or visual, but in some effective way that would be described as audiovisual.
If someone rang a medical practitioner and made that request, I asked the minister whether that would comprise
a request to the medical practitioner. In the context of clause 19, would that not comprise a request that the doctor
has to accept or reject if they have used an appropriate means of communication that the doctor could understand?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member referenced clause 17 to give context to his question—is that right, member
for Cottesloe?
Dr D.J. Honey: Only to explain how a first request is made.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is right; by referencing clause 17. If the Chair will permit my indulgence, I will jump
forward to clause 156. Clause 156 states, in part —
Communication between patient and practitioner
(1) In this section —
audiovisual communication means a method of electronic communication that is designed to allow
people to see and hear each other simultaneously.
In a brief ministerial statement a couple of weeks ago, I announced that the Legal Aid Commission had done this
in regional centres such as Esperance, Kununurra et cetera—that is, used existing facilities such as community
centres and small business centres in towns that have —
Mrs A.K. Hayden: CRCs.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Yes, community resource centres or business centres. All the hospitals have those. So long
as the doctor can see the patient, the patient can see the doctor and the doctor knows who he or she is dealing with;
it does not have to be across the desk. That was clause 156(1).
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): We will get to that later. Is there anything else on clause 19?
Dr D.J. HONEY: Thanks for clarifying that, Attorney General. The reason for my concern was that it was said
earlier that a telephone conversation could comprise communication. It may have been a simple slip of the tongue
by the minister. The Attorney General has made it very clear that it is audio and visual. I am satisfied with the
Attorney General’s answer.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The minister said that people can use a telephone and he was right. It can be a telephone so
long as the person hits FaceTime. A person with an Apple phone may ring and say, “I’ve had enough!” The doctor
might say, “That’s Quigley. He had enough a long while ago, let’s get him out of here!” The minister was correct.
People can use a telephone so long as the doctor can see the person and the person can see the doctor.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I have regrouped. Clause 19(5) states that when the medical practitioner refuses the first request
due to a conscientious objection, the practitioner, firstly, is immediately required to inform the patient; and, secondly,
give the patient the information referred to subclause 4(b). That provision is not in the Victorian legislation and
I want to know the rationale for needing it. What is the overseas experience of people not being able to access the
relevant information? Why is it considered necessary?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is necessary for the patient—we put patients first. If the patient goes to a doctor—one of
those doctors to which the member for Cottesloe referred earlier who is vehemently opposed to the process—why
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should that person, who has gone beyond endurable suffering, not be told immediately by the doctor, “I don’t do
this”? Why should that person be left hanging 48 hours to hear the inevitable—“I don’t do this”? There is a moral
obligation to put patients first. When a patient makes a request and the doctor has a conscientious objection, he
should there and then exercise in good conscience his decision and tell the patient. The patient, who is suffering
intolerable pain, can then press the buzzer and say to the nurse, “Get me a more compassionate doctor”.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I think we are at cross-purposes. I appreciate that if the practitioner gives the no answer
immediately, they must then provide information in the form that is effectively approved by the CEO. Can the
Attorney General’s advisers tell me, and he can convey it to me, of jurisdictions, other scheme or similar regimes
in which patients have been able to readily access an alternative doctor?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: None that I am aware of.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Attorney General, given that that is the case, why is subsection (5)(b) necessary?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is necessary for the patient—we put patients first.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Attorney General, as I said earlier, this provision is not in the Victorian legislation. From the
Attorney General’s comments, can I infer that the Victorian legislation is inferior and that Victoria does not put
patients first?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly. Our legislation is better than the Victorian legislation in the same way that our
football is better. We put this provision in for the patients. I saw Premier Andrews say on television that the
Victorian legislation has 58 safeguards. My advisers counted and bracketed the safeguards in this bill and there
are 102 safeguards. The game finishes—102 beats 58. We have put so many safeguards in the bill and we say that
the patient is always first. If the doctor knows that he is going to say no, he has a moral obligation to say no then
and there. The patient has to know what the doctor is thinking. If there is no trust between the patient and doctor,
there is no patient–doctor relationship—“Get the hell out of the room!”
Ms M.M. QUIRK: In relation to subclause 4(b), what is envisaged to be included in the information that will be
provided to patients? Will it be just a list of doctors who will do the deed, or is it contemplated that other information
will be provided; and, if so, what?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly. In any case of acceptance or refusal, the medical practitioner is required to provide
the patient with information approved by the CEO of the Department of Health for the purposes of this bill.
Objectors must still provide general information about assisted dying, such as a phone number for Public Health
or Royal Perth Hospital, or the website—any of those things. The patient is dying. The patient is entitled to know
what are the available legal alternatives. Hand them a pamphlet; no problem.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am curious. Subclause (4) provides that the practitioner must arrive at a decision and
inform the patient within two business days. I appreciate that is the case. However, from my reading of the bill,
that is unless subclause (5) applies, which is in relation to a practitioner who has a conscientious objection. Is
that correct?
Mr J.R. Quigley: Yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am just making sure that I am on the right path so far.
Mr J.R. Quigley: You’re always on the right path!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: The Attorney is very kind.
It is conceivable that a practitioner might not have made up their mind within two days. They might not have
a conscientious objection, but they might not yet have reached a conclusion. Would they still be bound by that
two business day rule as per subclause (4)?
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you, members.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am sorry, but, with the cross-banter, I do not know that I have got the accuracy of the
member’s question.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that, Attorney General. Before we were interrupted by the Minister for Tourism,
I was asking about a practitioner who had not yet arrived at a decision about whether they would accept or refuse.
Subclause (4) suggests that once they arrive at that conclusion, they must provide the patient with information
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about their decision within two days. They might not have a conscientious objection as defined in subclause (5),
but they might not yet have accepted or refused because they are still making up their mind and have not arrived
at a conclusion.
Mr J.R. Quigley: About conscientious objection or about eligibility?
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am talking about their role as a medical practitioner and whether they can accept or refuse.
If they have not made up their mind yet, would they still be required to inform the patient within two business days?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The answer is yes. However, it is inconceivable that a doctor who had a conscientious
objection would go through the training to be eligible to be a first doctor. I have friends, whom I break bread and
drink wine with, who are doctors, and over the table they tell me of their absolute conscientious objection to this.
Those friends, who are practitioners, will not get trained. Therefore, they can tell the patient, when the patient first
approaches them, “You’ve come to the wrong doctor. I can’t participate, because I’m not trained.”
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Can I just get some clarification. I am not entirely certain that is the case, Attorney General.
In order for a practitioner to simply receive the first request, they do not have to be trained. Can I clarify that that
is the case?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I hate to be bested by you, but you are correct.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that, Attorney.
Dr M.D. Nahan: That’s not a common occurrence!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): No. Enjoy it, member for Dawesville!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I will revel in the moment right now. Thank you very much. We will chalk one up. In that
case, let us end tonight and be off here!
The ACTING SPEAKER: It might be a good Facebook post for you.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you very much.
Mr J.R. Quigley: We have to do this in good humour, members! It is a grave and a serious business, but we do it
with goodwill.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you very much. I appreciate your good faith, Attorney General.
I would like to be absolutely certain, given the interplay here. The practitioner does not have to be trained to receive
a request. What if they open their practice and receive a request but have yet to arrive at a decision? I know of
practitioners in my district who have not yet made up their minds. They might not be conscientious objector, in which
case there is no obligation on them to immediately inform the patient, but they may not yet have arrived at a decision
to accept or refuse. Clause 19(4) reads to me that once they accept or refuse, that is when they have two business
days to inform the patient. From my reading of this legislation, there is no time requirement for them to arrive at
a decision; is that correct?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: If they have a conscientious objection, they will be under a legal obligation to state that
conscientious objection or at least say no immediately. We realise that requirement is not in the other jurisdictions.
We think it is fair to the patient and puts the patient first. In any other case, they have two days to mull it over.
Whilst they are mulling it over for two days, members should bear in mind that on Ward 9B someone is in pain,
thinking that the pain is never going to end. They should not have to wait to hear from a doctor to say no.
Conscientious objectors have to tell them immediately. If the practitioner has not made up their mind, they have
two days to mull it over.
Division
Clause put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Ms S.E. Winton) casting her vote with the ayes, with the
following result —
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Ayes (40)
Ms L.L. Baker
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Ms M.J. Davies
Mr M.J. Folkard
Ms J.M. Freeman
Ms E.L. Hamilton
Mrs L.M. Harvey
Mr T.J. Healy

Mr M. Hughes
Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup
Mr F.M. Logan
Mr W.R. Marmion
Mr M. McGowan
Mr J.E. McGrath
Ms S.F. McGurk
Ms L. Mettam
Mr D.R. Michael

Mr S.A. Millman
Mr Y. Mubarakai
Mr M.P. Murray
Mr K. O’Donnell
Mrs L.M. O’Malley
Mr P. Papalia
Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
Mr D.T. Redman

Ms C.M. Rowe
Ms R. Saffioti
Ms J.J. Shaw
Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski
Mr C.J. Tallentire
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Noes (6)
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr P.A. Katsambanis

Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange

Ms M.M. Quirk
Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller)

Clause thus passed.
Clause 20: Medical practitioner to record first request and acceptance or refusal —
Dr D.J. HONEY: Just to go through this clause, this will not take long at all, but in this case I take it that the
medical practitioner has no choice at all. They absolutely must record this and if they do not, they will potentially
be subject to charges of professional malpractice and the $10 000 fine.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Correct. I do not want to waste the chamber’s time. This is what we discussed before the
dinner break when the member referred to clause 20 in relation to clause 19. So, tick, yes, the member is right.
They are all the things that a medical practitioner is required to do anyway in the course of their professional
practice, and the only additional requirement is that they have to give the patient the information if they say no.
Otherwise, they are all the things that a professional medical practitioner is required to do. One of the advisers was
talking to me about professional malpractice. I think that is a bit strong. That is the only comment I would like to
make. Otherwise, we statutorily construct a regime that reflects good medical practice anyway—practitioners take
notes about their patients and about what they are telling their patients, and there is the additional requirement to
give them a pamphlet telling them the information outlined in clause 19(4).
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I refer to clause 20(d), which indicates that the practitioner has to record whether he has given
the patient information referred to in clause 19(4)(b), which we have just talked about. That information is, as it
says in clause 19, “information approved by the CEO for the purposes of this section”. Would the minister describe
that provision as a safeguard?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is one of our 102 safeguards.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Given that we do not know what is in that information at this stage, how can we describe it as
a safeguard?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Because it is a safeguard for the practitioner as much as it is a safeguard for the patient. The
practitioner can show that he or she has discharged their obligations. I repeat: it is one of our 102 safeguards built
into this bill.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: The minister concedes that we do not know what is going to be in that information yet,
Attorney General. To the extent that we do not know, does that not present a problem in referring to it as a safeguard?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: We do not accept the assumption contained in the member’s question that we do not know
what is going to go in the pamphlet. We do know what is going to go in the pamphlet—it is information to allow
the patient to access information about voluntary assisted dying elsewhere. We know what is going in the pamphlet.
We reject that proposition.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Going back to clause 19(4)(b), and “information approved by the CEO for the purposes of this
section”, has any work been done at this stage on what the CEO is likely to want in the information?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Of course not! It would be entirely inappropriate to get ahead of the Parliament of
Western Australia and for bureaucrats to start drawing up pamphlets without knowing the decision of the
Parliament of Western Australia. But once the Parliament has made a decision, information will go in the pamphlets
that will enable a person who is dying and is within six months of death to find out information about VAD
elsewhere, from websites, telephone numbers et al. We cannot make the pamphlet until this chamber and the other
chamber have made their decisions.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 20 states —
The medical practitioner must record the following …
There is then a series of events. I assume that it has to be recorded so that the board can be informed and so that in
the event of a possible investigation that is initiated by someone like the CEO, there is accurate record keeping in
place. If that is the case, is there any prescription as to how that information must be recorded? Could it simply be
that the practitioner records it by audio and says, “I saw patient X today; they requested voluntary assisted dying”?
Does it have to be in writing? If so, what form does it have to take?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: There is a requirement that that, of course, has to be kept in the patient’s medical records,
so that there will be a traceable and accountable pathway for the board. If there is not an accountable pathway, the
board can even refer the matter to the coroner in the appropriate case, if the pathway is not there, transparent and
accountable. If someone has had a sudden death in a hospital and there is not a transparent record of the process,
I would expect the board to refer that to the coroner and say, “This is a bit off.” That is one of our 102 safeguards.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 21: Medical practitioner to notify Board of first request —
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I have one simple, quick question on clause 21. Earlier, the Attorney General referred to
a doctor who does not want to participate in voluntary assisted dying, and the way they can do that is to have a sign
near the receptionist saying, “We do not do this, but here is a brochure; help yourself”. With that in mind, clause 21
provides that the medical practitioner is to notify the board of a first request. First, how can this happen if the
medical practitioner has not met with the individual and they have just picked up a pamphlet and left?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: There has not been a first request.
The ACTING SPEAKER: You said “one” question!
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Sorry; I might have to elaborate a little further. Can the Attorney General explain why
a medical practitioner who refuses a patient’s first request is required to notify the board of that refusal?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Our intent in this provision is to ensure that the board is notified from the outset of a patient’s
request to participate in voluntary assisted dying, to track that the correct process is being followed in each and
every case of voluntary assisted dying and to maintain complete and accurate statistics of participation in voluntary
assisted dying in Western Australia.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: What is the board required to do with that notification?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is required to monitor and oversight the voluntary assisted dying process in the state of
Western Australia.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Darling Range—one question!
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: It would be one question if I could get a complete answer! A medical practitioner who
refuses the patient’s first request is required to notify the board of that refusal. The board is required to do what
with that notification? The Attorney General said “to monitor”. Is that all it will do—just monitor? Will any action
follow with the medical practitioner who refuses? What will happen there?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: And it will receive, ultimately, the notification of the person having died during this process
of voluntary assisted dying so that the board knows who it is, the contact details of the medical practitioner, the
date of the first request—the member can see the list in clause 21(2). They have to notify the board and, ultimately,
they have to notify the board of what happened in the end, obviously, if they continue the process. If they say,
“I’m not going on with this”, they walk away.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I have a number of questions on clause 21. I note that under subclause (1), the board must
be given a copy of the first request form. Is there a requirement for how that form must be transmitted? Can it be
scanned and sent as a PDF electronically? It is a very sensitive piece of information that contains a lot of specific
details, and we would not want that to be manipulated in some way, shape or form. Is there any requirement for
how it must be transmitted to the board?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It can be and is likely to be, I assume. The board will have a website, obviously. That is what
is intended. The practitioner will fill in the form electronically. As the member for Warren–Blackwood explained
earlier, Mukinbudin has a medical practitioner. We would not want that medical practitioner to have to travel to
Midland Public Hospital to lodge a form for the board. So a doctor in the regions treating a patient will be able to
go online, fill all that in, hit send and they will have notified the board.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I think we are going to get to the content in a moment as to what needs to be included in
the form, but I want to clarify something first. I do not believe that the website for the board is specified anywhere
else in the legislation.
Mr J.R. Quigley: No.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I just wanted to make sure. I assume that that will be rolled out as part of the implementation
phase. I imagine there will be need to be a quite serious process by which a practitioner will be validated so that
they can access the website, and that website will need to be very secure. I want to extrapolate something, but I do
not want to hold this up. I am conscious of the rise—I have spoken about this in this place before—in the number
of fakes and deepfakes. An audiovisual call can be now be faked. There are examples internationally in which CEOs
have had their voices and images entirely manipulated to authorise large transfers of money between companies.
Let us assume that a patient accesses this in an audiovisual sense in, say, a FaceTime call. That can be faked. It
could be any patient to any practitioner. There is a website opportunity. That, too, could possibly be exploited.
I think it is a really good idea to make sure there is very little latency between the two—the practitioner and the
patient. But I am concerned that in establishing a website, which is not specified in the legislation, very clear
security requirements will need to be built into that website, which I am sure the Attorney General appreciates.
Are there any boards in any other jurisdiction across this country or internationally that are looking at establishing
a similar facility to ensure that the type of website that will be created is absolutely secure and its privacy assured?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you for a most interesting question. A person intercepts or hacks the line and uses what
we have seen in the United States—a simulated face.
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Yes.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They make the application to the doctor. They then have to make a second application to
another doctor. Here we get to the fake bit. Then they go back to the first doctor and they must sign a written request.
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Not in person, though.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They must sign a written question witnessed by two independent people. Who is going to
take this? What is the member suggesting? Is he suggesting that the fake person is going to swallow the potion?
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I was not going to continue to labour the point, but this is a very real and emerging threat.
However, the Attorney General has asked the question. If a person wants to access medication that will definitely
be used to terminate life, I think that will have a high level of value if it falls into the wrong hands. That is where
the motivation comes about. I appreciate the need for an audiovisual engagement, because in a regional or remote
setting it is very difficult to find a practitioner. My only concern is that that could be exploited. Having a website
would open up another avenue for exploitation; that is all.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you, member. But at the end of the day—I do not like to call it medication—the potion —
Mrs L.M. Harvey: The substance.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you, member for Scarborough. The substance has to be given to the patient by either
a medical practitioner or a nurse practitioner.
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: No. It can be given to an agent—someone in the middle. That’s not true.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They have to receive it and take it to the person.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: No, only on one limb of the two.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Yes.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Not on the second limb.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: So the fake person who goes through all this says, “I’ve tricked the doctor.”
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: And they can receive the medication.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: “I’ve tricked the doctor.”
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Read the bill.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: So I am going to kill myself! Why bother doing that? They could go to their garden shed
and swallow some weedkiller; it would still do the same thing. Why would they go through the artifice of hacking
in to get a potion that they could get from their garden shed and swallow any day? Unfortunately, people take their
own lives. The son of a dear friend of mine took his own life two weeks ago. No injuries, waiting for toxicology;
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somewhere in the house they can access something and manage to take their own life. Why would they go through
this artifice of hacking in, tricking and all of that, just to get something that is going to kill them?
The ACTING SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition.
Mr J.N. Carey: How was the footy?
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: It was great; West Coast look like they are smashing it, but I came back because I felt my
responsibility was better served here.
With regard to clause 21, at this stage, when the medical practitioner has to notify the board of a first request, it
does not look as if there is a requirement here to notify the board of the illnesses or diseases ailing the individual,
or indeed the imminence, if you like, of their demise. I am wondering why that would be. I ask that because
I understand there is an opportunity to expedite the process for people whose death might be imminent. I would
have thought it would be appropriate at that point to let the board know that there is an individual who may have
a week or 10 days left to live, and a decision might need to be made urgently. I am wondering why that would not
be included at this stage of the notification to the board, and if there is a reason for that.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is a drafting process; that is all. It is simply a drafting process. When we get to clause 28,
which is headed “Recording and notification of outcome of first assessment”, there is a requirement for inclusions
in the report. If the member goes to clause 28, she will see it. I am not trying to be slippery with the question.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: No, that is great. One step at a time.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I want to step through the process under clause 21, and specifically clause 21(2)(f),
which states —
if the medical practitioner’s decision is to refuse the first request, the reason for the refusal;
The board is informed of the reason for the refusal. Perhaps the reason for refusal is a concern on the part of the
medical practitioner that either the person has a terminal illness or they lack capacity; either/or, or maybe both in
some cases. Subsequently, the board receives another notification pursuant to clause 21(1) in which a subsequent
medical practitioner has approved a first request. What obligation, or even power, does the board have to take
some form of action to investigate if it receives two first request forms from the same individual, one with a refusal
because the patient does not qualify under the illness or capacity criteria, and a second first request on which
a medical practitioner has signed off and said, “Yes, go ahead”? What would the board do in those circumstances,
and where are those powers for action by the board contained in the bill before us?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Once again, I think if we go down this path, the Leader of the Opposition’s Minties packet
will expire before the end of the debate.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I do not care. She can get another one.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I know the member does not, because that is why the member asked the question.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I want an answer.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am not trying to be slippery again. I was trying to be helpful again, like I was with the member
for Scarborough.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: Incredibly helpful, Attorney General.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I thank the member for Scarborough very much. If we jump forward to clause 117, we see
that it sets out the functions of the board. It is to monitor the operations of the act. It goes right through the functions
of the board. When we reach clause 117, I am more than happy to mine the depths of the member’s question further.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: We can do it that way. I am asking the threshold question here. If I get a reasonable
answer, I will not need to ask it again at clause 117. I thought it was an appropriate request. It is one of the issues that
are likely to come up in this sort of area, particularly in relation to people who might be in a state of vulnerability,
significant distress, demoralisation or depression. I would have expected an answer that goes beyond, “Oh, there
is a list of functions.” I want to know whether the board has the power to conduct an investigation and compare
and contrast relating to the receipt of these documents of first request in clause 21 if it has two competing
documents of first request before it in a relatively short time frame—one that suggests that the person did not have
either the appropriate illness qualification or the capacity to continue the process and one that suggests the exact
opposite. The board is likely to encounter that under the formulation of clause 21, in particular because a medical
practitioner who refuses a first request has to specify the reason for the request. They will be legitimate reasons.
I am not doubting any medical practitioner’s legitimacy in this space. I want to know whether the board has power,
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whether by reference to clause 117 or some other clause or simply by the operation of common law, if you like, to
undertake an investigation to see which of those medical practitioner assessments is the one that should be
considered in this space.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: With respect, I think the member is conflating first request with assessment, and I will
reserve my answer on the board’s powers when we reach clause 117.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Obviously, I have not received an answer. I think it is a legitimate question.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member will receive it at clause 117.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: The question remains unanswered. Whether it is the Attorney General or someone
else in the chair—I do not know who will revolve around. We have had three ministers. There are 14 ministers in
this place, so we might have 14 by the end.
Mr J.R. Quigley: I will be here unless I am kicked out.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I will be here to ask it again either under that clause or somewhere else, and I will
make reference to the Attorney General’s suggestion.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Attorney General, this is a minor observation. I understand there will not be too many
regulations. Most of this will be handled administratively, but I was wondering why these criteria were not put in
as a prescribed form in the back of the bill, for example. Secondly, is it privacy or some other reason that the
person’s illness does not need to be listed. I would have thought that that should be communicated.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Clause 21 is about the first request; it is not about the assessment. Clause 21 deals with the first
request and it does not require a form until the person is assessed and that information is registered. A person will
not go in there and say, “I want VAD” and the doctor immediately contacts the board. They will say, “First of all,
give us a look at your X-rays, toxicology, bloods, biopsy”, yadda yadda yadda, “and then we will send the assessment
off to the board.” It is not rocket science.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Clause 21(1) states —
… 2 … days after deciding to accept or refuse the first request, the medical practitioner must complete
the approved form …
Given that there does not yet seem to be an approved form, why was one not put in a schedule to the legislation?
That is question one.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is because we anticipated that there would be members like the member for Girrawheen
who oppose the legislation, so we do not know whether the legislation will pass. We cannot put a form in until the
people who are opposed to this legislation vote on it. We are not prepared to devise a form until we hear from the
wisdom of this chamber.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: To correct the record, I am judging each clause on its merits, so the Attorney General’s answers
actually matter. In response to why no condition was listed, it was when no assessment had been made. Presumably,
if the request has been made, the person would come in and say, “I have this or that; can I make the request?”
Then, obviously, as part of the assessment, that assertion would be confirmed. I can understand if it is for privacy
reasons, but in terms of the request being comprehensive, of some, for example, reporting or research bases down
the track, it might be helpful to have that information.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: As to the first part of the member’s comment, I was neither trying to be trite or insulting
when I cast her amongst the noes, because at the calling of the vote on the second reading speech, she voted no.
So, I take it that the member told the Parliament she was a no vote, and I respect that. But she is a no vote, and
I say to the no votes that although I respect their position, I so respect it that we are not prepared to do a form until
we are in receipt of the wisdom of this Parliament. Once the Parliament has conferred or passed legislation on the
wording of the form, we will draw up the form. It is simple. We do not want to get ahead of the combined wisdom
of this chamber on a matter of conscience.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Attorney General, clause 21(2) states that “the first request form must include” and it
lists a range of information that needs to be included. One of the issues I raised with the minister was about
Aboriginal people who might not have a fixed address. The subclause notes that the form must include the
contact details of the patient. In some cases, as we know, there are Aboriginal people who do not have a date of
birth that they recognise. The form will obviously have to be completed to the best of the ability of the practitioner,
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but if they do not have a fixed address or there is not a full date of birth, that would not prohibit someone from
still accessing it.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is correct.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Subclause (2)(d) states —
whether the first request was made in person or using audiovisual communication and whether it was
made verbally or in another way (for example, by gestures);
If it was made by gesture, will they have to explain each individual gesture, or will it be satisfactory enough for
the legislation just to say that it was made by gesture? Will they have to describe in detail what that looks like and
how the request was made?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: So long as there is a clear and unambiguous gesture. I have witnessed some people, as I am
sure the member for South Perth has too—if you live long enough, you see these things —
Mr J.E. McGrath: I have not lived that long!
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: He has only just started!
Mr J.E. McGrath: I am a year younger than Donald Trump!
The ACTING SPEAKER: Okay; move it!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Sir Robert Menzies—gosh!
I have been in hospital. People get things such as, I am sad to say, oesophageal cancer and they cannot otherwise
talk. It is terrible. I used to get wheeled in to the treatment room. They could not talk but they could clearly gesture
“yes” or “no” to the treatment. That gesture must be unambiguous and it will have to be recorded in the medical
notes—that is what doctors do.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that response. There is not a prescription for them to describe each individual
gesture; the practitioner can say it was made by gesture.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 21(2)(f) relates to the medical practitioner’s reason for refusing the request. If the
reason for refusal was that they did not believe the patient had capacity, would that be inserted at that point in time?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No; that is part of the assessment process. But he might refuse because he has booked a holiday
to Honolulu. He is not going to give up his trip!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Given the Attorney General’s background and his portfolio responsibilities, a recurring
theme I see through this is that often, when we require a signature and date from a medical practitioner or the
patient, no location is required to be indicated of where that was signed. Was there a deliberate reason that was not
included? I imagine that for something like a coronial inquest, the location in which every form was signed might
be material to an outcome. Is there a deliberate reason that was not included?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 22: Medical practitioner becomes coordinating practitioner if first request accepted —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: The Acting Speaker is getting through this with great haste. It is great to see.
The ACTING SPEAKER: It is my job.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 22 states —
If the medical practitioner accepts the first request, the practitioner becomes the coordinating practitioner
for the patient.
I am going to assume that that is immediately upon the practitioner making the decision and informing the patient.
Could the Attorney General provide me with some certainty about this—is that the correct series of events?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Yes.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: When the practitioner has to inform the board, that is just an additional process—it does
not mean that they have to wait. We do not have a situation in which the practitioner is waiting two days before
they become the coordinating practitioner because they have not informed the board yet, do we?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 23: First assessment —
Dr D.J. HONEY: I think I reasonably understand how this process will go. One area I have a particular concern
about is where the assessment is carried out remotely by audiovisual communication.
Mr J.E. McGrath interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Sorry; the Eagles are winning very comfortably!
If we look at that assessment, the doctor has to assess whether the patient has a terminal illness. They have to assess
whether the patient has sufficient soundness of mind and the capacity to make the decision, and they also have to
have the capacity to determine whether the patient is subject to undue influence. Could the Attorney General
explain to me how he believes that is possible by an audiovisual process?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It would be very, very unprofessional of any medical practitioner to accept at face value,
by audiovisual means, that a person is suffering from a terminal disease. Any professional doctor would have to
have more information before them before they could say, “You’ve got a terminal disease and, on the balance of
probabilities, you will pass away within the next six months.” Making that assessment and signing off on it after
looking at a screen would be an act, I would have thought, of gross medical negligence.
Mr J.E. McGrath: He’d have to know that you’re the person, too.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is right. They would have to know that they are the person and what the disease is, and
they can only know what the disease is if they have reports of the disease. That is my answer.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The problem is that the Attorney General has answered only part of the question, and I do not
believe that that answer is complete. Although there might be prudent practices, there is no requirement for that in
the bill. It is purely the doctor’s opinion and there is no review of that. The Attorney General might say it is not
prudent, but they do not have to do the things he said. Let us assume that they have some other tests. They have to
determine that the person has the capacity to make that decision and that the patient is not subject to any coercion
or any undue influence. How does the Attorney General believe that can be successfully achieved via a remote
tele-video link?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I saw this amazing program on ABC television—absolutely amazing—about Royal North
Shore Hospital in Sydney, which runs a team of ICU specialists over a 12-hour shift from 8.00 am to 8.00 pm to
treat patients in New York, because 8.00 am Sydney time is 8.00 pm New York time. So rather than paying
overtime to people in New York, they have staff on live screens in Sydney.
Mr F.M. Logan: Radiologists.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Not just radiologists; I saw intensive care unit specialists. The monitors on patients in
New York are read on terminals in Sydney and the doctors in Sydney tell the ICU nurses in New York what to do.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: What kind of magic is that?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is the twenty-first century! It is fantastic, is it not?
Patients in New York, who have just had a massive myocardial infarction and are lying in ICU connected to a machine,
have their heartbeat, pulse rate and oxygen consumption read on a screen in Sydney and the Sydney intensive care
unit specialists tell the nurses in New York what to do. Unbelievable, but it is true. If a patient goes to a doctor and
says, “I’m as crook as a camp dog. I think I’m dying—give me VAD”, the doctor will want more. He will want
biopsies and X-rays. He will want to be able to show that he was not professionally negligent. Doctors can do that
by receiving the request remotely. We have to think of people who might be out in the regions. They can go to
a community legal centre, or a business centre, and make their request online, closer than New York. The doctor
might say, “Hang on. Where are all the biopsies? Where are all those sorts of things?” That is what I am sure any
practitioner would do. A practitioner could face gross negligence—it might even be criminal negligence, actually—
if they said, “I’m going to write out a script for this, but I’ve never seen a medical report. All I’ve seen is a bloke
on TV saying he’s as crook as a butcher’s chook.”
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Mr D.T. REDMAN: I want to pursue the line taken by the member for Cottesloe. Thanks to royalties for regions,
we now have emergency telehealth in Western Australia, so we came into the twenty-first century in the last term
of government.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Good point, member.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: Thank you.
Clause 17 makes specific reference to a person who makes a first request. The Attorney General cited clause 156(2)(a),
which provides for the use of audiovisual communication. Subclause (3) provides that communication between
the medical practitioner and the patient may also take a number of other forms—I assume that includes over the
phone, and electronically. I hold probably a slightly different view from that of the member for Cottesloe. He is
concerned about a poor assessment. I am trying to look at the opportunities to improve the service in regional
Western Australia by utilising audiovisual and other types of technology to achieve those sorts of consults. Would
this bill in any way prohibit a consulting practitioner from doing that consultation over some sort of communication
platform, recognising that, in doing so, they have to be satisfied professionally that they have enough information?
If we look at the eligibility criteria, they do not need to sit in a room to get a biopsy, or to have a conversation;
they can glean a whole range of things from the information that they have, albeit they might be 400 kilometres
away. Would anything in this bill prohibit practitioners from using technology, as it develops and improves, as
a strategy for accessing the opportunity for VAD, as part of doing an assessment as distinct from a first request?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Nothing in the bill would prohibit a doctor from assisting one of the member’s constituents
in the regions through the use of audiovisual communication, so long as they could see and hear simultaneously.
The practitioner would need enough medical evidence to satisfy himself or herself that the condition was terminal —
Mr D.T. Redman: Absolutely.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: — and that it was, on balance, within six months. Nothing in the bill would prohibit that
assessment. If in that patient-to-doctor conversation the patient said, “The last doctor I consulted, on planet Mars,
said that I’m terminal”, this might alert the doctor to the fact that the patient was one sandwich short of a picnic,
and that he needed to do a further assessment, because he was saying that he had been to Mars. People say these
sorts of things. Do not worry. I get constituents, as I am sure do other members, who say to me, “I’ve got someone
on TV telling me how to live my life.” There are all sorts of people.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: Especially around a full moon.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member is quite right. I am encouraged that it is not just in Butler in a full moon; it
is everywhere.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): We represent all our constituents, minister. Let us move on.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members, let us move on!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The point I am perhaps labouring is that during the audiovisual contact there might be clues
as to capacity, but that would not be enough. I mentioned before treatment from New York to Sydney. That is
another thing. I had an X-ray the other day because they are thinking about doing my good knee—what was my
good knee! They took it at SKG and I drove to the practice on the north coast. When I got there, the doctor clicked
on the screen and there was my knee! I did not have to wait around for an envelope. Do members remember the
old days? We had to wait around and got a big manila envelope that was sealed and we wondered whether we
could open it without the doctor finding out —
The ACTING SPEAKER: Attorney General, focus!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: We can do it with audiovisual technology. The member’s constituents will be catered for by
this bill and by developments in electronic communication.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am getting a sense that the minister is trivialising his response to this. Everyone is well aware
that an X-ray can be looked at and images sent online. But the first assessment is a really serious matter. It is not
a trivial matter; it is not a question of looking at just an X-ray or some medical results. The doctor has to assess
whether the person has the capacity to make the decision. That is not based on an X-ray or a biopsy. It is not a group
of doctors sitting around telling someone how to stitch someone up. It is an assessment of that person’s personality,
their capacity and all the other factors that go to a person’s mental capacity to make the decision. The second part is
that they have to make an assessment as to whether the person is subject to any coercion or undue influence. I find
some of the minister’s responses very frustrating. We constantly hear phrases such as “in most circumstances” and
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“the doctor I saw would not do that”. It is not just the minister; there were some other contributions as well. Our
job is to look at those difficult situations that can allow this process to fail.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Allow the process to what?
Dr D.J. HONEY: Fail—as in deliver an outcome that should not otherwise have been delivered.
I believe the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs is here. I can imagine someone out in the Tjuntjuntjara community.
They have reasonably good communication. The member for Kalgoorlie can confirm that they have audiovisual
communication. In that case there is a high probability of significant cultural differences between the assessing
doctor and the patient. The patient may well not wish to come to a major centre to be assessed. My concern is that
when it is a remote form of communication, it is not possible to make those other two assessments. I have heard
all the assurances that no-one would do that, but it may come to the point that a practitioner is required to do that.
They are aware that a person has a terminal illness, but they have to assess other important factors. I assume that
the expert panel must have considered this matter. I have not heard anything that the minister has said that gives
me any comfort whatsoever that those critical matters can be assessed remotely by an audiovisual means. In fact,
my contention is that it would be extraordinarily hard to do that. I want a proper response from the minister, please.
I am not worried about someone doing a medical procedure or looking at an X-ray online. It is the crucial personal
matters that go to their capacity to make a decision and whether they are subject to any coercion or undue influence.
How can that possibly be done by remote audiovisual means?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly. As the member for Warren–Blackwood pointed out earlier, prior to us coming
along as government, there was eHealth and it is operating quite well, as members from the regions know. It has
provided great facilities. The member asks how capacity can be assessed. Mental illness and depression are treated
online. eHealth does a lot of treatment modalities for people in the regions online, and a psychiatrist or a doctor—
it does not have to be a psychiatrist—who has gone through the training will have all the questions needed to ask
to stress-test capacity. They will ask all of those online and they will be in no less a disadvantageous position than
if the patient was sitting in the room. That is the whole purpose of it.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The great difference is that with eHealth, in the great majority of cases a misdiagnosis does not
lead to the person dying; however, in this case it could.
Ms A. Sanderson: They are dying anyway.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I will not respond to that, because we covered it amply in other areas. In this case, they have to
make that intimate assessment. In my professional life I have participated in many tele-video conferences, and
I am sure the minister has as well. Even at the level of business, even at the level of understanding business decisions
or technical matters, I know with absolute certainty that having met a person and being at a meeting, in person,
versus being at that meeting in the tele-video setting, is fundamentally different. I appreciate that one example is
a clinical setting and one is not; however, when it comes down to me understanding the interaction of the person
and the subtleties of it, it simply is not possible, I contend, over a tele-video line. I hope that the minister is correct
in saying that there is this highly codified process that he has great confidence in. He has expressed that there is
a highly codified process, he has great confidence in it, and even remotely, we will be able to have a high degree
of certainty about the mental capacity of that person to make the decision. We move to the next thing, and we do
not know. We have not seen this list; we have not seen this test we have been presented with as evidence that
would demonstrate that.
Then we go to the important area, and this is a crucial area. I can say that the biggest concern of all the legal practitioners
I have spoken to about the possibility of this legislation not working properly is the area of coercion and undue
influence, especially when inheritances are involved. I will not go through that debate again, but there was
a substantial concern. There could also be cultural differences, but certainly based on communication differences,
this practitioner does not have to know that person at all—not at all. A practitioner could be meeting this person for
the first time electronically, having never met them at all, yet the minister is saying that using the telecommunications
process, such a practitioner, will be able to make an assessment of whether there is undue influence or coercion.
I appreciate there is a second practitioner involved, but, equally, that second practitioner is using the same means,
especially in the case of a person in a remote community. This is not some idle or trivial point. I think this is pivotal
to an area in which there could be the wrong outcome in that assessment, and I have not had reassurance that using
a tele-video or remote communication will deal adequately with those areas, in particular, of undue influence
and coercion.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I can well understand the member’s question, but it is based on a dodgy proposition. The
dodgy proposition is the member’s belief that a person’s capacity cannot be assessed by a medical practitioner
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online. That is the member’s belief. There is no evidence before this Parliament that that is the case, and, indeed,
if we go to the Ministerial Expert Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying’s examination of this in its report, which
included palliative care doctors, they held a contrary position to the member for Cottesloe. Those specialists hold
a contrary position. I firstly say that the member is basing this on a false premise—that it cannot be done.
I hope the member’s Minties are holding out, because we have to jump forward to clause 156, if we may. This is
going to take a while. Clause 156(3) of the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill states —
Except as provided in subsection (2)(b), a medical practitioner or other registered health practitioner may give
advice or information to, or otherwise communicate with, a person for the purposes of this Act using any
method of communication (including electronic communication) that the practitioner considers appropriate.
Having seen the person on the telly, he might say, “I’m not sure now. I’d really have to see that person.” It is up
to the medical practitioner, and with the greatest of respect, I defer to them rather than to your good self to elect
the appropriate method of communication.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I have not had a response. I will not go down that path. It is late; we are all tired. I have not had
a response. Is there any evidence at all that the areas of coercion or undue influence can be picked up? I have not
heard any evidence from the Attorney General that the expert panel considered that. In his reply, he talked about
the assessment of a person’s capacity. As I said, I am intrigued to see the evidence that it is possible. I appreciate
that the Attorney General has practised in a wide range of areas and is widely experienced. He would know that
coercion and undue influence are very subtle. However, they can have a highly egregious outcome. People can be
and are dispossessed of their worldly possessions. The courts are full of cases of that. Every year in Australia there
are multiple cases of people being dispossessed of their worldly possessions and inheritances through coercion and
undue influence. That undue influence can be from a loving person; someone who actually loves that person, but —
Mr J.R. Quigley: Wants them dead.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Yes, they may want them dead. They may think that is the best thing for that person. We heard
many stories about that, Attorney General. I am not going to go through the stories again here, but we heard stories
of people who were well-meaning but influencing someone to consider the end of their life. Those things are highly
subtle. These are not obvious things. Did the ministerial expert panel look specifically at the utility of audiovisual
means for a doctor determining whether there is coercion or undue influence? I know what the doctor can do, and
it comes back to this. We hear all the time what they can do and what they would do, but it is about what they are
required to do and whether we have certainty about this method. I know they can do other things, but, again, if
someone is in a remote community, such as Tjuntjuntjara, the practitioner is unlikely to go there. There is a high
probability. I know that a lot of people want to stay on those communities. That is where they live; that is home.
They want to stay around their loved ones, especially if they are sick. That is where they want to be. Was there
any evidence that this was a robust means for assessing undue influence and coercion?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The patient will be asked a series of questions to determine whether they have decision-making
capacity and whether they are acting voluntarily and without coercion. Merely looking at a person will not answer
these questions. It is the responses that a person gives to questions that will form the basis of the doctor’s opinion.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I would like confirmation that under clause 23(1), which refers to the obligations on the
coordinating practitioner to do this assessment, it is not necessary for that coordinating practitioner to make
a diagnosis.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is absolutely correct. Often, they might work from a previous diagnosis from an oncologist
who has examined the patient. It will not necessarily be the doctor to whom the first request is made. I would be
surprised if it was made to the first oncologist. People go away and mull these things over. They go and see
their GP, who says, “John, Dr Swarbrick has written to me and you’re not good.” But Dr Forgione has not even
examined me. He is relying on Dr Swarbrick, and Dr Swarbrick, who is a great dermatologist, is relying in turn on
a scientist who has done the biopsy that was cut from me, so there is all that chain. When it gets to the GP, the GP
will not necessarily be the one who does the diagnosis. The GP—if it is a GP; it does not have to be a GP, as long
as it is a medical practitioner with the proper qualifications and proper training—who receives the request might
be operating on a report from an oncologist, and the patient has come to see him. I can remember the process
I went through. It was brutal. I can always remember this. I will tell a little story. I had a mate who was a psychiatrist
and after I got diagnosed—I had been married only six months—I took my wife along to him. She was young—
she still is. We sat down and he said, “What do you want?” I said, “I’ve got this diagnosis that I’m terminal.” He
said, “I’m a psychiatrist.” I said, “I know, but throughout this journey I might become depressed, and I want to see
whether you can help me ward off depression so I don’t weigh her down.” He looked at me and he looked at the
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diagnosis and said, “You’re going to die. I can’t help you.” Then he turned to my wife and said, “And after he
does, you’re going to feel terrible. Come and see me then”!
Mr D.C. Nalder: Is that true?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is as true as I stand here. It can be a brutal process. Doctors will rely on other people’s
assessments. That is the point I seek to make.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I note that the bill contains many provisions that require procedures and issues to be
specified by the CEO. In this provision, is there an intention to have any special arrangements for prisoners in
Western Australia?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is a very interesting point. Of course, prisoners in Western Australian are afforded good
medical treatment, and when they are very ill they get treatment outside those institutions, in tertiary hospitals.
The only additional requirement for prisoners is that even if a person goes through the whole voluntary assisted
dying process and the board is informed, and it is all correct, under the Coroners Act anyone who dies in custody
by any means must be the subject of a full coronial inquest.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I asked a specific question. I am terribly sorry, Mr Attorney, but I am not sure that you
answered. I asked that given the bill contains a whole range of issues that are specified as requirements to be set
down by the CEO, are there any specific requirements in respect of prisoners in Western Australia?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Earlier, the Attorney General confirmed that there will be no obligation on a consulting
practitioner, when dealing with the matter under clause 23(1), to make a diagnosis of a disease. Will there be any
obligation on them to understand how the original diagnosis was entered into?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am sorry, member, but with the greatest respect, I do not understand what you mean by
“how the original diagnosis was entered into”.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: My apologies.
Mr J.R. Quigley: No, it is my fault, I’m sure.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is all right. The Attorney General has confirmed that the coordinating practitioner
does not themselves have to make a diagnosis. Is there any obligation on them to have information, understanding
or whatever on how the original diagnosis that they are relying on to make the assessment has been created?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No, there is not. But there is a requirement that the coordinating practitioner must be satisfied
of the eligibility. To be satisfied as a professional practitioner, he or she will have to have evidence before him or
her of that terminal disease. In some cases, he or she might possibly diagnose it himself or herself. Often, in our
state, if a person is that ill, they will be referred to a public or private hospital to see a specialist and a diagnosis
will result. I have never seen in my practice of law or during my illness that when a specialist reports to a GP, it is
just a one-line result of the diagnosis, like “Lung cancer”. It is usually, “We have taken X-rays and it reveals that
it is stage 4 and it has metastasised.” Does the member know what I mean?
I have never seen just “lung cancer”. How could we tell whether on the balance of probabilities the person would
die within six months? The coordinating doctor could not form that opinion, but the coordinating doctor could
read a report from Royal Perth Hospital that says, “Johnny has lung cancer. It is stage 4. It has metastasised. There
is secondary in his brain, liver, wherever, and we expect Johnny to pass from this world within six months.”
A coordinating doctor in their practice receiving such a report would ordinarily rely on it and will rely on it. Also,
if under a clause to come, if the coordinating doctor—this stretches out the debate a little—is unable to make that
assessment, under a clause that we are about debate, but not yet arrived at, clause 25, if the coordinating practitioner
is unable to determine whether the patient has the disease or decision-making capacity et cetera —
The coordinating practitioner must —
Under the Acts Interpretation Act, “must” is compulsory and may is discretionary —
refer the patient to a registered health practitioner who has appropriate skills and training to make
a determination in relation to the matter.
I am happy to go further into that debate when we get to clause 25, if the member for Dawesville’s Minties last that long.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 24: Coordinating practitioner to have completed approved training —
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that clause 24 states —
The coordinating practitioner must not begin the first assessment unless the practitioner has completed
approved training.
Implicit in that clause is that the practitioner has accepted the first request, which obviously leaves some time
between when a practitioner could accept a patient’s request and the time they can take to assess it. Of course,
there might be some lag between when they get the appropriate online training issued by the CEO. Why can
a practitioner accept the patient’s request without having gone through any formal training to do so?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The adviser made a good point. I have great advisers. They work for the public service, and
I have learnt that we have a great public service in Western Australia.
The SPEAKER: Minister, it is a long night, so can you keep the one-liners to a minimum?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The answer is this: someone might go to a practitioner and make a first request, but that
practitioner might not have done the training. Only a limited number of people might ever make a request under
this legislation. When we think of the limited number of doctors compared with the 2.5 million population, an
individual practitioner might get only one or two requests in their practice. They might never have thought about
going along to get the training because it never occurs to them in their practice. They can receive the request, but
they cannot make the assessment.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that that is the case; that is exactly the point that I made. I anticipate that the
training that would be issued by the CEO would be quite an extensive process for the practitioner to be involved
in. How long will it take for that training to be satisfied? If a patient who is terminal and might want to expedite
a process and make sure that their first and final request happens in the most expeditious fashion, which is nine
days, how long do we anticipate the training would take for a practitioner to go through?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I thank the member for that insightful question. We wish to say that the training modules,
like in Victoria, will also be available online so that doctors in places such as Wyndham and Kununurra do not have
to leave the town and people without a medical practitioner, but they can enter into the training online. It is also
done in Victoria in the same way, but in Western Australia we will have a bit of nuance, given our geographical
spread. There will be an assessment component in which the practitioner will be required to demonstrate competency
to the examiners of the course. The training package in WA will be developed in consultation with the Department
of Health; the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners; key medical, nursing and allied health stakeholders;
clinical, educational and regulatory experts; palliative care and end-of-life stakeholders and experts; cultural
stakeholders and advisers for the Indigenous; and consumer and community representatives. At a minimum the
training is likely to address the following. Firstly, it will address a basic introduction to WA’s voluntary assisted
dying framework and an overview of the training program. It will introduce an understanding of voluntary assisted
dying within the context of the broader end-of-life care and in the unique context of Western Australia. Secondly,
it will address the roles associated with the voluntary assisted dying process—that is, coordinating, consulting and
administering practitioners; the requirements of medical practitioners and nurse practitioners in relation to
qualifications and experience; and it will require an understanding of the functions in the voluntary assisted dying
process and how to transfer roles or, for themselves, withdraw from the process. Thirdly, there will also be cultural
competency, understanding and being able to appropriately work with patients, families and health services from
culturally and linguistically diverse communities. Fourthly, it will address conversations with patients about end
of life and choices at end of life, understanding the context in which discussions about voluntary assisted dying
may arise, how doctors should respond to a first request, and making a decision whether to participate in voluntary
assisted dying. It will also include the reporting requirements. Fifthly, it will address the process steps that must
be undertaken during a request and assessment, and how to ensure compliance with requirements and safeguards.
Sixthly, it will address the independent assessments of eligibility that must be made by the coordinating and
consulting practitioners, providing guidance about the eligibility assessment process, how to assess each of these
criteria and when to refer for other assessments, including reporting requirements. Seventhly, it will address the
process requirements after the eligibility assessment. That includes aspects such as the written declaration,
witnessing requirements, the final request and final review.
The SPEAKER: Can I just say, in reading the whole lot out, can you just edit it a bit, because it is a very long process.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am doing the rest of it as quickly as I can, but it is important for the public to understand,
within my limited speaking time, what these doctors will be trained at. The people in the regions watching this,
I think, with all due respect, do not want a Quigley-edited version. They want the full wazza out there in the bush,
and the Nationals WA are agreeing.
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Medication administration decision and prescription training will cover how to determine appropriate medication
administration methods and protocols, discussion with the patient, decision-making, information provision to the
patient and appointment of contact person. Training to understand the authorised supplier and authorised disposer
roles will include the prescription process, medication supply, safe storage, administration planning and medication
disposal. It will also include reporting requirements.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: Mr Speaker, I would love to hear the end of what the Attorney General has to say. He is
doing such a good job.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you very much. The people in Albany will be very interested in this as well, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER: Preamble!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am sure that some of your constituents will be watching this live on their TV sets.
The SPEAKER: No!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Eighthly, they will also be trained in the process after death; that is, the responsibilities of
the coordinating and administering practitioner and the contact person, death certification and reporting requirements.
Ninthly, they will be trained in the protections, the offences and oversight. They will be trained in understanding
the protections for those acting within the scope of the act and offences or professional consequences for those
acting outside the act. Also included in the training will be an understanding of the role of the Voluntary Assisted
Dying Board, the CEO and other agencies that may be referred to.
Lastly, there will be training related to self-care for practitioners and support resources and other resources for those
practitioners. It includes reference material and other recommended reading. The training will contain competency
assessments, and a successful pass is required for training requirements to be met.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am reluctant to remind the Attorney General, but my question was actually: how long will
it take for a practitioner to participate in that training? In the seven-odd minutes that he provided an answer, he did
not answer that question. Could the Attorney General enlighten us, after that extensive outline of what the training
will consist of, how long is it anticipated a practitioner would take to clear through it?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am glad, however, that I read all that out for the public, who want to know how this training
will go and what doctors will have to cover, especially those people in the regions. Victoria has an online module.
It takes six to eight hours of concentrated study to cover all those points that I have read out. Then they will have
to demonstrate their competency on those points: how it will be assessed and whether they have achieved that
competency. That will be up to the authorities. As a legal practitioner who maintains a legal practice certificate,
every year I have to prove competency by attending courses and passing things.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: You can do them online, too.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member for Hillarys is right, they can be done online. This will be available online as
well, but it will take about six to eight hours. There will be an 18-month period before implementation.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Will the training that the Attorney General just mentioned be likely to be organised by the
Department of Health or by the Department of Health in consultation with the Australian Medical Association and
other stakeholders? How will that training program be put together and who will deliver it?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is anticipated and proposed that the Department of Health will draw up the training module
in close consultation with the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Will costs be associated with the training; and, if so, will those costs be borne by GPs or
taxpayers via the Department of Health?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: There will be no cost to practitioners for the training.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: Just the taxpayers.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: There will be no cost to the practitioners who will be trained at Royal Perth Hospital; it is
taxpayers who pay to train those doctors to treat and offer services to patients and it will be just the same in this
case. Taxpayers pay for the training of residents for the benefit of the community. It will be the same in this case,
but the costs will be far less than those required to train a resident at Royal Perth Hospital. It will be a six-hour
package presented online at minimal cost to Western Australians, 88 per cent of whom want this legislation passed.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: When we had a briefing, one of the questions we asked was whether there will be a central
register of doctors who have had the training. From memory, I think the answer was no. The Attorney General
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will clarify that if I have got that wrong. If a person makes a request, they are given information with a phone
number and referral to someone to call. From a regional sense and from what the Attorney General just described,
that is reasonably onerous. It is not un-onerous to complete the requirements online, bearing in mind that it is
voluntary. A lot of regional practices run pretty hard and taking time out to do this may be in response to demand.
There are fewer people in regional Western Australia and it is likely that fewer doctors will volunteer for the training
to provide the service for people in regional Western Australia than perhaps in metropolitan Perth. Will there be
any tracking or understanding of the doctors who are trained? Will there be any response from a service provision
perspective to ensure that those who are in the more isolated parts of the state can access the service, given that it
will be voluntary training? Doctors can choose not to do it. If they are pretty busy, they will not do it; therefore,
patients will have to go somewhere else to access the service.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is a good question to ask on behalf of the member’s regional constituents. There will
be a register of doctors who have been certified. This register will not be made public because we do not want to
embarrass practitioners. In a town with three doctors, one might put up their hand to do the training. When that
doctor goes to the bowling club, everyone will know, “He’s the man”, and that doctor might be embarrassed. I do
not know why I keep referring to Mukinbudin. Is that one of the member for Central Wheatbelt’s towns?
Ms M.J. Davies: It’s a delightful little town.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am sure it is a lovely little town.
Ms M.J. Davies: It’s got a brand-new health service.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I had a house in Grass Valley, but that is not in the member’s electorate, is it?
Ms M.J. Davies: Yes.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I had a house in Grass Valley. Grass Valley did not have a medical practitioner.
The SPEAKER: Member, I have a house in Albany, but let us get on with the bill.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: In answer to the question, they will be able to access it online. If a patient goes to a medical
practice and the practitioner says immediately, “Conscience. No. Go elsewhere. Here’s the pamphlet”, they will
ring the people whose number is on the pamphlet and tell them where they are. We can use somewhere else, like
Wickepin. If a person goes to a doctor in Wickepin and says, “The doctor said no. Can you assist me?” They will say,
“Why don’t you try one of these doctors?” If a person is in Bruce Rock, they might say that the closest one is in
Shackleton or something like that. It is probably the other way around. It is probably from Shackleton to Bruce Rock,
from my memory of Shackleton. I used to holiday in Shackleton—I did. Not many people would know where
Shackleton is. It is about 20 kilometres shy of Bruce Rock.
The SPEAKER: Minister, can you get back to the clause, please.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: If they got a refusal, they would be able to ring the number on the pamphlet, and the person
on the phone would say, “Why don’t you pop across to Merredin? It’s not far away.” That way the member’s
constituents would be given good access, if that is their choice. This is voluntary.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Will the online training be multiple choice, or will it be data entry? What will be the pass
mark for going through that training?
Mr J.N. Carey: What a load of rubbish!
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: How can it be rubbish to know what the assessment would be and what the pass mark
would be? It is important information.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Fortunately, as the member sits there, he might be able to get online and look at the Victorian
training model, which we are going to follow, in no small measure. There will be differences, because our bill is
slightly different. It is more nuanced for Western Australia.
Ms M.M. Quirk interjected.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Sorry? I will take that interjection.
Ms M.M. Quirk: No, no, no.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Is the member withdrawing the interjection? That is a good idea, if I may say so.
The SPEAKER: Yes, you may.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you.
The SPEAKER: This is a very serious bill, minister.
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Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am answering a very serious question, Mr Speaker. My answer to that very serious question
is this: members can go online and look at what the doctors in Victoria have to go through. So far in Victoria,
approximately 200 doctors have completed the online training. Western Australia is a little bit different and more
nuanced. We will have more protections, and they will have to be built into the training program. For example, in
Victoria, death must be “reasonably foreseeable”. In Western Australia, we are harder, tighter and safer. It must
be “on the balance of probabilities”. Those nuances will make it different from what members will see on the
training programs on their computer, but the style of presentation will be the same.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am not sure that the minister answered my question, so I will elaborate, for the member
for Perth’s sake. The reason I have asked about the training and the pass mark is that people may say it is okay to
get 51 per cent in a training module. However, we are dealing with people’s deaths. I want to know whether this
will just be a module that people will have to complete, and whether they will have to pass 100 per cent to qualify,
or 80 per cent. I would be very concerned if people did not need to get 100 per cent to qualify. I am trying to
understand the process of assessment, and what the pass mark will be. Will they have to get everything 100 per cent
correct to qualify to make the decision to end someone’s life? It is a very simple question. I want to know what
the benchmark will be. Obviously, for a university degree, some people are happy to get 51 per cent, because then
they are qualified.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Not in medicine!
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: That is right. In this case, I would want to be assured that it was 100 per cent. The minister
obviously must know what the assessment process will be and what results will be expected. The public will then
know that the people who have gone through this process are 100 per cent on the information they need to know,
and not 80 per cent or 70 per cent; and, if there are variations to that, they will pick a doctor who has a higher score
rather than one who has a lower score, if it is all about the end of life.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They will have to get a pass mark that would see them get first class honours at the university
medical school. I will bet my legal practice certificate that when people select a doctor, they do not check their
pass mark at university or whether the next doctor got a higher pass mark. I will bet my legal practice certificate
on that proposition. The pass mark will be higher than the training down the road. The pass mark will be the same
as it is in Victoria.
Mr A. Krsticevic: What is it?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is 90 per cent. People do not have to get 90 per cent down at the University of Western Australia
to become a doctor, but they will have to get at least 90 per cent to become qualified under this legislation. It is
a higher pass mark than the medical degree.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I have one last point to make on this issue. I disagree with the minister about people not
checking the credentials of their doctor. More importantly, the credentials of your —
Mr J.R. Quigley: The pass mark? I’ll bet you never have!
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The minister indicated someone would not check the capability or competence of their
medical practitioner. That is not true. Lots of people have said to me that when they go for surgery, they talk to nurses
and anaesthetists and ask which surgeon they think is better. They say, “I know there are four surgeons to choose
from, but which one would you go to?” Nurses may say, “I wouldn’t go to that one, but that is the one I would go to
for these reasons.” I have sat in conversations with people who have had those discussions. I think it is misleading
for the minister to say that people would not go to the effort. When it comes to end-of-life decisions, people would
want to make sure that they had the best doctor to help them make those decisions. A number of them might be
competent, but, like lawyers, some are more competent than others. That is why they go to specific doctors for
specific reasons. It is misleading to say people would not do those checks, because they would.
I refer to the pass mark of 90 per cent. I will be honest. I have not seen the training modules, but I would assume
that 90 per cent is adequate as long as something critical was not failed. Are there any critical aspects of the training
that if a practitioner does not pass them, they will not qualify, or are they all equal? I am trying to get that on the
record because I think that is important to understand. I am sure that the people who are interjecting, who probably
have no idea about what this training is, might learn something if they pay attention.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: With the greatest respect, so might the member. He related people going around and asking,
“Is this a good obstetrician or is that a good obstetrician?”
Mr A. Krsticevic: It was a surgeon!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I know! I have been in a family. The wives go around asking who or which. That is not checking
pass marks. That is just getting an opinion.
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Mr A. Krsticevic interjected.
The SPEAKER: Member for Carine, let the minister answer.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is not checking pass marks and the member has never checked a pass mark. That is
checking preferences. In this system, they will have to achieve a higher pass mark than for the medical degree and
people can ask around and see who they would like to go to. It is always the case and this bill will not change it.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate the explanation given previously about the time it would take for practitioners
to undertake the training. Does the minister anticipate that there will be continuous training throughout the time
that practitioners will participate in this scheme?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: As with the continuing professional development requirements of normal medical practitioners
to participate in ongoing training, this will be the same. It will form part of that ongoing training for medical
practitioners who are certified. They will not do just six hours and that is it for life!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that, Attorney. In that case, given the question from the Leader of the Opposition
before about who might lead the development of the training program—the Department of Health together with
the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners and others that the Attorney General mentioned—does the
Attorney General anticipate that they would also be charged with the responsibility of developing the continuing
professional development courses as time goes on?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Obviously, so that the Parliament can satisfy itself that that is being undertaken at a later
stage, will members be advised what that continuous training will look like? Would that information be made publicly
available at any time, such as during the implementation phase? As members of Parliament, we want to make sure
that our participating practitioners are consistently up to date with any requirements. I am trying to get insight on
how that might occur.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I can say this with the utmost confidence: knowing the manager of opposition business as
I do, I anticipate a welter of questions on notice on this issue as it develops. I encourage him to ask those questions
and we will fully answer them. Not long after proclamation of the legislation, I expect to be shown by the Minister
for Health the member’s first question on notice.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I was intending to deal with this issue at clause 158, which deals with the CEO approving
training, but since we have had an extensive discussion, I will ask my questions at this stage. First of all, I have
tried to get into the portal of the Victorian medical training, but I am unable to do so because I do not have an
Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency ID. I would be grateful if we could be given a copy of the
curriculum at some stage.
Secondly, I conscientiously attended the briefings on this legislation, which were kindly provided by the Minister for
Health, and I specifically asked about the training. I was told it will be online. I was told it will be about six hours.
I was told that the CEO will probably consult with the college of GPs to formulate that training. I specifically
asked whether it will be assessable and was told no. I was thinking of the legal CPD, for which people have to
answer questions after they have read all the information and then they are assessed, and at a certain level they
pass. When I asked the advisers, I was told that no, it will not be assessable. It might be accessible, although in my
case it is not, but I asked whether it was assessable! That is the first question. Maybe the Attorney General can
answer that and then I have a second matter.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am on my feet at the ministerial table in the Legislative Assembly of Western Australia
and I wish to state that the training module will be assessable and the pass mark will be 90 per cent. Whatever may
or may not have been said in the course of any discussions the member has had outside of this chamber, the
Attorney General of Western Australia, representing the Minister for Health at the ministerial table, answers that
there will be an assessment and the pass mark will be 90 per cent.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Before I go on to my other point, I say that the problem with that is that we have taken the time
to attend the briefings and read various reports, but if we cannot rely on what we have been told in relation to that,
one wonders about other assurances or indications we were given. Anyway, that is editorialising.
I have already said to the Minister for Health what I want to say, so I apologise to members who heard me say it
before. Had the Minister for Health been here, I would not have had to repeat myself. Assessing capacity is
notoriously difficult. Alzheimer’s Western Australia has said that, despite the increase in awareness about Alzheimer’s,
the average time to diagnose dementia is between two to three years. A general practitioner who is highly trained
is still taking up to three years to diagnose dementia. Given the breadth of the subjects that are being covered by
this online module, I really doubt how comprehensive any instruction can be about judging capacity. It is incredibly
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relevant in this case, because we are not talking just about whether someone is able to make their own breakfast
or dress themselves. They are making a very high-level executive decision. Page 21 of the “Ministerial Expert
Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying: Final Report” states —
Decision-making capacity is a term used to describe whether or not someone is capable of making
a decision. It is presumed that an adult is able to make decisions unless there is evidence to the contrary.
It is important to understand that capacity is specific, contextual and can vary over time. Someone may
have the capacity to decide what to eat for breakfast but not have the capacity to make complex financial
decisions. The crucial question is whether a person has capacity to make a valid decision about voluntary
assisted dying.
That is the nub of the matter, Attorney General. We need more information on how that will be addressed. I do not
know whether that can be done by providing us with a copy of the curriculum of the training that is undertaken in
Victoria, but at this stage, I am by no means confident that can be achieved.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I cavil with the member’s first proposition that she cannot rely on the undertaking that I gave
the Legislative Assembly of Western Australia that there will be an assessment process and that the pass mark will
be 90 per cent. I cavil with the member’s assertion that she cannot rely upon that being said by the Attorney General
at the ministerial table. To go on —
Ms M.M. Quirk interjected.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I do not wish to take interjections.
Ms M.M. Quirk interjected.
The SPEAKER: Member for Girrawheen!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am not taking interjections during my answer. As to the assessment process, I repeat:
people are being treated online for mental health conditions now. As to the issue of capacity and Alzheimer’s,
there are two different issues. First, it may take two to three years to diagnose Alzheimer’s. It does not mean that
during that two to three-year period, the person does not have capacity. Indeed, recent research has shown—I might
be exhibit A—that early Alzheimer’s can kick in soon after 50, but not be confirmed until later in life. I do not
know what plaque I have. I turn to the absolutely heart-wrenching interview with the much-respected and loved late
Hazel Hawke, after her diagnosis of Alzheimer’s, and the very candid interview that she gave concerning her disease
and what she expected to happen in the future. I saw that interview, and there is no doubt that, one, this beautiful
woman had Alzheimer’s; two, whilst being interviewed, Mrs Hawke had full capacity. The question of diagnosis
of Alzheimer’s and capacity do not intersect at the same point. There is a point when people with Alzheimer’s will
lose capacity; that is beyond question. There are people in the community who are a little upset that people with
Alzheimer’s will not access this bill, and for a very good reason—because it would not be voluntary if they did
not have capacity. The mere early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s does not interfere necessarily with capacity.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I was not going to get up again, but clearly the Attorney General misunderstood me. I was not
challenging his undertaking; I was saying that I can no longer rely on the advice that was provided by advisers
because it is at odds with what he is telling us tonight. I am not questioning his sincerity in his undertaking; I am
saying that if that advice has moved on or has varied, how can we be confident that any other assurances or advice
that we got are also correct? I will leave it at that.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member, a very experienced lawyer, is here in the Legislative Assembly with full
opportunity until the crack of dawn and beyond to cross-examine me on any clauses in this bill. Although what
she has been told elsewhere might be helpful or less than helpful, what is said at this ministerial table by me will
be the truth.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 25: Referral for determination —
Mr D.T. REDMAN: This clause relates to the circumstance that the Attorney General talked about earlier in which
a supply chain of information can contribute to the information that the coordinating practitioner has in order to
make the decision on whether all the criteria for eligibility and decision-making capacity are met. I note that
clause 25(2) states —
The coordinating practitioner must refer the patient to a registered health practitioner who has appropriate
skills and training to make a determination in relation to the matter.
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Can the Attorney General clarify whether “training” in this sentence refers simply to the skills that the practitioner
has or to the approved training that is required by a coordinating practitioner?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: If the coordinating practitioner is unable to determine whether, firstly, the patient has a disease,
illness or medical condition that meets the requirements of clause 15 or, secondly, the patient has decision-making
capacity, he must refer the patient to a registered health practitioner who has the appropriate skills. That does not
have to be someone who has had VAD training. It might be a haematologist, an oncologist or some other practitioner
who is able to assist the coordinating practitioner in reaching a determination, but that oncologist or haematologist
does not have to have VAD training.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: So the last line of clause 25(2) simply refers to the broader context of training; it does not
refer to the formal training that is required for coordinating practitioners.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is correct. As I said, it might be someone like the wonderful David Joske, the leading
haematologist, who looks at a patient’s blood count and says, “That’s multiple myeloma” or something like that.
He does not have to have VAD training. He will give the full report back to the general practitioner, and when the
coordinating practitioner is making his assessment, he will rely on the full report given by the haematologist.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Is this clause actually required? Look at the eligibility criteria. We are discussing the
coordinating practitioner’s assessment. The eligibility criteria specified in clause 15, which the coordinating
practitioner is assessing, are compulsory. How can a coordinating practitioner be unable to make a determination?
Surely if they are unable to determine these criteria, that means that the patient has not met the eligibility criteria
because it is compulsory criteria. Either they are eligible or not eligible, because clause 15 states that the criteria must
be met. What is the purpose of this clause, given that the person is clearly not eligible, according to the assessment
of the coordinating practitioner, if they cannot determine that they have met the compulsory eligibility criteria? It
seems to be a nullity.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly; that is not a difficult one to answer at all. I like lollypops. When the general practitioner
hears the person’s rattling cough and sees a little bit of blood on the hanky, they will say, “There’s something
deeply wrong with you down there, but I am unable to determine, as a general practitioner, whether it is stage 4
metastasised cancer or not. I will need help.” Therefore, pursuant to clause 25, that coordinating practitioner will
be able to refer that person to someone with appropriate training to get the deeper diagnosis as to what is behind
that rattling cough and blood on the hanky. It might be just a torn vein in that person’s throat after having had the
flu. The doctor would not want to give him that diagnosis if he did not know or could not be sure. Even though it
is a compulsory requirement to be sure, he will not have made up his mind—he could say that he wants a second
opinion. That is the purpose of the legislation.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No; I think the Attorney General misunderstands the arrangement here. We have already
been through this, and I did not believe that I would need to go over it again. This is the coordinating practitioner—
read clause 24. I apologise that I have to go over it again, but clearly the Attorney General misunderstands the
point I am making. What we are discussing is the coordinating practitioner doing an assessment for a patient.
Under clause 22, the medical practitioner accepts the first request to become the coordinating practitioner. What
they are doing is assessing the request of the person who is seeking voluntary assisted dying; they are not making
a medical diagnosis. As the Attorney General has previously answered, the doctor himself does not have to make
a diagnosis. I do not in any way have a problem with the Attorney General’s comment. It is clear that the
coordinating practitioner does not themselves have to make a diagnosis. That is why I asked a question previously
on that issue. The question I have now is different. This is not the doctor seeking to make a determination of an
illness; this is the coordinating practitioner following the assessment process. The assessment is in respect of the
eligibility criteria, and the eligibility criteria are compulsory. There are no ifs; it is a “must”. Therefore, if the
coordinating practitioner finds a person not eligible, why is there a need to refer anybody off? Clause 25(1) states —
Subsection (2) applies if the coordinating practitioner is unable to determine …
Then there are two paragraphs. Paragraph (a) draws from clause 15(1)(c) and paragraph (b) refers to clause 15(1)(d).
But they are compulsory. The coordinating practitioner’s job is not to diagnose the patient; their job is to assess
the criteria. They assess the criteria and find that the patient has not satisfied it.
Mr J.R. Quigley: No.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No; Attorney, read the words. It reads, “if the coordinating practitioner is unable to determine”.
This is a compulsory criteria. They either meet the criteria or they do not meet the criteria. If the coordinating
practitioner has not determined that they are eligible, by definition they are not eligible.
Mr D.T. Redman interjected.
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Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, there are only two. They are either in or they are out. They are not making a diagnosis
for the patient. The Attorney General helped me with this previously. He pointed this out in some detail and took
about 10 minutes to answer the question. Here they are not making a diagnosis of the patient. They are assessing
the eligibility criteria at clause 15 and they are compulsory. If they are not found, by definition, they are not found.
We cannot have it two ways.
Mr J.R. Quigley: I missed that last bit.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Because they are compulsory, they are either met or not met. If the coordinating practitioner
is unable to determine that they are met, they are by definition not met. Why does this clause even exist?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member is conflating two things there.
Mr W.J. Johnston: That is not correct.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I am here to argue with the member. We can have a vote on it. That is how we determine things
in this chamber.
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: No, it is not. It is a given.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It is not by the member for Churchlands using his loudest voice. It is by voting.
The SPEAKER: Members, let us get on with it.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The situation is this: the member is conflating two things. As they go through the assessment
process, the doctor gets to a point and says, “Well, I am uncertain at this stage. I will have a closer look at that
X-ray” or “I am uncertain at this stage. I want a further look at the bloods.” That does not mean to say that he has
assessed the patient as ineligible and it is binary, to which the member for Warren–Blackwood was nodding before.
It is not a binary choice as he is going through the eligibility criteria under clause 15. He might say, “Yes, yes, yes”
or he might say no or on one of the points he might say, “Not sure. I need to look at the bloods before I can make
up my mind to determine the critical question of whether the patient is likely to die on the balance of probabilities
inside six months.” Therefore, we have clause 25. They have another look at the bloods and satisfy themselves
either way and give an answer on the assessment. We are not going to handcuff general practitioners to whatever
is in their first report and say that they cannot ask a question in this assessment process. Of course, they can. A doctor
might say, “I am unable to tell from this bloods report whether the patient has multiple myeloma at an advanced
stage. I need further information to complete my assessment.” That is clause 25(1).
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I would like to address clause 25(3), which deals with coercion and whether someone
has voluntary capacity. It reads —
If the coordinating practitioner is unable to determine whether the patient is acting voluntarily and without
coercion as required by section 15(1)(e), the coordinating practitioner must refer the patient —
That is all well and good so far, but it is very broad —
to another person who has appropriate skills and training to make a determination in relation to the matter.
I argue that it is a good thing that it is broad. Could the Attorney General please at the outset give an inclusive list
of examples of who could have the appropriate skills and training to make a determination of whether the patient
is acting voluntarily and without coercion?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It could be a psychiatrist, a psychologist—those sorts of people. It is a very serious business.
These doctors will not refer them to some pop psychologist who runs self-improvement programs or something like
that. We are dealing with the medical profession of Western Australia here, thank you very much! If a coordinating
practitioner says that they are unable to determine the issue of voluntariness or coercion just sitting there—with
the audiovisual simultaneously broadcast and received, asking questions they got from their training—they will
have the capacity to refer them to another person with the appropriate training. That might be a psychiatrist or
a psychologist. I doubt very much whether it would be a social worker at my parish. Does the member know what
I mean? They would not be the appropriate person to independently and unbiasedly mine the question of coercion,
because, as the member said earlier, coercion can be subtle. In a cultural community, it can almost be unsaid. It
will not be limited to registered health practitioners; it could be a social worker who has been working closely with
the family on their journey, or, for example, a Silver Chain nurse, those angels of the road who are looking after
the people in their homes and get a real vision and feeling for what that person is going through and what is
happening around them, because they are visiting the house every day. It might be those people. The doctor might
say, “That nurse is going there every day; I just want to check in with her.” We think that is appropriate.
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Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: The Attorney General said earlier and I will say now that he has wonderful advisers,
because I was worried right at the start when he mentioned the concept of a social worker and he said it would not
be a social worker in his parish. I think I understood where he was coming from, but I would agree with his later
comment that in this particular assessment, an appropriate social worker could well be the most appropriate person
to make that determination. I am glad that ended up on the record. As the Attorney General said, coercion is subtle.
It is not just coercion; voluntariness or lack of voluntariness can be done through means other than direct coercion.
It could be duress or other factors involved as well as coercion or in addition to coercion. As the Attorney General
says, it is subtle; I often say it is pernicious because it has a subtle and also negative quality to the act. I agree with
the Attorney General that it could be a social worker, and that is why I asked that question. The Attorney General
did rightly distinguish that in relation to clause 15(1)(c) and (d), which are issues around the more direct medical
nature, if you like, and require a registered health practitioner, but in clause 25(3) we do not; it is just another
person. In some cases, it could be the family priest. It sounds far-fetched, and I am saying it would be unlikely
more than likely.
Mr J.R. Quigley: It could be.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: The Attorney General has thought about it. It would be rare, I would say, almost
extreme, but it would require someone who has a little understanding of the history of the person and enough
objectivity, but, of course, they would also have to have those other bits, being skills and training. I am glad the
Attorney General has clarified that it is not formal health training, which is the sort of training that is required for
registration as a health practitioner. I think that is useful.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Clause 25(3) states that the coordinating practitioner must refer the patient to another person.
Coercion could come from the patient’s family, friends and surrounds. Is the scope of the clause wide enough to
allow the investigator, the person who the Attorney General just said could come with a range of skills, to examine
other than just the patient, such as to talk to the family or people in the community? Coercion might not be able to
be identified from discussion with the patient.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Yes.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Is this clause wide enough to allow the person so chosen to go around and talk with people, other
than the patient, who might be coercing them?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you for the question, member. This concern is shared by many people. Even
a psychiatrist may take about four visits with a person before they can unpick what is happening in their mind;
however, a social worker working with the family would have a better, grounded vision of what is happening in
terms of coercion. We believe that the clause is wide enough but it does not empower the appropriate person to
compel others to answer questions, if the member knows what I mean. A person cannot go into a house and say to
a 16-year-old child, “You must tell me what aunty is doing when she is visiting your mum.” They have not got
that compulsion, but there is no inhibition.
When I was the primary carer for my father, I found that social workers could tell me stuff about my father’s mind
and condition. He passed from this world at the age of 93, God rest his soul, but they could keep me abreast of
where his head was at and where he was on his journey. They were in the house every day talking to people.
Although it is not coercion, there is certainly no inhibition on the social worker or other person, if that is any help.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Thanks for that. My personal experience is that, particularly the equivalent to Silver Chain
carers who visit the patient, they know a hell of a lot about what is going on. They sit there and talk with them,
their friends and whatnot. What happens if this person advises the coordinating medical practitioner, “I cannot
prove anything, but I’m worried there might be coercion through the family”? How would the coordinating medical
practitioner respond to that if they cannot compel someone to investigate? If there is a worry, where do they go
from there? He or she has to be able to prove that there is no coercion. If there is doubt, what does he or she do?
We are now pretty clear on the other issue about medical assessment. As the Attorney General pointed out, there
is no power to investigate. What can be done if the advice comes back, “I’m concerned that there is coercion, but
I can’t prove it”?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: If I can pinch that phrase from Churchill—he used it about Russia of course—that is a riddle
within a riddle!
Dr M.D. Nahan: It’s life.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is right—a riddle! I am still battling to unpuzzle it.
Clause 25(1) comes into play only if the coordinating doctor is not satisfied. He will then go to the appropriate
person because he is unable to determine the issue of coercion. He will then refer it to the appropriate person and
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the appropriate person will report back, “I can’t tell either.” Does the member for Cottesloe know what that will
result in? It will result in a negative assessment, because as my friend the member for Cannington said, that part
is a compulsory requirement and if it is unresolved with the coordinating doctor or the doctor that the coordinating
doctor brings in, it is a negative assessment.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): Thank you, Attorney General. Members, I will leave the chair and
return in about 10 minutes on the ringing of the bells.
Sitting suspended from 10.10 to 10.25 pm
Dr D.J. HONEY: Clause 25 is headed “Referral for determination”. Earlier the member for Dawesville raised
a concern about, for want of a better term, VAD practices that are set up by two or more practitioners who refer to
each other. That has certainly happened in other jurisdictions. What is the test to determine whether the referral is
appropriate? We heard that a doctor can refer the patient to another specialist, but the test is really just appropriate
skills. As the Premier would know, medical practitioners are qualified in a wide range of areas. For example, they
may have a Bachelor of Medicine and a Bachelor of Surgery. Some doctors will test the limits of those qualifications.
What test is there in this process of a doctor referring a patient to an appropriate person? Without relying on the
likely good intentions of the doctor, what is the actual test in the process to validate that the medical practitioner
to whom the patient is referred is indeed appropriate?
Mr M. McGOWAN: The ability to refer is consistent with the current Australian medical practice and ensures
that the patient has access to the highest standards of assessment in the voluntary assisted dying process. This is yet
another safeguard in the process, without placing undue strain on a specialist to undertake the role of a coordinating
or consulting practitioner. If a coordinating practitioner refers a patient under this provision, in relation to the
particular criterion, they may adopt the determination of the person to whom they referred the patient. I think that,
as the Attorney General outlined, if the coordinating practitioner was of the view that they cannot determine
whether the person had been forced, they could refer on. I think that is what the member is asking me. But that
would happen currently for a range of potential medical procedures.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I appreciate that the Premier is trying to answer my question properly. My question is: what is
the test of the appropriateness of the medical practitioner to whom the person is being referred? I think the Premier
can guess where I am going—he has heard my line of questioning on a number of occasions. I am not concerned
about the best of circumstances, where people are following the intent of the bill, as the Premier has just outlined.
I am not even suggesting that there might be any malice in this process. A coordinating practitioner might refer
the person to someone who is not qualified to give that advice. Perhaps we are heading to the end of the spectrum,
where there could be some problem if doctors were running a VAD practice and were simply alternating the roles
of the coordinating and referring practitioner because they believe they have skills in that area. How would that be
picked up? There are two situations. The first is that the person is referred to someone who is inappropriate, and
that person might be quite prepared to do it and say, “Yes, I’m fine to do it.” The second is when doctors in
a practice are referring between themselves because they believe in this very strongly. I am not saying they are
trying to do something malicious. They believe that they are perfectly qualified to assess all these things. However,
a person or a professional body that was looking at this externally might say, “Hang on. This isn’t right. That isn’t
an appropriate and qualified person.” In terms of the checks and balances that the Premier mentioned, what check
and balance would be used to detect and intercede in that situation?
Mr M. McGOWAN: The persons to whom the patient might be referred might include a social worker, a police
officer, another health practitioner, or a medical practitioner. It would depend on the circumstances. I heard the
Attorney General talk about it before. Each individual family circumstance would be different. It might be a person
who has been interacting with the family for a considerable time and would know whether someone is being coerced
because of that interaction. It would depend upon each individual case. I am not sure I can provide the member
with a more definitive answer than that.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I thank the Premier. I understand that part. It sounds as though that is a reasonable approach—
that it could be someone other than a medical practitioner. My core concern is that that other party might not be
appropriate. As I have said, this does not need to be done through malice. It might be done through lack of knowledge,
or lack of skill. As I have said, people in a practice might be just referring to each other, because they wish to
specialise in this area. My question is about the external oversight, and about the check and balance that will ensure
that the person to whom the patient is referred is appropriate.
I accept that that person could be a social worker or someone else who has the right knowledge. It was reassuring
to hear that. I am asking about the check and balance when that is not occurring appropriately or, as I said, a custom
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or practice might develop in which medical practitioners refer to each other in different roles. I am not trying to
be obtuse. I am asking about the check and balance.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I have faith in the medical profession. The doctor will make a decision about whom they
might refer to. That individual, from the categories I have referred to, will have to adhere to their own professional
practice standards in each category, whether it is a social worker or police officer or whatever it might be. That
will be referred back to the medical practitioner, who can either accept or reject the judgement of the person to
whom they referred the patient. There will be a whole range of assessments during that process, as there is every
single day for every member of the medical profession who deals with the public. They make these judgements
every single day on a range of matters. A lot of those matters are not serious, but some are very serious and some
are life and death, and they currently do it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): Member for Cottesloe, this is starting to become a little repetitious.
If you are going down the same line of questioning, the Premier has given you multiple answers in response to the
same question. It has been addressed previously as well.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Mr Acting Speaker, with all due respect, this question has not been answered before. I am not
trying to be cute. I am not trying to stretch this out. I am trying to understand the check and balance on that. Perhaps
I can lead with a question. It does not look like we are going anywhere or will get an answer to it but, for example,
will the board look into the appropriateness of the referrals—is that a proper role for the board?
Mr M. McGowan: No.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Am I to take it that, in fact, there will be no oversight? I appreciate what the Premier has said.
In good circumstances, not just the best of circumstances, people will treat this properly, but as the Premier knows,
things go wrong and are not always done properly. My concern is: how will that be picked up or reviewed? If there
is no oversight, there could be inappropriate referrals for a long time. I am not talking about the ordinary good
circumstance. I am talking about when this is not done properly. I am wondering how that will be picked up. If the
Premier could answer that, I would be very grateful.
Mr M. McGOWAN: The answer is no. The functions of the board are under clause 117.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I have an amendment to move shortly, but in relation to clause 25, I think the Premier has fleshed
out that it might be appropriate to refer someone to a police officer who has the skills to judge whether or not the
decision was made voluntarily or without coercion. That begs the question of whether the coordinating practitioner
needs only enough training about coercion and capacity and the like for him or her to appreciate when there might be
issues. They do not need as much training as needed to be able to make a firm decision themselves. All the training
needs to do in the six-hour module is, effectively, teach them to identify the kinds of issues that they should look out for.
Mr M. McGOWAN: The training will have an element of determining whether someone has been subject to
coercion, but this clause allows for the medical practitioner to refer the patient for further assessment on that point
to a range of other disciplines, if you like. I also add that doctors have done a six-year medical degree and
a minimum of 10 years practice before they can deal with one of these matters. They would have broad experience
of dealing with whether a patient has been coerced on a range of matters through the practice and the training they
have undertaken to get to that point.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: The other issue that the member for Cottesloe dealt with really relates to the word “appropriate”
in this clause and is the subject of my amendment, because the word “appropriate” is a little loose. Before I move
the amendment, can I comment that there is some onus from the medical practitioners to complete the paperwork
in a short time, and then they may have to seek out an appropriate expert. I wonder what assistance will be given
to the coordinating practitioner to locate an appropriate expert. Will there be a list or register of police officers, social
workers or specialists in particular areas? Otherwise, the practitioners then have the onus of seeking out a person
with the appropriate skills.
Mr M. McGOWAN: Clause 25(2) states —
The coordinating practitioner must refer the patient to a registered health practitioner who has appropriate
skills and training to make a determination in relation to the matter.
Every doctor has a wide array of contacts—specialists, social workers and all sorts of other allied health professionals,
as I think they are called—that they regularly refer patients to. The written advice I have is that the appropriate
registered health practitioner will depend on the issue. For example, if the concern is mental illness, a psychiatrist
may be appropriate, or if the concern is decline due to ageing, a geriatrician may be preferable. The ability to refer
a patient to a specialist is consistent with the joint select committee’s framework. As members know whenever they
go to a doctor, every medical professional has a wide range of other practitioners they are capable of referring a person
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to and that information is contained in sources that every single doctor has. Frankly, they have databases and books
full of people they can refer someone to. That can happen any time someone goes to a doctor. If anyone needs
a specialist, which I think all of us have needed, the doctor can look them up in a book or find that information online.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I appreciate that with, shall we say, allied health, but for example, police officers have registered
days off and are often transferred to other stations, so they might not develop such a relationship with a local doctor
that would allow the doctor to know whether they are experienced in assessing coercion. I make the point that
this is a little onerous in the short time frame for the coordinating practitioner to have to do. I respectfully
suggest that Health should have some sort of register so this does not become a real chore for the medicos, but
I appreciate what the Premier is saying. In the normal course of things, there should be geriatricians, psychiatrists
or neurodegenerative experts, but I really do think that they may find some of the ones on the margins difficult.
Anyway, I do not need to comment; I am just editorialising. I move —
Page 17, lines 25 to 27 — To delete the lines and substitute —
(2) The coordinating practitioner must refer the patient to a registered health practitioner who has
relevant expertise and experience in the disease, illness or medical condition expected to cause
the patient’s death and otherwise has the appropriate skills and training to make a determination
in relation to the matter.
Members, I think people understand this is about teasing out what is meant by “appropriate skills” and what the
focus of any referral needs to be. It is self-explanatory; I will not take up any more time.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I want to talk briefly on the amendment. I note that in Victoria, if either practitioner is
unable to determine whether the person has decision-making capacity, for example, due to a past or recurrent
mental illness, they must refer to a health practitioner who has appropriate skills and training, such as a psychiatrist.
In Western Australia, there is no mention of mental illness or a psychiatrist in relation to capacity, as has already
been raised during the debate in this place. Surely, a referral to a psychiatrist or someone who can help with mental
illness should be in there. It is on that note that I support this amendment.
Mr W.R. MARMION: I, too, rise to support this amendment. I think this clarifies the clause. One would hope that
this is what one would do anyway, under clause 25(2), so I would like the Premier to explain why he does not support
this amendment. I think it clarifies what one would expect a coordinating practitioner to undertake, in seeking out
someone with the relevant expertise and experience in that disease to get the right determination. Perhaps both
I and the mover of the motion are seeking to understand why anyone would not support this amendment.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I appreciate the sentiment behind the amendment. The reason it is not accepted is that the
referral should be directed to the most appropriately skilled and experienced health practitioner for the determination
of decision-making capacity, not on the basis of their experience with the disease, illness or medical condition.
Whilst it might be suggested that someone who is dying of cancer should be referred to an oncologist, they might
not be the appropriate person to determine whether or not someone is being coerced.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I thank the Premier for his answer, but it is not focused on the amendment. The
amendment goes to clause 25(2), which applies only to the disease. I see what the Premier means when he says
“decision-making capacity”, but even there, is the Premier suggesting that one would refer a person in respect of
their decision-making capacity to a medical practitioner who does not have experience in dealing with issues of
decision-making capacity? It does not make sense. There may be a reason to reject this amendment, but it is not
the reason given by the Premier. This is about the issues in clause 25(1)(a) and (b), not the issues in clause 25(3).
As I say, there may be a reason, but not the reason that was given.
Mr M. McGOWAN: If I can just explain again, clause 25(1) refers to two things—paragraph (a) refers to
a disease, illness or medical condition and paragraph (b) refers to decision-making capacity. Subclause (2) requires
that the patient be referred to a health practitioner with the appropriate skills and training. That means, under
clause 25(1)(a), a person with the appropriate skills in relation to the disease or illness or, under clause 25(1)(b),
an appropriate professional who can determine whether someone has decision-making capacity. Clause 25(2) is
a broader clause that allows for the provisions of both paragraphs (a) and (b) to be covered. The amendment would
mean that only the provisions of clause 25(1)(a) were covered. It is a narrowing of and a reduction in the
protection, if you like, of the patient and the advice that might be sought.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I understand the Premier’s argument now; however, that is not what the words say. At the
moment, under paragraph (b), the only person the coordinating practitioner can refer someone to is a registered
health practitioner. The Premier said in his answer that they might be referred to a person other than a health
practitioner to determine decision-making capacity. But that is not right, because it is a health practitioner who has
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appropriate skills and training to make a determination on the matter. It is not possible under the current provision
to refer them to somebody who is not a health practitioner. The member for Girrawheen is seeking to clarify that
arrangement. The amendment says —
… has relevant expertise and experience in the disease, illness or medical condition expected to cause the
patient’s death …
Those words are drawn from clause 15(1); they are the exact words used in that provision. The amendment then says —
… and otherwise has the appropriate skills and training to make a determination in relation to the matter.
It is saying that if they are not the health practitioner in respect of the disease, illness or medical condition, it is
someone who otherwise has the appropriate skills and training. Therefore, that is, by definition, the health
practitioner who is referred to in paragraph (b). What the member for Girrawheen is trying to do, and I think would
achieve—if there are better words, we should look at them—is make it clear that the health practitioner referred
to in paragraph (a) has to be somebody related to the issues that are being determined rather than just anyone else.
Remember, this is a “must”. The clause should not be in the bill, because if the coordinating practitioner has
determined that the “must” has not been met, the application fails. But if we are going to have something that
allows for a second opinion, if you like, even though the application has failed, surely it should be somebody who
knows what they are talking about.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I do not want to interrupt the Premier if he has something to add to that. I know it is
late and I do not do this lightheartedly, but I am going to speak at what some people would call the crossbenchers
on this one. I agree entirely with the sentiment of the amendment that has been moved by the member for
Girrawheen, but because of the way that subclauses (1) and (2) have been drafted, I also agree with the summation
of the Premier about how the proposed amendment would probably not be appropriate in relation to the matter of
decision-making capacity raised in clause 25(1)(b). The problem occurs because of the way these two clauses have
been drafted to interact. I agree 100 per cent with the member for Girrawheen. I believe that in an assessment of
whether “the patient has a disease, illness or medical condition that meets the requirements of section 15(1)(c)”,
the referral should be to a registered health practitioner “who has relevant expertise and experience in the disease,
illness or medical condition expected to cause the patient’s death”. However, I also agree that that person may not
be the right person to make the decision about decision-making capacity.
When we read clauses 25(1)(a) and(b) together, and have only one clause in relation to who ought to be the health
practitioner, which these two separate and distinct matters ought to be referred to, the current formulation in the bill
in clause 25(2) is all-encompassing. However, it still fails that test, in my opinion—this is my opinion only. I would
expect someone specialised and expert in the disease, illness or medical condition to make that particular assessment.
Unless we want to unpick this and create new subclauses (1A) and (1B) and new subclauses (2A) and (2B), I am torn,
because I genuinely think the sentiment is right. We spoke about it earlier in the debate—on Tuesday night and I think
we spoke about it again on Wednesday. I just think, unfortunately, the way clauses 15(1)(c) and 15(1)(d) have been
put together with one test, replacing that test with a test contained in the amendment would cover off on making the
assessment around clause 15(1)(c) but would leave the assessment on clause 15(1)(d) wanting. I hope that makes
sense and provides some clarity for members. If it does not, and if it confuses members, I apologise.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Premier, I think there is an error in clause 25(1)(b). It states —
(b) the patient has decision-making capacity in relation to voluntary assisted dying as required by
section 15(1)(d).
The decision-making capacity of a person wanting to access voluntary assisted dying is determined by clause 6.
Clause 15(1)(d) refers to a decision-making capacity as per clause (6). Clause 15(1)(d) states —
(d) the person has decision-making capacity in relation to voluntary assisted dying;
But that decision-making capacity is actually determined by clause 6.
I seek some advice as to whether we are referring to the right clause. It seems as though we are referring to clause 15,
which is determined by clause 6. That is leading to some confusion with respect to who should appropriately be
dealing with these two matters.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I will deal with all the points that have been made. In relation to the last point made, clause 6
is the definition. The definition of “decision-making capacity” is contained in clause 6(2). “Decision-making capacity”
appears in a range of locations throughout the bill. The clause as it currently stands is drafted correctly. The
reference to clause 15(1)(d) in clause 25 is correct.
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In relation to the other point, as I said earlier—I will be as crystal clear as I can be—the amendment would reduce
the protections available to patients because it would mean that a person whose decision-making capacity is under
question would be referred to the wrong health professional. That is why it is a mistaken amendment. Clause 25(2)
will ensure that someone with a disease, illness or medical condition will be referred to someone who has, and
I quote —
… appropriate skills and training to make a determination in relation to the matter.
If there is a question about a disease, illness or medical condition, the coordinating doctor will send that patient to
a person with appropriate qualifications.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: In relation to comments that have been made, I accept that this amendment is inelegantly
drafted. The amendment uses the word “appropriate”, and that is somewhat rubbery, so I have replaced it with the
words “or otherwise”, which is probably equally rubbery. I will leave the discussion of this amendment with the
observation that a good example would be of an overseas-trained doctor who is not overly familiar with Aboriginal
culture, and he or she may feel unable to properly assess capacity or communicate in a way in which they could
make a meaningful determination. I suppose it is up to the coordinating practitioner to make that judgement, but
it is a not-too-remote possibility that something like that could occur, and this clause needs to allow for that.
Amendment put and negatived.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: One of the referrals that can be given by a coordinating practitioner is one to assess coercion.
I appreciate the language the Premier used before and the trust that is invested in medical practitioners. However,
is there anything that stops the person who is now in receipt of the referral to assess coercion from being related
to the person who is being assessed? Could any conflict of interest arise? For example, I am assuming that in a very
small town there might be family members who are the professionals in any given area. Is there nothing under this
legislation that would stop them from being referred to a family member to assess coercion or anything like that?
Mr M. McGOWAN: All these professions—the medical profession and the legal profession—have rules about
these sorts of things, which apply in all circumstances. As I have said on a couple of occasions now, doctors deal
with life and death every day. They currently deal with these issues. As I understand it, a doctor cannot, or should
not, deal with their own family member. Those rules are already in place.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that, Premier. A patient has been referred to a specialist to assess coercion—to
see whether the patient is acting voluntarily and free of coercion. That specialist could be a family member or be
financially related to the patient—that is what I am trying to assess. I appreciate the Premier’s point about the
practitioner being a family member, but I am talking about the specialist who has been tasked to assess whether
the patient is being coerced. Can they have a relationship with the patient?
Mr M. McGOWAN: The professional standards of the medical profession ensure that when they make any
referral of this nature, they do not refer to people who might be conflicted.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Clause 25(4) states —
If the coordinating practitioner makes a referral under subsection (2) or (3), the coordinating practitioner
may adopt the determination of the registered health practitioner or other person, as the case requires, in
relation to the matter in respect of which the referral was made.
Could the Premier please explain who other persons might be, besides registered health professionals?
Mr M. McGOWAN: That allows for a referral to, as we discussed at length and I think members agreed to, social
workers or police officers, and I think the Attorney General referred to Silver Chain people.
A member interjected.
Mr M. McGOWAN: As the Attorney General said before, “other person” refers to social worker, police officer,
Silver Chain and those sorts of things.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 26: Information to be provided if patient assessed as meeting eligibility criteria —
Dr D.J. HONEY: Clause 26(1)(d) reads —
the potential risks of self-administering or being administered a voluntary assisted dying substance likely
to be …
Et cetera. Is the Premier able to outline to the house those risks or what some of those risks are?
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Mr M. McGOWAN: As I understand it, whenever people take medication, there are certain risks. Obviously, this
medication has an outcome. People might bring up oral medications. I suspect it refers to that. It might be the
outcome that people have difficulty holding down medication, which is a commonplace thing.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Premier, I am not going to labour this point past this second question. My understanding is that
the list of likely prescribed substances is small. I assume that the expert committee has looked at this and tried to
get some dimension of the likelihood of adverse outcomes and I am asking whether the Premier is aware of any of
those particular adverse outcomes. I appreciate that other substances can be prescribed. I understand that there is
likely to be a known short list of the substances to be prescribed.
Mr M. McGOWAN: The choice of medication will be a clinical decision made by the coordinating practitioner
from an approved list of only schedule 4 or 8 poisons. The CEO of Health will have the authority to approve the
schedule 4 or 8 poisons for inclusion on the approved list. It is intended as part of the implementation of the bill
that a clinical panel will be convened to determine the schedule 4 and schedule 8 medication protocols suitable for
voluntary assisted dying in Western Australia. Obviously, depending upon a person’s condition, age or whatever
it might be, certain medications might be more appropriate for a person in those circumstances. As I said before, the
clause itself requires the coordinating practitioner to inform the patient about the potential risk of self-administration
and a whole range of other matters, which I think is entirely appropriate. As I said, one risk I am aware of with
self-administering oral medication is that a patient may have difficulty, depending upon their condition. I think
someone was referring to oesophageal illnesses, which make it difficult for someone to swallow. Obviously there
is a risk there, so obviously that information will be provided to the patient.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I move on to clause 26(1)(h) on page 19 about the appointment of a contact person. Will there
be any qualification for a contact person? Under this legislation, the contact person has an extremely important
role. Obviously, that contact person will be the person who, in the case they have been appointed, will receive the
prescribed substance, but also that contact person will be there to witness that it has been taken and will then be
responsible for making sure that any unused portions of the prescribed substance are returned to the appropriate
location. Are there any parameters that define who that person can be, given the very serious nature of the role
they will play in this?
Mr M. McGOWAN: The details of what is required for a contact person are contained under clauses 64, 65, 66 and 67.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I go back to clause 26(1)(d), on which the Premier talked about the potential risk of
self-administering or being administered. I will link it into paragraph (b) as well, so I do not have to get up twice
and be accused of repeating. Paragraph (b) states —
the treatment options available to the patient and the likely outcomes of that treatment;
The Premier has explained that with self-administering, swallowing can be an issue. Obviously, the option for that
treatment will be in liquid form, I am guessing, or tablet form. Can we get that one established? The alternative
option, if it is not self-administered, is for the substance to be administered by a practitioner in a hospital. Can the
Premier explain how it will actually be administered? Will it be a liquid form, a drip or an injection? What would
be the potential risks that are mentioned in paragraph (d) with the substance being administered as opposed to
self-administered?
Mr M. McGOWAN: It depends on the patient. As I said, some people have trouble swallowing. Some people
might have certain conditions that mean that one form of medication is a better option for them than another form
of medication. No decisions have been made as yet about the types of medications that will be available, but
obviously, as I said earlier, an expert panel will work through those issues and work through the options that will
be made available.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: If we do not know the answer, that is fine, but has it been determined how it will be taken?
The paragraph refers to the options available to the patient. We know the options will be for it to be administered
or self-administered. Do we know whether it will be a liquid form, a tablet, an injection or a drip? Do we know
any of that?
Mr M. McGOWAN: That will be determined by the expert clinical panel.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Thank you very much for the answer to my previous question. I did refer to the clauses that the
Premier mentioned. The only qualification I can see for the person who is appointed as the contact person—outside
of the fact that they are appointed—is that they are 18 years of age. I am happy if the Premier can direct me to
something else, but there is no other qualification for the person other than they have reached 18 years of age;
obviously, 18 years and older is the implication. Otherwise, there is no test of the ability of that person to carry out
such a responsible role in this matter. Is there another qualification that tests the person’s responsibility?
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Mr M. McGowan interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Sure. The Premier referred to that in his answer.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Sorry, member, we are now dealing with clause 26. You need to restrict your questions
to clause 26.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Thank you. I am happy to do that. Deputy Speaker, I did ask how it would be determined that
they were an appropriate person.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Sure. We can get to that one.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The only other question I have on this, Premier, relates to clause 26(1)(j). This goes to a number
of issues that we have discussed before. The pertinent word is in the third sentence where it says the patient is
“encouraged” to inform the medical practitioner of the patient’s request for access to voluntary assisted dying.
I will not labour the point about the issues of undue influence, coercion and mental health—a number of members
have discussed that. Some of these issues, which are critical issues that we need to ensure are resolved, will likely
be known only to someone who has known the patient for a long time. In many cases—it will not be in every
case—that will be the patient’s own medical practitioner. Why is it not a requirement? Rather than “encouraged”,
why is it not “must” inform the medical practitioner of the patient’s request? If we are talking about safeguards,
by necessity that would make the coordinating practitioner more informed in this matter. Particularly for those
issues of coercion and undue influence, the medical practitioner is likely to be much more aware of it. To me,
a much more reassuring safeguard would be “must” inform the medical practitioner rather than “encouraged”.
Mr M. McGOWAN: In the government’s view, and I think the entire medical profession’s view, a patient should
not be required to inform their GP of whatever condition they might be going through.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I think that is a fair point, Premier. Perhaps the way I should have put it was that the coordinating
medical practitioner must inform the medical practitioner of the patient, rather than compelling the patient themselves.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: So there is no question, member.
Dr D.J. Honey: It was a question.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Clause 26(2)(a) refers to “all relevant clinical guidelines”. I did not hear the answer. I know
the member for Cottesloe talked about paragraph (b) in respect to a plan. Subclause (2) states —
In addition to informing the patient about the matters referred to in subsection (1), the coordinating
practitioner must take all reasonable steps to fully explain to the patient or, if the patient consents, another
person nominated by the patient —
(a) all relevant clinical guidelines; and
Have those guidelines been outlined yet, Premier, or are they to be determined after the passing of this legislation?
Mr M. McGOWAN: Clinical guidelines already exist and they refer to a whole range of matters, although not
voluntary assisted dying, obviously. I do not think they are going to be created as part of this because there are
already numerous clinical guidelines for doctors to implement, but some might be specifically created in the next
18 months for this process.
I will just correct what I said earlier. There are already clinical guidelines for a range of things but some relevant
clinical guidelines relating to this matter will be created in the next 18 months.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Are the existing clinical guidelines available for us to see on a website link or whatever?
Several members interjected.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I am not being cute. This is new legislation and the clinical guidelines do not always cover
new legislation. Surely the government has identified the gaps that need to be filled; if it has not, that is a bit scary.
Surely the government has some idea of what is out there and the gaps that need to be filled.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I am advised that doctors have to deal with a great many clinical guidelines for every single
illness and condition. There are guidelines for everything. This refers to what is current practice, but obviously
voluntary assisted dying is a new thing, so new clinical guidelines relating to voluntary assisted dying will be
created over the course of the next 18 months.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I have a question about subclause (2), but before I get to that, I refer to subclause (1)(g) and
the written declaration that is to be signed in the presence of two witnesses. Is that the written declaration identified
in clause 41?
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Mr M. McGowan: Yes.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Okay. Subclause (2) states —
In addition to informing the patient about the matters referred to in subsection (1), the coordinating
practitioner must take all reasonable steps to fully explain to the patient or, if the patient consents, another
person nominated by the patient —
(a) all relevant clinical guidelines; and
(b) a plan in respect of the administration of a voluntary assisted dying substance.
Why does the provision read “reasonable steps to fully explain to the patient or, if the patient consents, another person
nominated by the patient”? It seems to me that instead of “or” it should read “and”, because it reads as though the
patient can handball the explanation of the relevant clinical guidelines and the plan for the administration of
a voluntary assisted dying substance to another person, which would then leave the patient potentially uninformed
because they would have handballed the explanation about what is going to happen to them to another person.
I want to understand why it has been worded this way. It seems to me that a patient will not be fully informed about
what they are taking on if they handball a significant part of it to somebody else to be informed on their behalf.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It goes to subclause (1). The patient will be referred to all the matters contained in paragraphs (a)
through to (j), which is a whole range of matters. Under subclause (2), the patient can receive information about
the clinical guidelines and administration of the voluntary assisted dying substance, but it is up to the patient whether
they wish, after giving fully informed consent, to hear that other information. It is a matter of patient choice.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Could the Premier please explain that a little further? Perhaps my interpretation of this is
wrong, but a plan for the administration of a voluntary assisted dying substance involves whether the patient will
take a substance orally or by an injection or whether it will be self-administered or practitioner administered. That
is a very important decision and the patient should be involved in that plan. They should not handball the putting
together of their plan to somebody else to do it on their behalf. This is all about a patient choosing how and when
they die, so surely they should be part of the planning for that process.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It is a matter of personal autonomy and the patient making the decision about what
information on those matters they wish to hear. As awful as this might sound, it might involve a conversation about
what might happen to the person’s body after they die, and the patient might not wish to hear that. What we are
doing is saying that the patient can choose to hear that information or the patient can elect—their own personal
choice, individual freedom, individual choice—what they wish to hear, or whether they wish to nominate someone
else to hear that information.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I refer to subclause (2) and the words “or, if the patient consents”. Section 19 of the
Victorian legislation has a similar section, which includes that a member of the patient’s family be provided with
information about the clinical guidelines and the plan for administration. I note that is not in this legislation.
Obviously, that has been left out deliberately. I am not saying that that is right or wrong; I just want to understand.
Does that mean that, right now, my husband could say—I hope he does not do this—“I’m going to access this”
and I would be none the wiser? Does that mean that a partner, a loved one or a family member could seek VAD
and the family is unaware of it?
Mr M. McGOWAN: In Victoria, it indicates that the family can hear the information, but not the patient. In other
words, we are giving the patient the right to hear the information. It is actually giving the patient more rights here
than they have in Victoria.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I want to go back to the Premier’s answer. Can the Premier explain a bit more fully what
a plan for the administration of a voluntary assisted dying substance would look like? Perhaps I am a bit more
OCD than the drafter, but, to me, a plan for the administration of a voluntary assisted dying substance would
include a time and a place, who would be around me, and what I would like to have happen at the time. Perhaps
I am way off track here, but, to me, a plan is putting together a time line and a process. I would have thought that
a person who was accessing voluntary assisted dying and wanted to choose the time and date when they die would
want to be involved in the planning for it. Subclause (2)(b) states —
a plan in respect of the administration of a voluntary assisted dying substance.
I would have thought that would involve a plan around taking the substance, and that it would be pretty critical
that the patient would be part of that process.
Several members interjected.
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Mrs L.M. HARVEY: When members opposite are sitting over here, I will answer their questions.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I will repeat it for the benefit of members. We will give the patient the opportunity to make
the choice. As I said, in Victoria, the patient can consent to family members, but apparently the patient cannot hear
the information themselves. We will give the patient more choice than is available in Victoria. The patient will be
able to decide themselves whether they want the information or want another person to have that information. An
elderly wife who is terminally ill and has weeks to live might like her husband to hear that information because
she would like her husband to make those decisions. It is a matter of personal choice. We want to give the person
the maximum number of choices and freedoms. It is not about setting a time line; it is about explaining the
circumstances of the administration of the substance. It is not saying that it has to be issued or taken on a certain
date or anything of that nature. It is just explaining to the patient or the person nominated by the patient what will
happen around the event.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: So that I can understand how this might work, I ask: once a patient satisfies the criteria
under subclause (1) and chooses to take the voluntary assisted dying substance, can they ask their partner to find
out all the details and take it from there?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, I think we have heard that from the Premier several times. Premier, do you
want to answer that?
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: With respect, Madam Deputy Speaker, I am not clear about this.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I understand.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: The Premier has said that it gives the patient autonomy and choice. I do not understand
how it will give the patient autonomy and choice of how and when they will take the substance, because they will
have given that responsibility to somebody else at that point. That is what I am not clear on. They will have satisfied
the criteria and decided that they want to take a voluntary assisted dying substance, but my reading of this provision
is that they will be able to handball the detail from that point on to someone else. They might be three weeks from
death or two weeks from death. I know they have to have the choice, presumably, to take the substance orally. If
they choose to take it intravenously, the way this provision reads—although the Premier says that I am wrong—it
sounds as if I could ask my partner, because we have made a decision, to make a plan about when I am going to
be injected because it is all too hard. That is what I am trying to work out.
Mr M. McGowan: That’s not correct.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I had not finished my line of questioning about family members under the Victorian legislation.
One of my concerns is that if a person takes the substance home and decides to self-administer, the family may be
unaware of that. That is my concern. Is there anything in this legislation that will make the family aware of that?
That is my main concern. If one of my loved ones was choosing to go down this path, I would like to know about
it, particularly if they chose to bring the substance home and do it at home. I think the family should be aware that
that is about to happen and that a poison is in the home.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It has been a principle of medicine for hundreds of years that there is patient confidentiality
and that patients make their own decisions about themselves.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I understand about confidentiality, but we will be allowing someone to take a substance—
a poison—into someone’s home, where there are family members, children or grandchildren. There could be
anyone or there could be no-one. I think it is a massive risk if that household is unaware that that substance has
been taken home. People on the back bench may laugh—and they are on the back bench!—but it is a risk. This
legislation is about making sure there are no risks. If a substance that can kill someone goes into a home and the
people who live there are unaware of that, I think that is a risk.
Mr M. McGOWAN: Individual circumstances differ. I would expect that in the overwhelming majority of cases
the patient themselves would inform the family and family members would know. Some people are estranged from
their sons and daughters, some people are estranged from their husbands and wives, and some people are estranged
from their parents. They might not want them to know. That is an individual choice. That is the basis on which
medicine works.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I go back to my point about clause 26(2), which states —
… the coordinating practitioner must take all reasonable steps to fully explain to the patient or, if the
patient consents, another person nominated by the patient —
I draw the Premier’s attention to the explanatory memorandum, which says —
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Subclause (2) requires the coordinating practitioner to take all reasonable steps to fully explain to the
patient, and if the patient consents, to another person nominated by the person, all relevant clinical
guidelines and a plan in respect of the administration of the voluntary assisted dying substance. This is
because it is vital that the patient is supported throughout the process of voluntary assisted dying.
Going back to my original point, I believe that the word “or” in this subclause should be changed to “and”, and
the explanatory memorandum explains it thus. I think this is a drafting error that should be corrected.
Mr M. McGOWAN: As I have said at other times, it is about giving the person the opportunity to make their own
decisions about what information they want to hear, in particular around the circumstances of what might happen
to their body after death. A lot of people do not want to know about that, so it gives the person the choice about
whether they wish to hear that or they wish someone else to hear that. It is a matter of individual choice. The
patient will already be hearing about all the matters contained in clauses 26(1)(a) to (j).
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I suggest to the Premier that this is going to be amended in the other place, because
the explanatory memorandum says something completely different from the legislation. The explanatory
memorandum says —
… and if the patient consents, to another person nominated by the person, all relevant clinical guidelines
and a plan in respect of the administration of the voluntary assisted dying substance. This is because it is
vital that the patient is supported throughout the process of voluntary assisted dying.
It is not about autonomy and making a choice about someone else. This is definitely a problem, because the
explanatory memorandum does not reflect the legislation.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I have answered the question.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Clause 26(1)(i) says —
that the patient may decide at any time not to continue the request and assessment process or not to access
voluntary assisted dying;
Can the Premier explain to me whether there are any procedures or processes in place if, for example, someone
has received poison, the substance or, as the Attorney General refers to it, the “syrup”, and they are sitting at home
in the country in the middle of Australia, they have three or four months to go, the medication is in the fridge and
they change their mind and say that they are not going to take it anymore? What legal or administrative processes
do they need to go through to return that medication? How do they return it to where it came from? What happens
if they do nothing—if they just leave it there and ignore it and it just sits there—and they pass away in their home
and someone else potentially has access to that medication, with whatever outcomes there might be? I want to
know what the process is if someone has the medication at home. What are the consequences to them if they do
not return it?
Mr M. McGOWAN: It is a fair point. There are numerous clauses later on that deal with those matters under
division 4 of part 4.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Further to the issue that I raised before about subclause (2), I move —
Page 19, line 13 — To delete “or” and substitute —
and
I am moving this amendment for the reason that I have already highlighted. Clearly, the explanatory memorandum
has a completely different context from what is in the legislation. I believe it is a drafting error and I want to correct
it. I do not think this clause is about giving the patient autonomy. I think that a mistake has been made in the
drafting. The explanatory memorandum explicitly states under clause 26 —
Subclause (2) requires the coordinating practitioner to take all reasonable steps to fully explain to the
patient, and if the patient consents, to another person nominated by the person, all relevant clinical guidelines
and a plan in respect of the administration of the voluntary assisted dying substance. This is because it is
vital that the patient is supported throughout the process of voluntary assisted dying.
I think the explanatory memorandum makes eminent sense, and I would hope that the Premier would accept my
amendment, because I believe it corrects a drafting error.
Division
Amendment put and a division taken, the Deputy Speaker casting her vote with the noes, with the following result —
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Mrs L.M. Harvey
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr P.A. Katsambanis
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup

Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange
Mr W.R. Marmion
Ms L. Mettam

Dr M.D. Nahan
Mr D.C. Nalder
Mr K. O’Donnell
Ms M.M. Quirk

Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller)

Noes (36)
Ms L.L. Baker
Dr A.D. Buti
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Mr M.J. Folkard
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Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr F.M. Logan
Mr M. McGowan
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Ms S.F. McGurk
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Mr S.A. Millman
Mr Y. Mubarakai

Mr M.P. Murray
Mrs L.M. O’Malley
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Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
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Amendment thus negatived.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: This is a slightly different tack and it is only a question of understanding the process a bit better.
Under clause 26(1)(d), the coordinating practitioner must advise the patient of the potential risks of self-administering
or being administered a voluntary assisted dying substance likely to be prescribed under this legislation for the
purposes of causing the patient’s death. Am I to infer from that, because we know that a range of substances could
be prescribed depending on the patient’s circumstances, that somewhere between the first assessment and the
information being provided to the patient, the coordinating practitioner has made a determination or satisfied
himself that one drug is preferable to others for that particular patient?
Mr M. McGOWAN: At the first assessment, the doctor will inform the patient about the risks of self-administering.
I do not think it is at that point that they will discuss the exact medication, but they will describe the risks that
might be involved in the various forms of administration to the patient so that the patient is fully aware.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Clause 26(1) requires the coordinating practitioner to provide 10 pieces of information.
A lot of those pieces of information are about the process around assisted dying, so we would expect that he or she
is the right person to provide that information. I have a few concerns with paragraph (a), which refers to the
patient’s diagnosis and prognosis, and paragraph (b), which refers to the treatment options available to the patient
and the likely outcomes of that treatment. I would like the Premier to clarify for me, if he can, how this would
work in circumstances in which the coordinating practitioner is not the treating practitioner in relation to the
diagnosis or prognosis. Clause 25 foreshadows that the coordinating practitioner may need to refer to another
practitioner to find out all that information. The last piece of information contained in clause 26(1)(j) does not
require the coordinating practitioner to communicate with that diagnosing or treating practitioner in any way; it
simply encourages a patient to do so. If the coordinating practitioner is the person who has diagnosed the issue and
is treating the person for that illness or disease, that is fine and good, because there will be one set of information.
But if the coordinating practitioner is providing information and the treating practitioner is providing slightly different
information, or vastly different information as the case may be, the concern is that a patient who is already vulnerable
and already under a fair amount of suffering may end up getting even more confused than they already are. How
would this sort of provision of information work in the context in which a specialist—it could be an oncologist or
a kidney disease specialist—has already provided a diagnosis and prognosis and is already delivering treatment?
Mr M. McGOWAN: In practice, this would not have been the first time the patient would have been informed of
the diagnosis and treatment options. The coordinating practitioner may refer to information provided by the
treating practitioner.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: The word “may” concerns me. The coordinating practitioner may provide the same
information, but they may not. They may have completely different opinions on anything from the prognosis through
to treatment options. There has been some significant media publicity, particularly in relation to high-profile brain
surgeons, for instance, in which competing diagnoses and prognoses and treatment options are suggested by
different specialists, let alone general practitioners. Often, there is a lot of debate in the medical community itself
about some diseases. I appreciate that it is difficult, because we are trying to create a framework that fits all sizes. But
in that instance, would it not be appropriate to include somewhere in this framework a provision that would compel
the coordinating practitioner to liaise on the provision of that information referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b)—
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I am not talking about the rest of the information—with any other treating medical practitioner involved in that
process so that information is provided to the patient in a coordinated manner and does not confuse them in any way?
Mr M. McGOWAN: Clause 26(1)(a) and (b)—I think we are going way off track on what this clause is about—
reads, in part —
… the coordinating practitioner must inform the patient about the following matters —
(a) the patient’s diagnosis and prognosis;
(b) the treatment options available to the patient and the likely outcomes of that treatment;
That is what we are saying the doctor must provide to the patient. I do not really understand the point the member
is making. It is really a matter for medical practitioners about what consultation they engage in between each other
and what the patient consents to.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I think that is just one more gap in the drafting of this legislation, and I will just leave
it on the table. It has been proven throughout the entire debate that any suggested improvements to tidy up the
drafting are simply going to be batted away on the numbers, so I will leave it there, and I hope in due course to
reconsider it when it returns to us.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: There are a few questions I want to ask in relation to clause 26(1). The first is in relation to
clause 26(1)(c), which reads —
the palliative care and treatment options available to the patient and the likely outcomes of that care and
treatment;
This, presumably, is one outcome. I just wondered what else we could contemplate under that paragraph.
Mr M. McGOWAN: The clause states —
… the coordinating practitioner must inform the patient about the following matters —
…
(c) the palliative care and treatment options available to the patient and the likely outcomes of that
care and treatment;
There are a range of matters surrounding that, other than the certainty of death, and they might be pain management,
comfort, services available, the time the patient is expected to spend in palliative care, preparing the family and
the things the patient needs to get in order while in palliative care—all those sorts of things.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Clause 26(1)(e) states —
that the expected outcome of self-administering or being administered a substance referred to in paragraph (d)
is death;
Is there also the requirement to inform the patient that they may, in fact, not die? Is that included in the advice?
Mr M. McGOWAN: This entire clause is about providing the patient with as much information as possible about
all the matters contained within it. One of them is to advise the patient that if they take the substance, the very
likely outcome is that they will pass away. I suppose there is a need to inform the patient that they are going to
die, but there is a very slim chance that the substance may not work in whatever circumstance it might be. It is just
to be totally clear with the patient that, if they take the substance, they will pass away.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I should have asked this question before. Clause 26 (1)(c) refers to the palliative care and
treatment options. We have debated at length why palliative care is not defined anywhere in the bill, including
discussion about the fact that palliative care is about timing and psychosocial interaction with the patient. I am
asking about the extent to which details of available palliative care is mentioned to a patient, bearing in mind it is
near the end and the patient has already said that they want to access VAD.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I am not sure that I can add much to what I said before. The advice provided by the
doctor is around all the aspects surrounding palliative care. I suspect that doctors provide that advice all the time,
to be honest. It is making sure that the person is fully informed of all aspects surrounding the choices that they
are making.
Division
Clause put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Ms S.E. Winton) casting her vote with the ayes, with the
following result —
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Mr W.J. Johnston
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Mr D.A. Templeman
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Noes (12)
Mrs L.M. Harvey
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Mr P.A. Katsambanis

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup
Mr A. Krsticevic
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Mr D.C. Nalder
Ms M.M. Quirk
Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller)

Clause thus passed.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): A very happy birthday to the member for Belmont!
Members: Hear, hear!
Clause 27: Outcome of first assessment —
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Clause 27 relates to the outcome of the first assessment. Subclause (2) states —
If the coordinating practitioner is not satisfied as to any matter in subsection (1) —
(a) the coordinating practitioner must assess the patient as ineligible for access to voluntary assisted
dying; and
(b) the request and assessment process ends.
In that case in which the process does end, for how long does the patient have to wait before they can request
access to commence the process again from another coordinating practitioner? Just for clarity, they could leave
that practitioner’s office and walk down the street and go to another one and start again.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It is consistent with any other medical issue.
Dr D.J. HONEY: How many times can a person go through this process? Subclause (2)(b) states that the process
ends, but of course it is only the assessment that ends. Is there any restriction whatsoever on the number of times
someone can go through this process?
Mr M. McGOWAN: No.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Does the Premier think that that is appropriate? For example, someone might go through this
process twice. They might have gone through the assessment and been assessed as not being eligible. Surely there
has to be some practical limit to this. I am anticipating perhaps some interjections or an answer that most normal
people would not do that —
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I was not anticipating an interjection from the Minister for Water but I am glad to see him in
the chamber. Welcome!
Mr J.N. Carey interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: There we go, member for Perth—a valuable contribution to this place.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you, members! Thank you, member for Cottesloe. Let us get to your question.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am getting to the question. If a patient were to be assessed twice, one may say that perhaps
they were dissatisfied with the first doctor. If it were to happen five times, surely there would be a fundamental
problem. But if it were to happen 10 times, there would have to be a major issue and that person would be simply
shopping around until they found someone who assessed them as eligible when patently they would not qualify.
Might I say that the doctors are all compelled to go through this process and there is a cost to the system for doing
that. Surely there has to be some limit to the number of assessments. Further to that, is there any review or overview
or any point at which the Voluntary Assisted Dying Board will review the matter and say that there is something
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fundamentally wrong and that that patient is clearly not eligible and is simply wasting the resources of the state
with those multiple visits? I am not suggesting that that would happen, but surely there has to be some limit when
it becomes a ridiculous process. I appreciate that that is not going to be the case for most people, Premier, and
minister who is interjecting. However, there could be some cases in which that will happen and I want to know
whether there will be some control over that, please?
Mr M. McGOWAN: If a patient is assessed as ineligible by a coordinating practitioner, they may commence
a new request and assessment with another registered medical practitioner to act as their coordinating practitioner.
This is consistent with any person seeking a second, or even third, medical opinion from different doctors. It happens
all the time, every single day. In the context of voluntary assisted dying, there will be circumstances in which it is
entirely appropriate for the person to approach another medical practitioner with a first request—for example, if
they have difficulty finding a practitioner willing to be involved in voluntary assisted dying or if their prognosis
has changed. Therefore, the use of the term “doctor shopping” is a misnomer.
Given the monitoring role of the Voluntary Assisted Dying Board and the rigorous eligibility criteria that must be
satisfied before a patient may be deemed an eligible applicant for voluntary assisted dying, the practical risk of
frivolous doctor shopping is very small. As part of its reporting and advisory function, the board is able to advise
the CEO of Health when the board is of the view that there is a pattern of doctor shopping amongst people deemed
ineligible for access to voluntary assisted dying. In this way, the Department of Health may be able to look into
how other areas of care support may be better developed. It may be that these patients require linkage to another
part of the healthcare system for care and support. A patient cannot seek another consulting practitioner, as it is
the coordinating practitioner who makes the referral to the consulting practitioner.
The use of the term “doctor shopping” in relation to voluntary assisted dying creates negative connotations around
the integrity and skill of the medical practitioners involved in the voluntary assisted dying process. These practitioners
will be experienced doctors who must have undergone and successfully passed mandatory education. That process
also requires two independent assessments of eligibility, which is a further safeguard against most perceived risks
of doctor shopping.
Dr D.J. HONEY: As we just heard in a previous answer to the member for Hillarys, there is in fact no requirement
of any time limit between consultations. The person could go to multiple doctors in a day or over a few days when
there is no likely material change in the person’s condition. As I say, we are not talking about this as a normal
thing, but it is entirely possible that they could go doctor shopping in that circumstance. As we have discussed in
this place several times, there is a variety of capabilities. I hear arguments that doctors are somehow universally
at the same skill level; that simply defies logic, in the same way that not all engineers or architects, or any other
professionals, are at the same skill level. I am sure even Navy lawyers are not all at the same skill level; some are
outstanding and some less so. It may be that an individual could go and find a doctor who is compliant. I was
reassured by the Premier’s statement that the board would monitor this, if you like, but I do not think it is fanciful
to suggest that someone could go through the process of going to multiple doctors—not just one or two, but many.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 28: Recording and notification of outcome of first assessment —
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: In clause 28 there is a whole list of things that need to be notified. I just want to have an
understanding of what happens with people who have a very poor grasp of the English language, either because
of their multicultural background or poor understanding. Is there a requirement to have someone there to translate
who has the professional skills to explain to them what is going on? How will whether they actually understand
what they have been told be assessed? Is it just a matter of the practitioner rattling off the list and it does not really
matter whether the patient actually understands the outcomes?
If they bring in a relative with them to interpret, how will we know that the relative passes on the right information
to the patient? I would like some clarity around those points.
Mr M. McGOWAN: This clause relates to the coordinating practitioner’s notification requirements following
their first assessment. Obviously, during that process, the coordinating practitioner will determine whether someone
had difficulty with English or otherwise and whether an interpreter was needed or anything of that nature. The
coordinating practitioner is the person who will fill out the form, not the patient.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: What skills or qualifications would the coordinating practitioner have to determine whether
people from different ethnic backgrounds, different cultures and different traditions understand what is being
explained to them? It is being put onto the practitioner to make that judgement. Is that based on some level of
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training in this area to make that judgement or are those cultural and ethnic factors that are all unique to many
different cultures being discounted?
Mr M. McGOWAN: As part of the training, there would be an element of cultural competency. If there is
a requirement for an interpreter, that is a matter that doctors deal with regularly now. They deal with it now; they deal
with it every day. Often, if there is an issue with language, medical practitioners might be located in an area in
which they have those language skills. Under the assessment process, in the previous clause, there is a requirement
that the patient understand all the information. Doctors deal with this every day. I remind the member that doctors
normally top their high school. They will have done six years at university and 10 years of practice and there is
a requirement for two of them, so that is a minimum of 32 years’ training or practical experience between the two of
them. That is pretty significant. They deal with these matters every day with patients.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: The Premier may not know this but regularly, when elderly people go to the doctor, they
take family members with them to interpret for them. Obviously, those family members do not have the right
technical qualifications to act as interpreters but the doctors will gladly accept a relative, son, daughter, cousin or
friend to go along and do that interpretation. When all the other factors of coercion and everything else are in play
and based on the common practice the Premier has just indicated whereby doctors do this every day—I know they
do it every day—they definitely do not use trained interpreters; they use whoever comes along to explain it to
them. I think it is a bit dangerous to accept that doctors know what is going on when I know that they regularly
take shortcuts by using those sorts of people. As I said, it is very concerning to me, especially when people are
aged and are less cognisant in that space.
Mr M. McGOWAN: Clause 160 explains the requirements for interpreters. An interpreter has to be accredited
and it cannot be a family member.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: As I understand it, research shows that a third of the number of patients who are approved
for voluntary assisted dying choose not to avail themselves of the procedure. Is there a time limit on the assessment
report? If a patient does not access voluntary assisted dying—as I say, as I understand the research, a third of
patients do not choose to follow through on that action—is there a time limit for the assessment? Does it have to
be reconvened later? Does it expire after six months or something like that, or 12 months for a neurodegenerative
illness? The patient is supposed to be six months from death and may choose not to access voluntary assisted
dying—that is their choice. What if they live beyond the six-month period for which they were supposed to have
been eligible for voluntary assisted dying? Do they have to go back to have a fresh assessment because, clearly,
the original assessment must have been incorrect?
Mr M. McGOWAN: I am not sure that that matter is contained within this clause. This clause is about recording
a notification of the outcome of the first assessment. I am not sure where the matter the member is referring to
would be considered, but, certainly, I do not think it is relevant under this clause.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I want to pick up on the minister’s point. The concern is that to go through a first request
and first assessment phase, there is a requirement of eligibility. Eligibility means that they have a prognosis, as the
Premier appreciates, that they might pass away—that there is a high likelihood that the person will be deceased
within six months. If more than that time elapses, is there no requirement for them to go through and reiterate their
first request and the first assessment phase, even though the eligibility requirement would effectively have been
void because they have not, on the balance of probabilities, passed away?
Mr M. McGOWAN: As I understand it, this question has been answered before and the answer is no. We cannot
put in place an arbitrary requirement for review because that would probably pressure the person to take the
medication when they might not be ready.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I am just wondering about the use of this information in years to come for research purposes—
I can see a PhD topic here for someone. This information, admittedly with a code number on it and the identity
removed, would be highly useful for a researcher who wants to examine the regime. What status does this information
have in terms of the provision of access for research purposes?
Mr M. McGOWAN: I am advised that the clause that deals with research purposes is clause 150. Clause 150
deals with matters of the disclosure of information, other than personal information, “for the purposes of education
or research”.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am conscious of the previous comments by the Premier, so I will be very quick. Just
a simple yes or no is fine. I imagine that the first assessment report form will be in a similar format to the first
request form and the practitioner will fill it out online.
Mr M. McGOWAN: Yes.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you. Will there be any issues if the full contact details of the patient are not provided,
such as if that person is an Aboriginal resident or homeless or whatever the case might be? Nothing will stop
that proceeding.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It depends upon the individual circumstances, and the contact details of the person might
be different.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: It is similar to the previous forms so I want to guarantee through this process that if someone
does not have a full address, they can still proceed with accessing the voluntary assisted dying process—for
example, if they are from the lands.
Mr M. McGOWAN: Yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Additionally, the last part of the question is on the language used in subclause (1) —“as soon
as practicable”. I realise that in all likelihood that will be a very short time, but is there a maximum limit that the
government envisages will be allowable as part of that?
Mr M. McGOWAN: No.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I seek some clarification on this clause. Clause 28(1) states —
The coordinating practitioner must inform the patient of the outcome of the first assessment as soon as
practicable after its completion.
I draw the Premier’s attention to clause 28(3)(g), which refers to what the assessment report form must include,
which is —
the outcome of the first assessment, including the coordinating practitioner’s decision in respect of each
of the eligibility criteria;
That information will be supplied to the board. Will the patient get a copy of the report that is provided to the board
or will the patient be entitled only to the outcome of the first assessment? It would seem to me that the board will
get a lot more information. This legislation requires that the coordinating practitioner gives a lot more information
to the board than they are required to give to the patient. It would seem to me that the decision on the eligibility
criteria, particularly if the patient who wants to access the voluntary assisted dying process has been rejected,
would be of interest to the patient. This legislation does not seem to compel the coordinating practitioner to provide
the patient with the same report that will be provided to the board. I seek some clarification on whether the
information the patient will get will be as comprehensive as the information that the board will receive about them.
Mr M. McGOWAN: As the member saw earlier in the legislation, there is a requirement for all sorts of
information to be provided to the patient that is very comprehensive. The form going to the board will have a whole
bunch of information within it that the patient will already know. They will not inform the patient of their gender,
their nationality or their date of birth; they will already know all those sorts of things. There are clauses that require
all sorts of information to be provided to the patient that is as comprehensive or more comprehensive.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I was not referring to the information about gender, nationality et cetera; I was referring to
subclause (3)(g), which states that the board will be provided with —
the outcome of the first assessment, including the coordinating practitioner’s decision in respect of each
of the eligibility criteria;
Clause 28(1) states —
The coordinating practitioner must inform the patient of the outcome of the first assessment as soon as
practicable …
But the legislation does not require the “coordinating practitioner’s decision in respect of each of the eligibility
criteria”, it is just whether the patient will understand that they are ineligible for various different reasons. Or will
they just be told that they are ineligible? If I were the patient and somebody did a report about me and provided it
to the board, I would want all the information in the report. The legislation does not appear to compel that. I feel
like it is a bit of a failure if a patient is getting less information about themselves than the coordinating practitioner
is providing to the board. We all know that doctors like to keep information to themselves. I know many people
in here, like me, have probably been to the doctor and had various different tests. The doctor might verbally tell
them those tests results. Indeed, I had a CT scan on my knee and was told by the radiological clinic that they would
not provide me with a copy of the scan and that it was going to go straight to my general practitioner and the GP
could tell me what was in it, which I thought was a bit condescending, to be quite honest. I want to look at scans
of my knee at home by myself, or even on my phone through an app, as is available through some other providers.
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Some doctors are quite paternalistic with patients and some coordinating practitioners would probably be like that
and treat patients as if they should be on a need-to-know basis. It is really important that if a coordinating
practitioner is giving information about me to the board, that that coordinating practitioner is compelled to provide
me with the same information. I want to know whether there is anything in the legislation that compels that level
of transparency for patients, because I think that it is important.
Mr M. McGOWAN: The requirement under clause 28(1) is to —
… inform the patient of the outcome of the first assessment as soon as practicable after its completion.
I would expect, as is normal practice, that a large amount of information will be provided to the patient.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: The Premier can take this as a question or as a comment, if he wishes, but subclause (3)
requires a first assessment report to include a whole series of things. It must include, but it is not limited to that. It
can include other things, too. I can understand from the perspective of the Department of Health that it may want to
require a few other things as well. I am concerned that this is a significant departure from the Victorian legislation
whereby its first assessment report form—as it is called, with capitals on each of those letters; our is in lower case,
but I do not think that matters—is included in its act as a schedule so that there is clarity right from the outset that
shows what the form will look like. Given we have already been informed by what Victoria has done—we do not
have to take it 100 per cent; we might want to include other things—I thought it would be better if that were done
in our legislation as well so the general public was fully aware of what the form would look like.
The other issue I have here is a matter that the member for Carine touched on in his contribution; that is, there is
no requirement for the form to include information about the actual use of a translator or interpreter, as the case
may be, or the qualifications or other identifying features of who that translator or interpreter was. I hope that that
is included when the form is produced. I think it is a bit of a failing that it is not stipulated as one of the things that
must be included in the form. It should apply even if, in the case of many patients, the response of the coordinating
practitioner was, “Not applicable.” The question might be, “Did you use a translator or interpreter?” The answer
would be either yes or no. The answer to “Who was it?” would then be, “Not applicable.” That is a failing on
two counts: firstly, that the form is not incorporated as a schedule; and, secondly, that the legislation does not
require that this form must include information about the use of a translator or interpreter.
Mr M. McGOWAN: The content of the form, rather than the presentation of the form, is, I think, more important.
The information under clause 28(3) contains the detail that would go into the form as a minimum. It would involve
an online portal with a far quicker turnaround than the Victorian model, which is seven days. The Western Australian
requirement will be two days.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Will the Premier or the Minister for Health at least take on board that suggestion that
even though it is not stipulated in the legislation, they would give strong consideration to including a field about
a translator or an interpreter? That is information that ought to be known.
Mr M. McGowan interjected.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Thank you. I appreciate that the Premier gave the answer as yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: The last thing I want to cover off on is the statement confirming that the coordinating
practitioner meets the requirements. Does that need to be stipulated on the form that goes back to the board? Is
there a particular form of words or will it simply be that they have met the requirements and that is it? Does the
board have to advise of any concerns or nuances as part of that assessment process?
Mr M. McGOWAN: Was the member’s question related to clause 28(3)(d)?
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Yes.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It refers to “confirming that the coordinating practitioner meets the requirements of
section 16(2)”; that is, the person has done the relevant training, has the qualifications and experience and the like,
and it has not expired.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: In keeping with my earlier comments about the patient being provided with all the
information that will be provided to the board, I would like to move an amendment to clause 28. I move —
Page 20, line 3 — To insert after “assessment” —
and provide a copy of the first assessment report form
The reason that I am moving this amendment is that I believe there needs to be consistency with the information
that is provided to the patient along with the information that is provided to the board. As I said earlier, if the
coordinating practitioner puts together a report about a patient’s eligibility to access voluntary assisted dying,
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a report of an assessment of the outcome of a referral of a patient who was deemed ineligible by virtue of coercion
or ineligibility with respect to the advancement of their disease et cetera should be provided to that patient. Certainly,
if a board assessing a patient’s eligibility for voluntary assisted dying has a suite of information about them—their
personal health information, their mental health information potentially, information about their eligibility to
access voluntary assisted dying—they should have access to exactly the same information as a public entity, such
as the board convened to assess a patient’s eligibility for voluntary assisted dying. The patient is entitled to all the
information about their circumstances that is provided to the board. I do not think I need to labour the point. What
I have said is pretty sensible. I think most patients who deal with doctors who may or may not be as forthright with
information about their health as they could be would probably agree with me. In moving that amendment and
explaining why I have done so, I leave it to the Premier to accept the amendment.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I rise to support the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. Throughout the debate,
we have heard that the patient and their rights are at the centre of this bill, yet this clause, not to be trite, has the ability
for the machine to give a no response—that is, the doctor says no. They may or may not tell the patient. I think the
points that the Leader of the Opposition made earlier are entirely cogent in this debate. If the patient is at the centre
of this, the patient deserves to have the information that is available to other medical practitioners and that should not
be optional. This is an entirely appropriate and reasonable amendment. I encourage all members to support it and not
take the dogmatic approach that we are seeing whereby no matter the sense of an amendment, it is rejected. That is,
to be frank, a bloody-minded attitude and it means that this is not an open and fair-minded discussion of this bill.
Rather, it is simply a straight partisan, “No, we’re not going to change a single thing” and I think that is inappropriate.
The reasons given by the Leader of the Opposition for this amendment are entirely proper and appropriate.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I stand in support of the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. It is very
important that the patient has ready access to the range of information that will be provided to a third party that, in all
likelihood, the patient will never come across or meet in real life. The third party in this case, the Voluntary Assisted
Dying Board, is constituted under part 9 of the legislation and comprises five individuals and devolved staff
beneath them. A range of individuals will receive information about a patient’s condition, such as whether they have
a disability and how they were assessed against the criteria, which is very personal information. It is only prudent
that the patient has access to that. Of course, it might be optional for the patient to request that information of their
practitioner, but the practitioner is not compelled to provide that information to a patient.
I think it is only appropriate that the patient is provided with the same information that will be provided to the
VAD board and the government, more generally speaking, as part of this scheme. I think it is an outstanding
amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. As the member for Cottesloe rightly pointed out, I hope that
the government, with the patient-centred focus that it has been continuing to prosecute as part of this very important
legislation, will accept the amendment in good faith. I think it will help inform the patient about their condition,
and help family members to be part of that process, or something like that, because they will all be fully aware of
what has occurred to date.
Mr M. McGOWAN: I understand the sentiments behind the proposed amendment. The information provided to
patients will be comprehensive, as members can see from earlier clauses of the bill. The advice I have is that the
information provided is different from some of the eligibility criteria. There is a difference—I suspect that far more
information will be provided to the patient than is in the eligibility criteria. However, in any event, we will not
accept the amendment now, on the run. We will consult about what the member is proposing between here and the
upper house with doctors, the health department and the like. I do not propose to amend the bill at quarter to one in
the morning with some words written on a piece of paper. We will consult between here and the upper house,
which I think is the right way to deal with legislation.
Division
Amendment put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Ms S.E. Winton) casting her vote with the noes, with
the following result —
Ayes (13)
Mrs L.M. Harvey
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr P.A. Katsambanis
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup

Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange
Mr W.R. Marmion
Ms L. Mettam

Dr M.D. Nahan
Mr D.C. Nalder
Mr K. O’Donnell
Ms M.M. Quirk
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Noes (34)
Ms L.L. Baker
Dr A.D. Buti
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Mr M.J. Folkard
Ms J.M. Freeman
Ms E.L. Hamilton
Mr T.J. Healy

Mr M. Hughes
Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr F.M. Logan
Mr M. McGowan
Mr J.E. McGrath
Mr D.R. Michael
Mr S.A. Millman
Mr Y. Mubarakai
Mr M.P. Murray

Mrs L.M. O’Malley
Mr P. Papalia
Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
Mr D.T. Redman
Ms C.M. Rowe
Ms J.J. Shaw
Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski

Mr C.J. Tallentire
Mr D.A. Templeman
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Clause 28(2) mentions the two business days within which the form will need to be given
to the board. What will happen if the internet goes down, the NBN is not working or the practitioner is working
wirelessly? This may happen in regional Western Australia. What will happen if they cannot do it within two days—
or even a week—because of issues with communication? Will there be some exceptions to this part of the legislation?
Mr M. McGOWAN: You cannot help acts of God.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Does that mean that somewhere in this legislation it states that acts of God cannot be
helped, as the Premier has just indicated.
Mr M. McGOWAN: It is well understood that if there is a flood, a fire, an earthquake, a tidal wave, a tsunami, or
the internet goes down, they are all catastrophes. Some people find the internet going down to be a catastrophe,
but these days it is pretty reliable. But you cannot help acts of God.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I want to take up this issue. I know that it is late at night—or early in the morning.
We can sometimes get a bit flippant about these things, but I think it is a very serious question. I made the point
to the Minister for Health when we were discussing the protection included in clause 11. Clause 11 provides cover
from the state Criminal Code for people who participate in this regime as long as everything is done, and I quote,
“in accordance with this act”. It does not say “in substantial compliance” or “in accordance with this act barring
any acts of God”. We have already discussed that clause, which provides legal protection, so we do not need to
get into that in any detail, but in that context the question the member for Carine asked is critically important to
the operation of the bill and to the protections provided to medical practitioners and other practitioners who
participate in the regime encompassed by the bill. Even if it were qualified in some way, it would help the inherent
consistency of the bill and the ability of everyone to comply with its onerous requirements.
Mr M. McGOWAN: There are numerous pieces of legislation in which there is a requirement to provide information
within a certain time frame, and regulations require that as well. We cannot put into every piece of legislation
provisions for fires, tempests, flood, the internet going down or terrorist attacks. It is well understood that if there
is an intervening event, it is an exception.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 29: Referral for consulting assessment if patient assessed as eligible —
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Clause 29 moves on straight after the first assessment. It says —
If the coordinating practitioner assesses the patient as eligible for access to voluntary assisted dying, the
practitioner must refer the patient to another medical practitioner for a consulting assessment.
We know, because the upcoming clause 35 tells us so, that that consulting practitioner cannot begin the consulting
assessment until the practitioner has completed approved training. Is there going to be a list available, either as
a public list or on this closed loop that the first assessment report forms will be delivered through, for a coordinating
practitioner to access appropriate medical practitioners who qualify to provide consulting assessment, or are they
likely to refer to a practitioner who, although they might want to participate in the regime, simply has not done the
assessment and so causes a delay for the patient in accessing the consulting assessment, because the practitioner
who has been referred to to provide that assessment will need to complete the training before they can do so?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, there will be an appropriate list.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Will that be a publicly available list or a list distributed amongst all medical practitioners
who have completed the training?
Mr R.H. COOK: The list will be held by the chief executive officer of Health; it will not be publicly available.
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Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: How would a coordinating practitioner access that list in order to make the referral if
the list is held by the director general of Health?
Mr R.H. COOK: They would refer to the central service to get the closest other consultant who could fulfil the
role of consulting practitioner.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I want to be clear about the central service. First we have the director general and
now we get the central service. How would that happen? Would it be by a phone call? Would they have access
through a portal? Would they send an email and wait for a reply? How would this actually happen in practice?
I think it is critically important; we are obviously dealing with time-critical issues here.
Mr R.H. COOK: I think that will be handled in an administrative capacity from the chief executive officer.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I have asked a question about the register before and I know the register is not public, but
there is a register. The focus of a lot of the discussion has been on patients having a choice about what happens.
The way this clause reads suggests that the coordinating practitioner refers the patient to a consultant practitioner
of the coordinating practitioner’s choice, as distinct from perhaps offering some options for the patient about who
it might be. Can I get clarification about whether the patient has any choice in who the consultant practitioner is?
Mr R.H. COOK: Again, member, in the normal course of events, the coordinating practitioner would contact the
Department of Health, it would provide a list of eligible consulting practitioners nearby and the department would
choose the closest, most convenient and available consulting practitioner to the patient, and so on. Obviously, this
process is undertaken as part of the normal provision of clinical services. I assume there would be back and forth
communications with the patient as well. But this provides the minimum, and basically provides a step between
clause 28 and clause 30.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: The bill requires the coordinating practitioner to assess the right of the patient as eligible to
access voluntary assisted dying, and then refer the patient to another medical practitioner for a consulting assessment.
Is there anything to prevent the coordinating practitioner and the medical practitioner who is doing the consulting
assessment from being in the same practice; for example, they could be next door to each other? As this legislation
gets bedded down and the process starts to be worked out, it would seem to me that a consulting practitioner who
is in favour of voluntary assisted dying would not go to the CEO to get a referral for a medical practitioner to do
a consulting assessment. They would find out fairly quickly who is willing to do those assessments. I want to know
whether they can be in the same medical practice and financially connected.
Mr R.H. COOK: This was canvassed extensively earlier in the evening when answering questions from the
members for Hillarys and Dawesville. It is possible for them both to be from the same practice.
Point of Order
Dr D.J. HONEY: The Minister for Mines and Petroleum, the member for Forrestfield and, I believe, the Minister
for Emergency Services, would all know that there is an occupational hygiene rule that when someone has worked
for more than 16 hours, it is compulsory that there is a fatigue management plan to ensure the safety of those
workers. We have now been in this chamber for over 16 hours. We were told by the minister that this would be
done in a respectful way. It is not respectful to the members of this house who want to interrogate this bill properly
to do this. This is simply an attempt to bludgeon into submission the people who want to interrogate this bill.
This is not a time-bound bill. I believe that it is entirely improper and unsafe for members of this house, who have
been here interrogating this bill, to be forced to sit here and continue. I believe it is the responsible action of this
minister to follow the rules that this government applies in every other workplace, and that we should cease these
proceedings forthwith.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The member is confused, because we are not employees. We are not covered by the
Occupational Safety and Health Act. I would expect that the Parliament is properly managing its staff, but we are
not employees. I remind people that it was regular practice in this house to sit until dawn during the passage of the
Industrial Relations Act amendments in the 1990s, and it was also practice —
Several members interjected.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, when the Liberal Party was in government.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): Thank you, members. I think it is reasonable to hear points of order
in silence.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It was also the practice for the house to sit —
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The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you, minister; just wait until I am finished. Let us not pick which side to deal
with first. We have heard a point of order from the member for Cottesloe. The minister is having his say.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: It was also the practice for the house to sit very long hours during the debate on the reforms
to gay and lesbian law reform in Western Australia. It is common practice in Westminster Parliaments to sit all
night. As it happens, I, of course, do not support this bill, but we all wear the consequences of our own behaviour
and part of that is late-night sittings. It is not something I find joyful, but it is appropriate.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you. It is not a point of order. Members, the house determines how long it sits.
That is not covered by the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I would just like to remind the manager of business of the agreement we had to have a short
comfort break of 15 minutes every three hours.
Debate Resumed
The ACTING SPEAKER: The question is that clause 29 stand as printed.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: It is fortuitous that the minister has returned to the chamber, because I do not need to labour the
point; he knows what I am going to say, but of course I need to get it on the record. Clause 29 deals with the referral
for consulting assessment if the patient is assessed as eligible. The last line of the explanatory memorandum on
this clause states —
A further assessment is required to be done, independently of the first assessment, against the eligibility criteria.
Where does the word “independently” appear in the bill?
Mr R.H. COOK: I am referring to my notes, which are now very familiar to me, because, as the member has
acknowledged, we have covered this territory before.
Ms M.M. Quirk: I expect to be thanked when the bill is improved!
Mr R.H. COOK: As I have explained to the house on a number of occasions, the independence is related to
the assessment. The assessment itself has to stand alone. The assessment is taken by two different practitioners on
two different occasions. The independence that the member is seeking is by virtue of the requirement set out in
each of the assessments undertaken by the coordinating practitioner and then the consulting practitioner.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I just make the point that the second-last line of clause 29 says “refer the patient to another
medical practitioner”, not “refer the patient to another or an independent medical practitioner”.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I welcome the minister back. He is looking fresh.
Mr R.H. Cook: I am feeling fresh.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Indeed.
Mr R.H. Cook: And chock-full of energy.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Chock-full of energy indeed.
I am keen to confirm—I may have missed it because I have just gone to the bathroom—when we talk about referring
the patient to another medical practitioner, will the patient still have the ability to decide which other practitioner
they wish to be referred to? They are not bound necessarily, are they? It would be done in concert, I imagine, with
their coordinating practitioner. Will they have the ability to decide themselves or not?
Mr R.H. COOK: The member would be familiar with the process if he has been referred to a specialist by his GP.
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: No.
Mr R.H. COOK: In this instance, as I explained to the member for Warren–Blackwood, a central list will be held
by the Department of Health, which the coordinating practitioner will refer to. That list will include eligible consulting
practitioners who are nearby or within the vicinity, in particular, close to where the patient lives or can get to.
Remember that this patient will be, on the balance of probabilities, within six months of death, so, as the member
can imagine, they are probably not the most mobile of folk. But in the usual process of clinical practice, I imagine
that will be part of a conversation between the coordinating practitioner and the patient.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that clarification. If, for whatever reason, the consulting practitioner as per
division 4, which we are about to come to, does not agree, all the other issues will come up. If a patient goes back
to their coordinating practitioner, I imagine the exact rules will apply all over again. Will they just reset to the start,
back to this point?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
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Clause put and passed.
Clause 30: Medical practitioner to accept or refuse referral for consulting assessment —
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: As I keep saying, I am interested only in getting some information; I am not here to make
political statements. I understand that the consulting practitioner will be drawn from a list, as the minister has
described. How will a person end up on the list if they have a conscientious objection to being involved in voluntary
assisted dying?
Mr R.H. COOK: Obviously, if they are on the list that is held by the Department of Health, they will be consultants
or medical practitioners who have undertaken the mandatory training to be eligible as a consulting practitioner.
From that perspective, the list would not include all medical practitioners, but would simply include those who are
eligible to be a consulting practitioner.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I note that clause 30(4) states —
Unless subsection (5) applies, the medical practitioner must, within 2 business days after receiving the
referral, inform the patient and the coordinating practitioner …
But if they have a conscientious objection, as is in paragraph (5), they must inform the patient immediately. Why
does one subclause state “within 2 business days” and the other “immediately”?
Mr R.H. COOK: The reason there are two different time frames is because if a consultant is a conscientious
objector, the medical practitioner will know that they are a conscientious objector and can provide that information
straightaway. There are other reasons they may not be eligible to undertake the role of consulting practitioner. For
instance, they may refer to their diary and realise a holiday is coming up in a few months’ time and it is unsafe to
take on a new patient in that intensive period. We can contemplate a range of reasons someone could not take on
a particular patient. In the event that they are not taking that patient on because they want to conscientiously object,
that would be immediately apparent.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Can the minister accept, however, that in some circumstances a practitioner may not be
a conscientious objector, but may have a patient in front of them who forms in the doctor’s conscience a conscientious
objection at that point of a consultation. They may not yet know themselves whether they are a conscientious
objector because they need time to reflect on the situation presented to them by that patient. Why is it that in that
circumstance they must make a decision immediately when, in fairness to the practitioner, they need the same
amount of time for any of the other reasons?
Mr R.H. COOK: The member is absolutely right. If they had the patient in front of them and that patient left the
room, or the medical practitioner has an opportunity to reflect and realises that they cannot, in all good conscience,
participate as the consultant practitioner, at that point in time they would know that they are a conscientious
objector, and that is the point at which they should then go straight back to the patient. But if the patient comes in
front of them, and they realise immediately, they must communicate that immediately.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I find that answer logical, but it does not match the bill, because if the point of reflection
occurred five hours, 10 hours or 20 hours later, and the minister is saying in his answer just then that that is the
point of immediate, that may end up outside the scope of the other recommendations. I am just wondering how we
could maybe capture that. I am not suggesting an amendment here but, given the minister’s answer, I am wondering
whether we are moving away from what is written in the bill now with that answer.
Mr R.H. COOK: In relation to subclause (5), if a medical practitioner finds themselves as a conscientious
objector, it would be unusual for them to be on the list to start with anyway. Maybe they have undertaken the
mandatory training, and their name is entered on the register, they are contacted—understand this would not
happen every other week; we are talking about a small cohort of patients—and they realise at that point that
they are still on the list but this is not their thing anymore, and they are going to conscientiously object. At that
point that it occurs to them—that germinating moment in their minds with the patient in front of them—they
should communicate it straightaway. Obviously, if they are on the list, it is unlikely that they are going to be
a conscientious objector, and they would be captured under clause 4. There might be some other reason why
they cannot assist the patient. It captures two different scenarios—one fairly likely; one very unlikely—but
it is there as one of the 102 safeguards that I heard the Attorney General remind the chamber about on a number
of occasions.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I think what I am hearing here is that the whole point of conscientious objection is that
if the practitioner goes away and reflects, and maybe lies awake at night, and then thinks, “Do you know what?
That patient doesn’t fit what I was on the list to be a provider for. That particular patient does not fit, and I want
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to apply the conscientious objection to that patient even though I might still be on the list.” I think, because the
bill uses the words “must, immediately” that does not give the opportunity for that practitioner to reflect. I think
that is a weakness, that time frame being either zero, because it must be immediate, or according to the minister’s
earlier answer, at any time when the reflection causes them to think that they should object, and that becomes the
point of “immediate”, which is interesting in itself. The minister has given an answer, but I do not know whether
he is going to recognise the difficulty that exists here for a practitioner, but I will draw the minister’s attention to
the Victorian equivalent of this clause, which has a time frame of seven days. I wonder why the Western Australian
bill has a significantly shorter time frame than the Victorian legislation, going from seven days to two days, and
then significantly tighter—again, I question this notion of what is immediate.
Mr R.H. COOK: The ministerial expert panel was very clear to us that it did not think that the patient should be
allowed to sit around wondering whether they would receive assistance from the consulting practitioner. We used
the terminology “immediate”, knowing in reality that immediate may mean the transference of an email or some
other form of communication. The Victorian legislation contemplates only conscientious objection, not that
someone will not participate for some other reason. In that context, our legislation is more workable. I should point
out that the reason we use the time frame of two business days is that, as part of our safety-conscious model, we
want oversight and communication to take place between practitioners and between practitioners and the board
throughout the entire process, rather than people being informed after the fact.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I just want to wrap up here.
Mr R.H. Cook: Member, by way of interjection, I am sorry, but I misinformed the house just then; the Victorian
model allows for both. I think I said the Victorian model allows only for conscientious objection; that is not correct.
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Given that the minister now understands that the Victorian model has seven days and
this legislation has two days or is immediate, which is a significant difference, and the minister said that the
ministerial expert panel made the decision to make it two days instead of seven because patients needed a quick
answer, was any data taken or a scientific approach used to come up with this need for the time frame to be reduced
from seven days to two days?
Mr R.H. COOK: Member, the ministerial expert panel did not make that decision, the government did. It is
government legislation. We were informed by the ministerial expert panel, which in turn was informed by very
widespread consultations. The expert panel was also made up of a number of doctors and other people involved in
the health sector. In fact, six of the panel members were doctors, and we were very much informed by the
experience and expertise they brought to the process.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: The member for Churchlands raised a very valid point about reducing the time period for
practitioners from seven days to two days. If a practitioner receives a referral for a consulting assessment, they
may require time to consider whether they want to undergo training. If the practitioner decides to do the training,
they have two days to get back to the client who wants to go down this path. If it takes two days to undergo
training, does that mean that this practitioner would be trained up and able to tell that patient within two days
that they are ready to go? Can the practitioner do the training within two days? Will that be sufficient time for
them to undergo the training and have all the required qualifications to be able to assist patients and deliver on
this very important decision?
Mr R.H. COOK: If a medical practitioner meets the minimum requirements other than having done the mandatory
training on voluntary assisted dying, they are able to do so after the referral request and prior to undertaking the
consulting assessment.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Can the minister clarify that he said that if someone wants to undergo training, it could be
done within two days?
Mr R.H. COOK: No, that is not what I said, member. I said that they can accept the referral but, prior to undertaking
the consulting assessment, they must undertake the training. It may be two days. Obviously, as we discussed on
an earlier clause in the bill, it would be subject to the implementation phase in terms of how long the mandatory
training will take.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am happy to defer.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I appreciate that Dr Honey. I have two questions on this clause, minister. One is that under
subclause (3), the medical practitioner must refuse a referral if they are not eligible to receive it. I assume that they
would have to be trained in order to receive the referral. If they are not trained, then they would have to immediately
refuse the referral. Is that not correct?
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Mr R.H. COOK: They have to be trained to do the assessment.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: My best read of that provision is that they cannot accept the referral unless they are trained.
If they are not trained, they must refuse it.
Mr R.H. COOK: I am informed that the medical practitioner must refuse the referral if the practitioner is not eligible
to act as a consulting practitioner. Again, it comes down to the minimum requirements that were described in clause 16,
and the provision does not necessarily refer to the need to undertake the mandatory training. The practitioner is
able to accept the referral but they cannot undertake the assessment until they have undertaken mandatory training.
Dr D.J. HONEY: In the minister’s response to, I believe, the member for Churchlands, I heard the comment that
the two-day period would speed up communication between the board and the doctors. My understanding is that
the board will not play an active role in this process. The coordinating medical practitioner and the consulting
practitioner will go through this process and, in effect, satisfy each other, and the board will simply receive that
communication in the form of completed paperwork. Is that the case or will the board play some other active role?
Mr R.H. COOK: That is correct. The member for Churchlands asked in broad terms why the Victorian legislation
uses seven days and we will use two days. I used the example of the referral of forms and other such things to the board
that must be done within two days because we take a more contemporaneous perspective on the process compared
with Victoria, which takes a more stand-off approach. That is why throughout the Victorian act it refers to seven days
and this bill refers to two days. In this context, one of the principles of medical practice is that processes should not
unnecessarily stand in the way of a patient receiving the care that they have requested. That is why the ministerial
expert panel was particularly keen to make sure there is a minimum period before a patient is informed about whether
they are going to be taken on board or whether they will need to seek help from another medical practitioner.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The minister would appreciate that as these hours wind on, my brain, at least, will slow down.
My understanding is that the board is not required to take any particular action.
Mr R.H. Cook interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Yes. I have a follow on question, and if the minister has been asked this before, I apologise for
repeating it. In relation to the 48-hour period, what is the consequence of oversight in the submission of those forms?
If it takes longer than 48 hours—it may take a week—what are the consequences for the medical practitioner of
what is not a wilful disobedience but simply an oversight in this matter?
Mr R.H. COOK: In the normal course of events there are obviously requirements on people, under a range of
legislation, to act within a particular period of time. The member will understand that something like that will be
considered at the very minor end, and would probably go to the effect of the chief executive officer reminding the
medical practitioner of their obligations. In reference to other aspects of the process, under clause 107 a failure to
give a form to a board, for instance, has a penalty of up to $10 000. In this case, the member is talking about the
communication between the medical practitioner and the patient. The 48 hours is there to say that it would be fair
to come back within 48 hours. I can understand that if it went to slightly longer than that and it was an isolated
incident, there would be very little consequence. The member will remember that clause 10 provides that
contraventions of this legislation may constitute an act of misconduct or unprofessional conduct under the national
health regulation laws. Technically, there may be a misdemeanour or something to that effect, but that is really
about the regulation of the medical profession.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: If I may go back to the line of questioning we were on a moment ago, can the minister
explain whether there is a time requirement between accepting a referral and the assessment?
Mr R.H. COOK: No, it would be part of the conversation with the patient.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: We are talking about two days after accepting a referral within which a practitioner can
decide to undergo training, and if so, they have to reply within two days. Can the process of replying, accepting
the referral and actually doing the assessment all be done within two days?
Mr R.H. COOK: Technically, yes, it would be possible. Obviously there are realities and from that point of view
it would really depend upon the practitioner and the patient.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 31: Medical practitioner to record referral and acceptance or refusal —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 31 states, in part —
The medical practitioner must record the following in the patient’s medical record —
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I just want to clarify something, because we have mentioned this a number of times. In the event that the practitioner
has not met the patient in person, are medical records still established? There is the opportunity to do this
audiovisually; I assume that in that case there would still be the normal process of establishing a medical record.
Is that right?
Mr R.H. COOK: That is right, member. It would simply be the patient’s medical record that the doctor would be
required to keep by virtue of all their interactions with the patient.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 32: Medical practitioner to notify Board of referral —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Previously, under a similar clause relating to the first assessment form, the Leader of the
Opposition raised a very valid point about the information contained within that form being provided to the patient.
We divided on that question because the government did not accept it. I note that a similar level of information is
now being collected in the same form, the consultation referral form. Not to reflect on the Premier, but now that
the minister is in the chair and is more intimately involved in the health portfolio on a regular basis, I ask: is there
any capacity for the patient to access this form and the information contained within it?
Mr R.H. COOK: There may or may not be; I will take some advice shortly. One of the issues was overlooked in
the last discussion we had; I was here for most of that debate. This clause is about making sure that the board has
the information it needs to be able to oversight the process.
Obviously, the patient would be given and be in control of a mountain of information. The purpose of this clause is
to make sure that the board can fulfil its role of oversight. As a result, it is in this form to make sure that information
makes its way to the board so that it can complete its task.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I thought the minister was going to make an undertaking to provide some more information
about whether a patient could access that.
Mr R.H. COOK: I took the extra advice there member because I am aware that often patients put in a freedom of
information request because they want to find out all the information that is out there in the Department of Health
or hospital land and so on. That is not uncommon. I wanted to get some clarity on that, so, technically, that is
possible. Again, I emphasise that the patient themselves would probably have this information plus a whole bunch
more. That is the normal process we would expect from the doctor–patient relationship. Again, this clause is here
not to deny the patient the information but to set out exactly what the board needs to fulfil its role.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I want to confirm that a copy of this form will be submitted to the board via the website,
portal or however the previous forms would have been filled out. Is that consistent with previous practice?
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Excellent, thank you. I want to continue to clarify throughout this process that if the contact
details are not fully populated—an individual does not have a fixed address or something like that—it will not
prohibit this from continuing.
Mr R.H. Cook: No.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you.
Mr J.R. Quigley interjected.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you, Attorney General; as always, a salient objection. In relation to the—I have lost
my train of thought. My apologies.
Dr M.D. Nahan: It’s time to sit down.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you very much, member for Riverton.
Mr R.H. Cook: You have four minutes, eight seconds.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I do not want to keep it going.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Keep going.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I cannot. I am going to sit down; I appreciate the minister’s help.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: I will assist the member for Dawesville and ask a question so that he can collect his thoughts.
I know we touched on it, but I think the minister indicated it would come up in this clause and to wait until then.
Why do we need the refusing medical practitioner to complete a form to the board?
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Mr R.H. COOK: As we have said before, one of the important roles of the board is to have oversight and insight
into the process of patients accessing voluntary assisted dying. Those insights, through research and data, form the
basis of the annual report that it will provide to Parliament each year so that Parliament and government can ultimately
see how many patients have applied, how many were refused, how many were accepted and the reasons for that
acceptance. It is part of the oversight. Again, this clause, like the earlier clause, sets out the sort of information that
the board will require to fulfil its roles.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Thank you very much for that. I am trying to understand why the information on refusal is
needed. What sort of data will that provide, why is the data needed and what will the data be used for?
If they are refusing the service, I do not understand why we need that data. Earlier, we discussed the fact that the
history of the patient is not required either, so it is not as though it is being done to find out how many times that
patient has asked and been refused, because the history of the patient does not need to be included in the actual
process if they go to another practitioner. I do not understand why the refusal needs to be in there. I know there
are a lot of questions, but I am trying to get them all out at once so the minister does not have to keep getting up
and down.
Mr R.H. COOK: As we have discussed, there are a whole range of reasons why there would be a refusal. For
instance, if a range of patients who live in regional areas were refused because of medical practitioner unavailability,
those are the sorts of insights that the board would want to have in order to say, “Well, clearly, this isn’t working
for people living in regional areas.” Again, it is about making sure the board has all the necessary information for
it to make recommendations about how well the act is working.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Minister, in relation to the thing I had forgotten and have since remembered, the CEO will
approve the forms that need to be filled out by all practitioners, as best as I understand it. There is some power for
that to occur through this legislation. If the board, through its oversight mechanism, determines that it needs more
information as part of the forms that have been collected, is there the capacity, without amending the bill, for that
to be collated or for the form to be altered and for more information to be garnered without going back and
revisiting this clause or any other clause in which there is a form that had to be filled out to satisfy the board’s
requirements for whatever new information it deemed necessary?
Mr R.H. COOK: Clause 149 states —
(1) The Board may request any person (including the contact person for a patient) to give information to
the Board to assist it in performing … its functions.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I looked at clause 149. I was not aware that it bound the practitioner, just the patient. Is that
right, or was my reading of that wrong? My apologies.
Mr R.H. COOK: It is any person.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: It is any person. Thank you.
Dr D.J. HONEY: It is morning! It is as though I am a farmer and I am getting up early to start ploughing. We are
all getting garrulous now. In relation to the information provided to the board by the consulting practitioner, is
there any contemplation that there will be two-way communication back to the consulting practitioner; and, if that
is contemplated, what would that communication comprise?
Mr R.H. COOK: Could the member ask that again? Is the member talking about communication from the board
back to the practitioner?
Dr D.J. HONEY: I will continue. The practitioner is required to submit a form to the board.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
Dr D.J. HONEY: That is the communication. There is information. The practitioner explains why they did not
wish to participate in the process. Is there any contemplation that the board will communicate directly back to that
practitioner to follow up on that or is this purely a one-way process?
Mr R.H. COOK: Member, we cannot locate it at the moment, but there is a requirement for the board to then
notify the practitioner that it has received the form. It is not a substantial part of the bill because, clearly, it is quite
hard to find. I will come back to the member if it does pop up. But, yes, that is the form in which the two-way
discussion would take place.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr T.J. Healy): Before the member stands up, to avoid bedsores, I think we will take
a comfort break for 10 minutes. I will vacate the chair until 1.55 am.
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Sitting suspended from 1.44 to 1.58 am
Mr R.H. COOK: Before the break, we were trying to locate a clause that referred to the obligations on the board to
respond to communications. Clause 148, “Board to send information to contact person for patient”, sets out some of
the instances in which the board should respond to communications, as well as of course acknowledging notifications.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Perhaps saying it is a concern is too strong, but my interest in this is whether the board will
communicate to the assessing or referred practitioner and whether it will provide feedback or coaching. From what
the minister indicated, that will not occur.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is right. If it helps, member, the role of the board is to oversee the process, not to play
coach or provide constant feedback to medical practitioners. From that perspective, if the board thinks that
something needs to be followed up because, for example, it spots a pattern of irregularities, it will refer to the chief
executive officer, who has obligations to follow those things up.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 33: Medical practitioner becomes consulting practitioner if referral accepted —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Clause 33 reads —
If the medical practitioner accepts the referral, the practitioner becomes the consulting practitioner for the
patient.
That is obviously quite a straightforward role. Once the practitioner makes that decision, they become the consulting
practitioner instantly. Is there no requirement for them to inform the board or the patient? Is it their decision to
become the practitioner?
Mr R.H. Cook: That is correct.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: After the practitioner has made the decision to accept the referral, is there a process
by which the practitioner can then decline to continue to act in that role; and, if so, where is that included in the bill?
Mr R.H. COOK: As the member has probably witnessed as a patient, if for some reason a medical practitioner to
whom a patient is referred by their GP decides, after meeting with the patient, that for some reason they cannot
assist that patient, they would refer the patient back to the assisting referring practitioners. In this sense, the patient
would be referred back to the coordinator practitioner.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Through the operation of which clause will that happen?
Mr R.H. COOK: Through the usual process of clinical practice.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If the consulting practitioner does an assessment and then, for whatever reason, cannot
proceed with the finalisation of the process or something happens to them, does the patient have to go back to their
coordinating practitioner to find a new consulting practitioner and revisit the assessment process or will the
previously undertaken assessment by the consulting practitioner who is no longer able to fulfil their duty still stand?
Mr R.H. COOK: The primary role of the consulting practitioner is the second assessment. If they have undertaken
a second assessment, without sounding brutal their job is at an end. They undertake the second assessment and
report back to the coordinating practitioner. They may be called upon at a later date but that is pretty much it.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 34: Consulting assessment —
Dr D.J. HONEY: Minister, earlier we discussed the initial assessment, but now we are looking at the consulting
assessment. I have a concern that there is a much higher probability that the consulting assessor will not have any
particular knowledge of the patient, this being a person who is picked out because they have some particular
knowledge. Subclause (2) states —
For the purposes of subsection (1), the consulting practitioner must make a decision in respect of each of
the eligibility criteria.
This is not just because they have some particular specialist knowledge. The minister will know that when we discussed
the coordinating practitioner, I raised concerns about the ability of the coordinating practitioner to properly assess the
patient, in particular in relation to mental capacity, but, even more so, to detect coercion and undue influence on the
patient. I wonder whether it is realistic for the consulting practitioner to assess those things, give that there is a high
possibility that this practitioner will be even more remote from the patient than the coordinating practitioner.
Mr R.H. COOK: The member may have those concerns, but we have safeguards baked into this legislation.
I appreciate that the member might think that. This a high bar for a consulting practitioner to jump. If they have to
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take extra care in making the assessment of the patient against all the eligibility criteria, so be it. The member will
see, further down the page, that clause 36 provides that a consulting practitioner must seek further advice if they
are unable to make that assessment.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I want to get confirmation, minister, that effectively the consulting practitioner is assessing
the evidence that is presented to them on paper, as it were, not necessarily the patient themselves.
Mr R.H. COOK: The consulting practitioner would obviously have patient records and other information that
is pertinent to their decision. I believe that in order for a consulting practitioner to be convinced of these things,
there would need to be a process, and obviously discussions, but clearly they would avail themselves of all the
information that is pertinent.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am grateful to the Minister for Mines and Petroleum for asking that question, because I cannot
contemplate how the consulting practitioner could possibly assess each of the eligibility criteria. I am happy for
the minister to answer this by way of interjection, but would that be the criteria listed in clause 15?
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes.
Dr D.J. HONEY: In that case, surely the consulting practitioner must either physically meet with the patient or
consult directly with the patient via some audiovisual means.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 35: Consulting practitioner to have completed approved training —
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I would like the minister to clarify one thing about training. We sought some information
from the Premier earlier. I want to check. Obviously, the consulting practitioner and the coordinating practitioner
will have different roles in this process. I want to clarify whether the training that will be provided for practitioners
who operate within the model will equip them with all the information they will need for the responsibilities they
will need to perform both as the coordinating practitioner and as the consulting practitioner.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes. The CEO will approve training for the roles of practitioners and their obligations under the
act. That will include both as the coordinating practitioner and as the consulting practitioner.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I would like to clarify that. If a practitioner has completed the module of training, and they
achieve—I think the Premier said 90 per cent —
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: The Attorney General.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: The Attorney General said they have to achieve a 90 per cent score. After that process, will
they be qualified to perform either a coordinating or a consulting practitioner role, or will there be different modules
for the two different roles?
Mr R.H. COOK: These are issues that will be clarified in the implementation phase. The member is right that
they have different roles under the act. The CEO may decide that he or she wants to have a specific module for
someone who will play the coordinating role. I think that might be likely because, as the member knows through
her examination of the bill, the coordinating practitioner has a very important role in this process as opposed to
the consulting practitioner. Those matters will be resolved in the implementation.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Will it be possible for a practitioner to operate as a consulting practitioner for one patient
and a coordinating practitioner for another patient at the same time?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, if they have undertaken the appropriate training.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I would like to clarify that and expand on the Leader of the Opposition’s point. There will
not be separate training for the consultant practitioner and the coordinating practitioner; it will be rolled into one,
effectively. Is that right?
Mr R.H. COOK: No, that is not what I said. The chief executive officer will be responsible for approving the course
or courses. It will be up to the CEO to make a decision about that. It is important that the medical practitioners
understand their roles according to the act. The training will be put together as a result of an examination of
those responsibilities.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 36: Referral for determination —
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Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: We traversed the operation of these provisions during consideration of clause 25, so
I do not intend to repeat a lot of that. This clause covers the circumstance in which the consulting practitioner is
unable to determine whether a person has a disease, illness or medical condition; whether they have decision-making
capacity; or whether they are acting voluntarily and without coercion, which is covered in subclause (3), and they
want to refer the case. I seek clarity about whether the consulting practitioner will be compelled to use someone
other than a person who had been used by the coordinating practitioner in order to make this determination under
clause 36. Would they be compelled to use the same person who had been used by the coordinating practitioner,
or would it be left open to them to choose whether to use the same practitioner or another practitioner?
Mr R.H. COOK: It would be the third of those options. The practitioners will be utilising all their training, skills,
clinical experience and further qualifications that they have achieved and will be staking their reputation on the
assessment. In that context they will essentially be vouching for the decision. The consulting practitioner may go
to someone whom the coordinating practitioner has used but, ultimately, they are the ones who will have to be
convinced and will be certifying, relying on all the skills that they bring to bear to the process, that the patient is
eligible and meets all the necessary criteria.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: That answer consolidates in my mind the fear about how this legislation can be
exploited, and I use that word advisedly, because it creates the opportunity for a closed loop. We have already found
out that a coordinating practitioner can refer to a consulting practitioner who may be operating in the same building,
under the same roof, and may well be operating under the same banner of a medical centre or some other type of
practice. Now we are told that they effectively can use the same people to assist them in making a determination,
which creates a very closed loop. Essentially, two or three people who may not necessarily be independent—or
even if they are technically independent, may not be seen to be independent in practice—could sign off on these
determinations to the detriment of a vulnerable person. I do not know whether the minister wants to comment
on that or whether he wants to take this as a comment from me, but at the end of the day I think this just verifies
one of the strong concerns that there may be people out there who take advantage of the looseness of the drafting
of this legislation—the permissiveness of this legislation—to create a closed loop that may not necessarily provide
appropriate outcomes for the vulnerable people we are dealing with.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: It is late at night, so first of all I want to clarify —
Dr D.J. Honey: It’s early in the morning!
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, it is early in the morning. The member for Cottesloe is okay; he is out there ploughing.
Dr D.J. Honey interjected.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes.
Dr D.J. Honey: You’ve got the horses out!
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, I have got my horses out.
Dr D.J. Honey interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: What is your question, member for Riverton?
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Just to clarify, is the consulting practitioner primarily verifying and looking through the
information that the medical practitioner has provided to him or her? The medical practitioner goes through the whole
process, makes an assessment about the eligibility or otherwise of the patient and then provides it to a consulting
practitioner. Does the consulting practitioner duplicate the assessment done by the medical practitioner or use the
material provided to him or her?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, very strongly. They are not there to assess the coordinating practitioner’s assessment; they
are there to make their own assessment and draw upon their own information in reaching that conclusion.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: They would therefore have to have personal contact with the patient directly or through video
like the medical practitioner.
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: So, should the consulting practitioner essentially duplicate to the extent he or she thinks
necessary what the medical practitioner has done in the assessment?
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, to convince themselves of the patient’s eligibility and suitability.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: I can see that a lot of the data on the medical side would be similar—that could not be altered.
I am more concerned about the coercion that we discussed. Perhaps someone outside of the medical sphere with
some knowledge and long-term contact with the family—not always; sometimes it is not relevant—needs to be
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sought. When the Attorney General was leading the debate from the minister’s chair, we went through it in some
detail. We agreed that when necessary, when the consulting physician or medical practitioner believes there is
a risk of coercion, they have to bring in an outside person, who has some contact with the family perhaps, to identify
a concern of coercion and, if there is a concern, the extent of the coercion. I believe that under clause 36, the
consulting practitioner has to do the same thing.
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes, member.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I asked the Premier some questions in relation to coercion under the previous clause on
coordinating practitioners. Obviously, this clause is on the consulting practitioner. I am conscious of my previous
comments; I am a bit more confident in the minister’s stewardship of the health portfolio.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): Members! What is your question?
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: On the issue of coercion, I appreciate there has to be a referral to someone who has the
specialisation to understand coercion to ensure that someone can assess that a patient is making a voluntary decision.
Is there a possibility that the person the patient is referred to could be in a familial or financially dependent
relationship with the patient? There is nothing that restricts the referral to somebody else, so if the patient has been
referred to someone to assess whether there is coercion, can the person carrying out that assessment have
a financial relationship with the patient? Is there anything in this legislation that explicitly rules that out?
Mr R.H. COOK: Again, member, this is about the consulting practitioner coming to the same assessment as the
coordinating practitioner. In the context of that, if they need further evidence to convince them, they would speak
to any number of people. They might speak to both people who know and do not know the patient. If somebody
does not know the patient but is undertaking an academic or an arms-length review, they might hold that evidence
as being more informative than the evidence of a close relative, and things of that nature. It will be a requirement
that the coordinating practitioner and the consulting practitioner draw upon their skills and their training, as well
as the ethics that they are bound by, to make that assessment. This is what we are doing in this bill. We are
acknowledging that doctors play a really important role in our society. Every day, doctors make decisions about
life and death and the full ethical ecosystem that sits around that. From that point of view, we expect a lot from
them. I note the earlier observations of the member for Hillarys. We hold doctors in a much higher esteem in that
context. That is not to be critical of the member for Hillarys, but to say that this bill relies upon all that training
and clinical experience to make sure that we are confident of the assessments.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Is there any reason the minister would not seek to limit any commerciality that might exist?
I appreciate what the minister has said, but the referral under clause 36(3) sounds quite official to me; that is —
… the consulting practitioner must refer the patient to another person who has appropriate skills and
training to make a determination …
That does not sound like the consulting practitioner is weighing up the evidence; it sounds like there is a very
official referral process. It is a decision-making process with someone who is qualified to make that decision. If
there is nothing in the legislation that explicitly rules out that the person who is assessing coercion has a financial
relationship with the patient, I think that might leave it open to exploitation. I agree with the minister on a number
of safeguards that have been built into the legislation in other areas. I just do not know why, especially when it
comes to coercion, this would not be made explicit—that the person making the assessment is independent of the
patient who has been referred to them.
Mr R.H. COOK: Essentially, member, the coordinating practitioner cannot delegate their powers under this
legislation to someone else in the context of making the assessment. The ultimate assessment has to be theirs and
theirs alone. They can invite all kinds of information in the context of that—some strong and some potentially
weaker. But it is ultimately down to them to make the call.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: This is my last question on this. I am going to imagine a regional setting where there is
a consulting practitioner and a coordinating practitioner. Feasibly, under this legislation, could the person to whom
both practitioners had referred the patient to assess coercion be the same individual? The Premier used the example
of the town police officer assessing coercion. Could that be the same person for both the coordinating and
consulting practitioner? Obviously, under the process that we are seeking to set up with this legislation, there is very
clear independence between the two. Could that converge in the assessment for coercion if the person is referred
to the same individual to make that determination?
Mr R.H. COOK: Again, they are bound by the ethical standards that they have sworn to observe. They would
need to make sure that they are aware of any potential flaws in the context of reaching their assessment.
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Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: My understanding is that the consulting practitioner will not see the information that has
been provided to the coordinating practitioner, so how will the consulting practitioner know whom they have been
referred to?
Mr R.H. COOK: The member was talking about a very small town. The consulting practitioner must, as I have
said, come to a separate assessment and must form that view on the basis of a whole range of issues, and that
includes, if they are unsure, seeking advice. The member observed the appropriate skills and training. Potentially,
it could come down to there being some overlap. The coordinating practitioner would not pick up the phone and
say, “Hi; by the way, do you reckon such and such has got their marbles?” They would have a more nuanced
conversation, because they have to have a very deep level of understanding of them in that process.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Dawesville.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I sense the terseness in your voice, Acting Speaker, so I will not keep labouring the point.
The ACTING SPEAKER: That would be good, member for Dawesville.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I would just like to underline my concern. I would appreciate it if, as part of the implementation,
there could be a bit more clarity to empower the CEO to ensure that there is a level of understanding of the
independence that would be required, because I do not think it is very healthy if, under the legislation, the same person
were making the assessment about coercion for both the consulting and the coordinating practitioner. For everything
else to this point, there has been the necessary firewall, as it were, between the two processes. It might converge there.
I think it might be prudent for us to be aware of that issue in the implementation, in whatever form it might take.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: I have two questions. First, let us say that the consultant is concerned about coercion, but he
is in Perth and the patient is in a distant place, and they decide that they have to send somebody out there to
investigate to see what is going on in the community. Will the state pay for that? Will the state say, “It’s up to you
to decide what needs to be done and you just go ahead and do it and we’ll pay for it”?
Mr R.H. COOK: Just as people access any medical services at the moment, there is probably of range of people
they would get those services from—some as an outpatient, in which case the state would pay for it, some through
the local GP and some in a community setting, in which case it would be a Medicare benefit arrangement. In this
context, it is the responsibility of the Department of Health to make sure that members of the community can
access voluntary assisted dying services and the responsibility of the CEO to make sure that those services are in
place so that people can access them.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: If a consulting practitioner needs someone to go out to a rural community and they have to fly
and spend some time there, will the Department of Health pick up the tab? Medicare will not do that.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is right. As is usually the way with the inadequacies of Medicare, we will pick up the tab.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Is it possible that everybody involved—the medical practitioner, the coordinating practitioner
and other independent experts—could all be in the same medical practice?
Mr R.H. COOK: I assume the member is contemplating a practice with a range of interdisciplinary professions?
Dr M.D. Nahan: Yes; a lot of them.
Mr R.H. COOK: I guess that is a hypothetical. Technically, yes; practically, probably not, because ethical issues
would impact upon the way that they conduct themselves in relation to that. I am not a health ethicist, so forgive
me if this sounds clumsy. Medical practitioners have to be convinced that the information is provided, sourced and
assessed inside an ethical framework. Yes, technically they could be inside the same bricks and mortar, but
ultimately the information has to be—I think the expression the member for Dawesville used—firewalled. That is
probably not appropriate, but the information needs to come from independent sources.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: I am referring to not just the same bricks and mortar, but potentially the same commercial
entity. It could be a business—they operate on many different models, so I am generalising—that has been set up
to provide a complete set of services for the purposes of this legislation.
Mr R.H. COOK: As we have discussed before, the experience in other jurisdictions with these sorts of voluntary
assisted dying models suggests that it represents about 0.4 per cent of people. It would have to be a humdinger of
a business model for people to be able to make a living out of that.
Dr M.D. Nahan: Not fully, but partially.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes; but it will be a very rare experience indeed.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Subclause (4) states —
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If the consulting practitioner makes a referral under subsection (2) or (3), the consulting practitioner may
adopt the determination of the registered health practitioner or other person, as the case requires, in
relation to the matter in respect of which the referral was made.
Will that mean that the practitioner does not have to accept that advice; and, if so, why would that be the case?
Mr R.H. COOK: Because it is their call. They are the ones who have to make the assessment. As I said before, some
evidence they would consider highly; other evidence they would not rely on as heavily.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: The fourth paragraph on page 13 of the explanatory memorandum contains a bit of editorialising.
It states —
This ability to refer is consistent with current Australian medical practice and ensures that the patient has
access to the highest standard of assessment in the voluntary assisted dying process.
How can that be extrapolated from what is contained in clause 36? There is provision for referral, but I do not
know how we can be assured that it will be of the highest standard.
Mr R.H. COOK: We expect a high standard from all our medical practitioners, and obviously we would expect
them to carry out their work to the very highest of standards. The reason why, as the member says, they may be
editorialising to that effect, is that the onus on the medical practitioner in this context is quite high, and they need
to be able to make an assessment in that context, drawing upon all their studies, their clinical experience and
their training.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: From what the minister is saying, that paragraph in the explanatory memorandum was
superfluous or, alternatively, if the minister is saying that he expects the highest standards from the consulting
practitioner, that is not necessarily mandated in this clause.
Mr R.H. COOK: Clause 36 deals with referral to determination, and I guess the explanatory memorandum is
underscoring the importance of the point made in subclause (3); that is, the consulting practitioner must refer the
patient to another person who has the appropriate skills and training to make a determination in relation to that
matter. Obviously, we would expect the consulting practitioner to be able to form an assessment that that person
is of the highest quality in order to be able to make the determination.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: That is a very convenient segue to the next question that I wanted to ask, and that is that, in
the equivalent legislation in Victoria, instead of “Referral for determination”, the heading is “Referral for specialist
opinion”. Section 27(1) of that act reads —
If the consulting medical practitioner is unable to determine whether the person has decision-making
capacity in relation to voluntary assisted dying as required by the eligibility criteria, for example, due to
a past or current mental illness of the person, the consulting medical practitioner must refer the person to
a registered health practitioner who has appropriate skills and training, such as a psychiatrist in the case
of mental illness.
Section 27(2) reads —
If the consulting medical practitioner is unable to determine whether the person’s disease, illness or medical
condition meets the requirements of the eligibility criteria, the consulting medical practitioner must refer
the person to a specialist registered medical practitioner who has appropriate skills and training in that
disease, illness or medical condition.
The bill before the house is slightly less prescriptive, in that it reads, in clause 36(3) —
… has appropriate skills and training to make a determination in relation to the matter.
I think the provision relating to mental illness is a lot stronger in the Victorian legislation, and more prescriptive.
What is the reason for not having the same standards or level of safeguard? Is it because, in regional and remote
Western Australia, such specialists are a bit thin on the ground? Is there a particular reason why we do not have
the same level of prescription as the Victorian legislation?
Mr R.H. COOK: Every time I look at the Victorian legislation, I thank goodness that I am in Western Australia.
Its language is really unclear. The member may say that our terminology or our language is less prescriptive, but
it is certainly no less effective, and covers the full range of issues and expertise that the consulting practitioner
must refer to in order to reach a determination.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 37: Information to be provided if patient assessed as meeting eligibility criteria —
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Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I refer to clause 37(2), which states —
Nothing in this section affects any duty a medical practitioner has at common law or under any other enactment.
Can the minister explain why that is in the bill?
Mr R.H. COOK: This clause does not affect a medical practitioner’s duty at common law or under any other
enactment. It is not intended to displace or limit the existing boundaries of informed consent but is intended to
operate as an extra safeguard alongside existing requirements.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Can the minister explain why it has been put in the bill? I refer to clause 37(1), which states —
If the consulting practitioner is satisfied that the patient meets all of the eligibility criteria, the consulting
practitioner must inform the patient about the matters referred to in section 26(1).
Proposed section 26(1) refers to the eligibility criteria. This reads as somewhat of a caveat. I do not understand
why we need clause 37(2) in the legislation, because how could any action occurring or arising out of the requirement
of the consulting practitioner in clause 37(1) have any impact on the existing boundaries of informed consent?
Mr R.H. COOK: To reiterate and to repeat, it is intended to operate as an extra safeguard alongside existing
requirements. Clause 37(1), as the member observed, relates to all those issues we discussed a short while ago about
the matters that must be raised or discussed with a patient. The clause is saying that notwithstanding a person meeting
the requirements in clause 26(1), there may be other issues that a practitioner wishes to or should raise in the normal
course of events with a patient. It is to provide extra clarity to say that just because the practitioner is undertaking the
role of the consulting practitioner in the process, that does not mean that that is their only responsibility to the
patient in the context of the broader range of responsibilities and obligations they have as a medical practitioner.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Just to be clear, when the consulting practitioner is performing the consultation with the
patient to see whether they meet the eligibility criteria to access voluntary assisted dying, the practitioner would
need to fulfil their role, for example, if they thought that patient had hypertension or might have an infection of
some sort or whatever it might be. They would be required to fulfil their duties as a medical practitioner to ensure
that those immediate needs of the patient were being cared for and managed, notwithstanding that they are
undergoing a consultation to assess their eligibility for voluntary assisted dying.
Mr R.H. COOK: Let me emphasise that it is about providing information. There may be other ethical reasons that
they bring up other issues, but this clause specifically relates to the provision of information. I do not know whether
the example the Leader of the Opposition gave is absolutely accurate, but I think the way that she characterised it is;
that is, practitioners should not think they are in a vacuum solely undertaking the role of a consulting practitioner;
they still have other responsibilities and issues that they may—not “must”—wish to discuss.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: This provision is written in exactly the same form as clause 26(3). I was not here when
that was debated and I apologise if this question was asked at that time. My question is simply: are there any
examples or issues that the minister thinks might conflict with any of these other provisions? Is subclause (2)
included because of some question that has arisen during the drafting of the bill that has led to the need to import
the existing common law right or other enactment into this legislation, or is it just a catch-all in case something
has been missed that the government does not want to dispose of? Does it make clear that the government is not
trying to set aside other rights? Is that the purpose of this provision, or was something specific identified that the
government wants to protect?
Mr R.H. COOK: There is no specific example but, as I said in my initial remarks, it is an extra safeguard alongside
the existing requirements. The member would be aware that a specific range of issues must be discussed with the
patient. This is essentially an extra safeguard to ensure that the consultant practitioner can raise other issues that
ordinarily should be raised, such as issues around welfare or something of that matter. It is in there to make clear
that there is absolutely no intent to limit that discussion.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 38: Outcome of consulting assessment —
Mr D.T. REDMAN: There are probably five clauses that lead up to this clause, which largely mirrors those
previous five clauses that refer to the processes for the coordinating practitioner, with the exception that this clause
does not contain the provision under clause 27(2). That provision refers to the instance in which the coordinating
practitioner is not satisfied that all the conditions have been met for voluntary assisted dying and the process is
then essentially shut down. Under this clause, in the case of the consulting practitioner, the process does not shut
down then. The consulting practitioner can deem that the patient is not eligible for voluntary assisted dying.
I assume that the reason for this clause not containing that last provision is that under clause 40, which we will be
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dealing with in a little while, the patient can then be referred to another consulting practitioner as a matter of
practice. If someone going through this process has less than six months to live, they would be lucky if they get
the first assessment completed, which gets them through to this stage, and then they just have to keep chasing
down other consultants to get the second stage completed in order to meet the full quota, if you like, to access
voluntary assisted dying. If someone has an assessment carried out by a consulting practitioner and is deemed to
be not eligible, does this assessment time out or does it simply sit there until the patient gets the coordinating
practitioner to refer them to another consulting practitioner to have another assessment? Does the consulting
assessment time out or does it simply sit there until a referral is made to another consulting practitioner with other
experience to do another assessment?
Mr R.H. COOK: In the event that the consulting practitioner forms a negative assessment, they will inform the
coordinating practitioner and the coordinating practitioner will have a conversation with the patient: “What do you
want to do now?” The patient might say, “Well, is there someone else I can speak to?” “Yes, I am allowed to do
that, under the act, and I can now refer you to someone else to see whether they agree with me that you are eligible.”
From that point of view, it is the normal course of events that that clinical relationship takes. If the patient is not
happy with the outcome, they can seek a further opinion.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: This is just a question of drafting. Clause 38(1)(b) refers to “section 37(1)”. If we read
clause 37(1), it actually refers to the matters in clause 26(1). I just wondered why it was put that way, rather than
directly back to clause 26(1).
Mr R.H. COOK: It is about understanding that the issues dealt with under clause 38(1)(b) refer to the act that
takes place under clause 37. The minister is quite right; that is based upon the information detailed in clause 26(1).
Dr D.J. HONEY: The member for Warren–Blackwood has already headed down this path, so I assume it is okay
with the minister if we do this because of the intrinsic tie-in with clause 40. Actually, I am happy to defer to my
colleague from Darling Range if she wishes to handle these separately.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 39: Recording and notification of outcome of consulting assessment —
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I will go through the similar question routine I have been asking around all contact form
requirements. Just very quickly, I think the minister already knows where I am going with a lot of this stuff, but
just in case, I want to confirm again that this will be the same type of form that will be submitted, consistent with
all the other forms, through the portal that has been set up for implementation.
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Thank you. If the contact details of the patient are not fulfilled because they might not have
a fixed address or an address cannot be ascertained, that does not prevent them from accessing this; is it the same
thing with regard to date of birth?
Mr R.H. Cook: Yes. We just need to establish that they’re over 18.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Sure, okay. In relation to the dates, there is no reference to a location that is required. That
is satisfactory for the requirements of the board, but if it were to seek additional information at a later point in
time, the CEO can amend the form with regard to things like location or anything else that is required. I think it is
similar to the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. In the past there have been concerns about
accessibility and patients not gaining access to this data. I am keen to understand why the government has not
chosen to go down that path, similar to the other forms.
Mr R.H. COOK: Again, this is the same answer I gave last time: this is not about information that we want to
withhold from the patient; it is about the information that the board needs to be able to carry out its functions.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Further to the matter raised by the member for Dawesville, I think we raised this matter
under clause 26, when we identified some other drafting errors; it will be interesting to see whether they are
detected in the other place. Under clause 39, the consulting assessment is conducted with the patient, assessing the
eligibility of the patient to access voluntary assisted dying. The patient is to be advised of the outcome of the
consulting assessment as soon as practicable after its completion. The consulting practitioner has two business
days to complete an approved form, a consulting assessment report form and a report of the assessment and give
a copy of it to the board. The detail that must be included in the form, as we would expect, is the name, date of
birth and contact details of the patient; the name and contact details of the consulting practitioner; a statement
confirming the consulting practitioner meets the requirements of proposed section 16(2); the date when the first
request was made; the date when the referral from the consulting assessment was made; the date when the referral
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from the consulting assessment was received; when the assessment was completed; the outcome of the consulting
assessment, including the consulting practitioner’s decision in respect of each of the eligibility criteria; the date
when the patient was informed of the outcome of the consulting assessment; the date when the coordinating
practitioner for the patient was informed of the outcome of the consulting assessment; if the patient was referred
under proposed section 36(2) or (3), the outcome of the referral—to refresh the minister’s memory, that is a referral
because the practitioner could not determine whether the patient was eligible to access voluntary assisted dying
either by virtue of their disease status being obscure or because there was a suspicion of coercion—and the
signature of the consulting practitioner and the date when the form is signed.
It seems to me that the outcome of the referral when an individual is deemed ineligible to access voluntary assisted
dying is relevant and valuable information for the patient to have. However, all that is required here—similarly at
the first assessment—is that the consulting practitioner let the patient know of the outcome of the assessment, not
the detail of it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms J.M. Freeman): Leader of the Opposition, can you get to your question.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: My question is: why will it not be a requirement for the consulting practitioner to provide
the patient, two days after the consult, with the contents of the consulting assessment report form—the information
about the patient, the private medical information that is provided to a board that is managed by government?
Mr R.H. COOK: It is the same as the answer I gave the member for Dawesville just now and previously. This
clause is about what the board needs to carry out its functions under the act. Obviously, the patient will be given
a mountain of information, both this sort of information and other information on the relationship they have with
the medical practitioner. This specific clause is about the obligation of the medical practitioner to share information
with the board so that the board can carry out its functions.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I know the minister will not accept this amendment, but I will move it because it will flag that
this is an issue that I would like the Legislative Council to visit and perhaps the parliamentary secretary representing
the minister in that place might be more amenable to seeing improvements to the bill. To that end, I move —
Page 25, line 2 — To delete “.” and substitute —
and the patient.
I am seeking to include this, minister, because I think it is extremely important that the patient is advised and aware
of all the information that the consulting practitioner provides to the board. I think it is important that all the
elements of that information are made available to the patient for a number of reasons. One of those reasons is,
should the consulting practitioner rule that the individual is ineligible to access voluntary assisted dying, the patient
could find the information within the report quite valuable, because the patient will likely be seeking a further
consulting practitioner assessment. It might be worthwhile for the patient to understand why they were refused
access to voluntary assisted dying when they applied and what the consulting practitioner found within that
consultation that ruled them ineligible, or, indeed, ruled them eligible, particularly around the coercion aspect. It
may well be that the consulting practitioner has it completely wrong and that some nuance in the way that the
patient behaved had the consultant practitioner feel that the patient had been coerced. There could be a range of
matters that are relevant to a patient. Given all the information that is provided to a government agency in this day
and age of privacy of information and data storage et cetera, it is important that the patient has the report containing
all the information about themselves that has been made available to the board.
Earlier, when we were talking about exactly the same issue in clause 26, I made the point that a lot of doctors are
very paternalistic and give patients information on a need-to-know basis and on what they perceive the patient can
cope with knowing. It is done out of goodwill and I do not necessarily have a criticism of doctors behaving in that
way, but I think that this information should be provided to the patient. The patient may show that information to
other family members. In the context of the patient trying to access voluntary assisted dying, there may be
differences of opinion amongst that patient’s family about whether it is appropriate. If that patient is furnished
with a copy of a report that says that they are either eligible or ineligible to access voluntary assisted dying—the
information that is provided to the board—it may well be that that patient says to one of their children, who has
not been part of the process to date, “I got rejected for this and I don’t understand why”, or, indeed, they may say,
“I have been accepted for this, for these reasons. I wonder what you feel about that.” It could be that coercion is not
picked up and when that report is given to the patient, it may be that they seek further advice, with all the information
in front of them, from another family member, who might then say, “Goodness me. Why are you talking about
doing this? I didn’t know anything about this.”
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I think it is very important that all the information and data collected and provided to the board, which is
a government-appointed entity, should be provided to the patient as well within two business days. An email
could be sent with a copy of the report. It would be really easy. I hope that the minister will consider accepting
a sensible amendment.
Mr R.H. COOK: Like the Premier, I understand the intent of what the member is trying to do. I have provided
what I think is a very reasonable and appropriate response. This is not about withholding information from the
patient; this is about making sure that this clause has a single intent and that is to make sure that the board has the
information it needs to carry out its functions. I will reflect upon a theme that seems to be emerging through this—
that is, the intrinsic distrust of our medical workforce.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members!
Mr R.H. COOK: A constant theme that comes through is: Would a doctor not be tempted to do this? Would
a doctor not be tempted to do that? Would they not hide this information from the patients?
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Dawesville and member for Perth!
Mr R.H. COOK: The member for Dawesville might find it absurd, but it is the truth. This is based on the
doctor–patient relationship that has emerged over thousands of years of medical practice, which is defined inside
both the ethical and the regulatory regime in which doctors operate. In answer to the member for Dawesville when
he asked whether this information would be given to the patient, I think there would be this information and much
more, because that is the nature of the relationship between the doctor and the patient. I understand what the
member for Scarborough is trying to say through this amendment. I respect that she wants an open system in which
the patient is given all the information, but hidden beneath her argument is this constant theme. I want to know
why the logic fundamentally sitting behind the comments of the member for Cottesloe and other members is that
element of distrust of doctors. I think members do doctors an injustice through that distrust.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: I have a deep distrust of the legislation because we have found drafting errors and flaws in it.
Mr R.H. COOK: Like the previous one, we will not be accepting the amendment. I respect the member for
Scarborough’s intent in wanting to ensure that the system is open for patients. I reject the logic that that has driven
the amendment and we will respectfully oppose it.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am used to this place and the member for Perth being offensive because he does that constantly.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, if you want to get off the subject, I will sit you down. Keep on the subject.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Minister!
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Withdraw that now.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Minister, enough! Go ahead, member for Cottesloe.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am extremely disappointed by the offensive comments made by the minister in this matter.
Our job here is not to assess the best possible circumstances or to assume that every medical practitioner will be
perfect. Our job is to make sure that the unforeseen circumstances are captured and dealt with by this bill. That is
the only point we are making on that. This constant attempt to try to verbal us on this matter —
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members!
Dr D.J. HONEY: The constant attempt to try to verbal us or make that implication is profoundly offensive to
me and my colleague and, as the member for Riverton pointed out, it is profoundly wrong. We recognise that
everyone, including members in this place, has a diversity of skills and talents. We recognise that sometimes
people may overtly —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, I pull you back to the point you are making.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am talking directly to this clause.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: No, you are talking about the members. Would you talk about the clause.
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Dr D.J. HONEY: No, I am talking directly to the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Get on with it then.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The Leader of the Opposition recognises, as I do, that not all doctors provide the information
to the patient. The Leader of the Opposition, the member for Scarborough, gave a personal example of when she
had not received adequate information and the doctor had refused to do it. Not all doctors do the right thing in
every circumstance. This is not a general criticism of doctors. It is a concern that some doctors will not always do
the right thing and will not always be as well qualified in an area. That is behind this amendment, not the offensive
assertion that there is any general criticism of most doctors.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I, too, would like to support this amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition
because it is about openness and transparency, which is very important. We are talking about end-of-life choices
and we need to be open and transparent with patients. The minister has indicated some underlying issues, but let
us not forget that the minister said there are 102 protections in this bill. He has said that many times. Who is he
protecting people against? He is obviously scared of someone because he has put 102 protections in the bill, and
now he is trying to imply that we are saying that we do not trust doctors, when he has 102 safeguards in there.
Who is he safeguarding it from? Of course, we know they are not safeguards; they are eligibility criteria, but he is
trying to sell them as safeguards.
Mr J.N. Carey interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Perth, it is late and that is not helpful. Go ahead.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: This amendment is nothing more than sharing information that the patient should have.
I think that is a fair request.
Mr M. Hughes interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Kalamunda!
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is very harsh for the minister to try to twist that into something other than what it genuinely
is. The Leader of the Opposition expressed her views on this matter very clearly and there is no underlying
message. There is always concern with every piece of legislation, because there are always people out there who
will do the wrong thing. We need to make sure, especially when talking about end-of-life choices, that we put the
right checks and balances in place for those one or two people who will do the wrong thing. It is more than fair to
do that and to try to tighten that up. If the minister has a concern about us raising these questions, I am concerned
that he has 102 checks and balances. He is obviously fearful of someone, otherwise he would not have them in
there. I hope that he will support this amendment because it is about nothing more than sharing information that
should be available. It is open and transparent. I know that the government is not into that these days, but it is
a good opportunity to start right here and right now.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Carine, I think the minister put on record that he is not supporting the
amendment.
Mr M. HUGHES: It is an unnecessary inclusion that a matter that is essentially reporting matters to the board should
be confused by the opposition in this way.
Several members interjected.
Mr M. HUGHES: I am saying that about those who are clearly opposed to the substance of the bill. Making
a requirement that the patient be informed of what is essentially a matter reporting a procedure to the board is
a confusion. It should not in fact be allowed to infect the clarity of the purposes of this particular clause and it
should be opposed.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I, too, stand to support very quickly the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
The matter is to remove the dot point and insert the words “and the patient”. I think it is eminently sensible, if this
is a patient-centric piece of legislation, that the patient will be provided with a copy of the record that will go to
the Voluntary Assisted Dying Board. That is essentially all we are asking for. As part of the orchestrated attacks
from the government against members on this side who choose to try to do our jobs, I find it fascinating that the
member for Kalamunda spoke of clarity at this point in time. He accused us of not being clear on this. We are very
clear. All of us on this side are trying to ensure that patients will be furnished with all the information that will be
relevant to them. We believe that is the reason that this amendment should be supported by the government.
Mr M. Hughes interjected.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Kalamunda!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I will not accept any attack by the minister, one of the most well rested individuals in this
place who has had six hours bed rest while he was here.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not know that that is relevant, member.
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: He now has an imbued spirit of energy and is attacking the opposition because we seek to
do our job. I reject that entirely. We are here to support doctors and patients and their relationships. We are here
to support doctors and patients.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: You are not even in your chair, mate!
I support doctors and patients and their relationships—all opposition members do—and we hope the government
accepts our amendment.
Division
Amendment put and a division taken, the Deputy Speaker casting her vote with the noes, with the following result —
Ayes (13)
Mrs L.M. Harvey
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr P.A. Katsambanis
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup

Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange
Mr W.R. Marmion
Ms L. Mettam

Dr M.D. Nahan
Mr D.C. Nalder
Mr K. O’Donnell
Ms M.M. Quirk

Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller)

Noes (36)
Ms L.L. Baker
Dr A.D. Buti
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Mr M.J. Folkard
Ms J.M. Freeman
Ms E.L. Hamilton
Mr T.J. Healy

Mr M. Hughes
Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr F.M. Logan
Mr M. McGowan
Mr J.E. McGrath
Ms S.F. McGurk
Mr D.R. Michael
Mr S.A. Millman
Mr Y. Mubarakai

Mr M.P. Murray
Mrs L.M. O’Malley
Mr P. Papalia
Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
Mr D.T. Redman
Ms C.M. Rowe
Ms R. Saffioti

Ms J.J. Shaw
Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski
Mr C.J. Tallentire
Mr D.A. Templeman
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 40: Referral for further consulting assessment if patient assessed as ineligible —
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I would like to have an understanding of why the provision is the way it is. I understand
exactly why the government wants to allow the referral for a second assessment. I am not raising that as an issue.
Given the eligibility criteria, there are matters that require a medical opinion as required by clause 15(1)(c). I fully
understand why the government is asking for effectively a second opinion from another consulting practitioner.
But in respect of the matters that are provided for in clause 15(1)—for example, the age of a person—why would
matters in clause 15(1)(b) be referred to a new consultant? The point here is that if the consulting practitioner finds
that there are matters in respect of clause 15(1), other than those in paragraph (c), why would those matters need
to be further considered by another consulting practitioner—effectively, the non-medical issues? Why would it be
better to have a second person’s opinion on those matters of facts rather than the medical opinions that are outlined
in paragraph (c)?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Instead of having a discrete itemisation of everything in clause 15, it just says that the patient
can go off and get a second opinion. It is hardly likely that they will need a second opinion on their birth certificate
or address. The first doctor who is the coordinating doctor has to be satisfied that on the balance of probabilities
the terminal illness will cause death within six months. He might need a second opinion as to whether the patient
fits that eligibility criteria—send him off; send the file off. They just need to send off the file. They will not cut the
file out and just look at a little bit. The file will be sent to the doctor, as it was in the first case, to get a second opinion.
That is the government’s position.
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Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Following that line of questioning, this clause will enable the consulting practitioner to
assess the patient as ineligible to access voluntary assisted dying. The patient’s coordinating practitioner may then
refer the patient to another medical practitioner. One practitioner may say that the patient is ineligible and the
coordinator can refer the patient to another medical practitioner to get further consultation assessment. How many
times can this referral be passed on if the patient continues to be found ineligible by a consulting practitioner?
How many times can that be repeated?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The clause is consistent with any person seeking a second or even third medical opinion
from different doctors. It is a basic component of Australian health care that people obtain a second opinion of
their volition. If the consulting practitioner receives a request and assesses the patient as ineligible because in his
or her opinion, on the balance of probabilities, death will not occur within six months, the patient can be sent off
for a second opinion to see whether the consulting practitioner has made the right call. The person is suffering so
send them off for a second opinion; send the file off for a second opinion. If it comes back, “Don’t know, we’ll get
another haematologist to check it again”, what is the problem? There is no problem there. People can voluntarily
take as many opinions as the member can on her health, dental health or anything as she cares to do. Why should
a person who is dying not have the same rights in respect of their health?
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: From my understanding, the Attorney General has just said, basically, that the consulting
practitioner can keep referring to a medical consultant, until they find someone who says, “Yes, this person is
eligible.” That could be done two times, four times, 10 times, 100 times or 200 times. There is no limit; the person
can keep referring. At some point, this process must be exhausted, otherwise it is just doctor shopping; they can
keep going around until they find a doctor who says yes. If 200 doctors say, “No, that is not correct”, and they
finally get one who says yes, I am guessing that the 200 doctors who said no would be the safer bet to go with.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That would be an impossibility, as the member would well appreciate. The person will need
to be, within the balance of probabilities, six months from death, which, by my count, is 183 days. To suggest that
they would go to 200 doctors in 183 days is preposterous.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Attorney, I have never looked as closely at an explanatory memorandum as I have for this bill,
because, yet again, there is an assertion in the explanatory memorandum that does not match up with the actual
wording of the bill. It states —
Where a further consulting assessment is required to be done, it must be done independently of the first
assessment and previous consulting assessment, against the eligibility criteria at clause 15.
That is not in the bill itself.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: There is no express reference in the bill to the first and second assessments as being independent.
Ms M.M. Quirk: Yes.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: However, it is implicit, because of the following reasons. First, each of the coordinating and
consulting practitioners must assess the patient as eligible for access to voluntary assisted dying. I refer the member
to clauses 23 and 34. Second, the second assessment cannot take place until after the patient has been assessed as
eligible to access voluntary assisted dying by the coordinating practitioner and referrals made to the consulting
practitioner. I refer the member to clause 29. Third, a patient cannot be assessed as eligible for access to voluntary
assisted dying by a coordinating or consulting practitioner unless that practitioner is satisfied that the patient meets
all the eligibility criteria and understands the information required to be given to them. I refer to clauses 27 and 39.
Although there is no express reference in the bill to the independence of the assessments, for the three reasons
already stated, it is there.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I draw the Attorney General back to what he said previously. Clause 40 states —
If the consulting practitioner assesses the patient as ineligible for access to voluntary assisted dying, the
coordinating practitioner for the patient may refer the patient to another medical practitioner for a further
consulting assessment.
The patient is assessed against the criteria in clause 15, which we have already passed. One of the reasons that
a patient may be ruled ineligible is because it is deemed that the person is not acting voluntarily or is being coerced.
If a coordinating practitioner sends a patient to a consulting practitioner, and the consulting practitioner says he
thinks the patient is being coerced and is ineligible, the coordinating practitioner can then refer the patient to
another consulting practitioner to get a different view; and, if they also deem that the patient is ineligible because they
are being coerced, the coordinating practitioner can then send the patient to another consulting practitioner, who
may well say they think the patient is being coerced. How many times can that happen in this process?
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I think we have already answered that question.
Dr D.J. Honey: No, we haven’t.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: My apologies. I thought it had been asked and answered. Attorney, would you like to
tackle that one?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Certainly. We have to focus on not the doctor, but the patient’s right. We have to focus on
the dying person’s right. If the dying person wants to go to more than three doctors, that is the choice of the dying
person. We are not talking about a healthy person; we are talking about someone who is approaching death. If they
want to go to three, four or five doctors, I do not think it should be within this Parliament’s prerogative to say to
a dying person that they are not allowed to go to more than one doctor. I do not think that is fair. With all due
respect, and I do not wish anything upon her, but should the Leader of the Opposition feel unwell, she can go to
as many doctors as she likes to have her unwellness diagnosed. Why should a dying person be in any worse position
than her good self?
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: If I were unwell and went to a doctor, the scenario might be somewhat different. I might be
going there for a treatment option that does not involve asking that doctor to assist me to die. If I go to a coordinating
practitioner and they send me to several consulting practitioners who say that they disagree with the coordinating
practitioner and that the patient is being coerced, surely this legislation compels a responsibility for the
coordinating practitioner to do something to protect the patient, who has been found by a consultant practitioner
to be being coerced. Surely, if they thought that undue pressure was being applied to a patient who is seeking to
end their life via voluntary assisted dying, there is a responsibility for the coordinating practitioner to respond to
that and not refer the patient on until the pressure of the coercion has been addressed. I seek the Attorney General’s
advice about how that might be dealt with.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That will be dealt with by three of the 102 safeguards. First of all, the terminally ill patient
has to make a request and then be assessed. As soon as that person is assessed, that information will go to the
board. Then the consulting practitioner’s diagnosis—we have already dealt with that in the previous amendment—
will have to go to the board. We will get to the board’s duties later, but if assessments come raining in across the
desk that Johnny has gone to this practitioner or that practitioner and it is changing all the time, the very purpose
of the board is to look at what is going on in that case. The patient could seek a second opinion or perhaps a third
opinion, but if there are more than that, the registrar at the board should decide to look at it. That will be its job.
That is our second safeguard. The third is that the patient—bearing in mind that this whole legislation is about
dying patients’ rights—can terminate the process and not go ahead with it with that practitioner as their consulting
doctor. There is nothing in the world to stop that patient subsequently visiting another doctor. I think the member
for Cottesloe or the member for Scarborough said that people often hunt around and try to get opinions about
which practitioners to go to for this or that. After withdrawing from the consulting practitioner, they can go to
another doctor and have a new assessment done, because that is their right. This is not about ring-fencing the
doctors; this is about conferring rights upon the dying who are suffering. That is what this Parliament has to focus
on—conferring rights upon those who are dying and horribly suffering in agony or those who are mentally
suffering. As we have already discussed, they can just terminate the whole thing—terminate it—and go to another
doctor and start again. They can make a new request with a new doctor and have a new assessment. That then has
to go off to the board. The registrar will be saying, “Hang on, he has gone to two different consulting coordinating
doctors within the space of a week. What the heck is going on here?” That is part of Labor’s safeguards. That is
why this bill is safer than the legislation in Victoria, with not 52 safeguards, but 102.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, just before you start, I want you not to repeat the same question again.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: No, I will definitely not.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Good, because we have had three goes at it, so let us move on.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I seek further clarification on this process, and perhaps the Attorney General’s advisers can
tell me whether these safeguards are further along in the bill where the responsibilities of the board are examined.
We have a coordinating practitioner who assesses a patient who is eligible to access voluntary assisted dying. They
find a consultant practitioner.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Who assesses them and says that they are eligible.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: The practitioner says they are eligible and sends the report to the board. The coordinating
practitioner then refers the patient to a consultant practitioner, the consultant practitioner assesses the patient is
ineligible because they believe the patient is being coerced, and that report then goes to the board. This clause says
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that they have been rejected for access to voluntary assisted dying, but the coordinating practitioner can send them
to another consultant practitioner. Once the patient has gone to the consultant practitioner and the report is with
the board, the coordinating practitioner can then send them to another consultant practitioner who may assess them
as ineligible because they are being coerced, and that report goes to the board. I know the Attorney General is
coming at this from the perspective that the patient wants to find a consultant practitioner who agrees with them,
but if the patient is being coerced, are they exercising their right to voluntary assisted dying freely or are they
being coerced? That is what we need a safeguard for. I need some reassurance from the Attorney General on this
legislation that once the consultant practitioner files the report with the board saying they have ruled the patient
ineligible because they think they are being coerced, whether the board then needs to take some action with the
coordinating practitioner and the patient to resolve the cloud of potential coercion before the patient goes to another
consultant practitioner who may or may not think they are being coerced. In that case, if this process takes nine
days, depending on how quickly the board acts, the patient could have accessed voluntary assisted dying, and
potentially nobody would have investigated whether the individual was being coerced into accessing it. Does the
Attorney General understand?
Mr J.R. Quigley: I do understand. I know I am a traffic lawyer who got lucky, but I can understand that point!
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I meant no disrespect to the Attorney General’s intelligence. I wanted to understand that
I had articulated my point.
Mr J.R. Quigley: I did not take any. I was just saying that I do understand. I am a traffic lawyer who got lucky,
but I do understand that!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Attorney, did you want to respond to that? My understanding is that the member for
Darling Range was going to —
Mrs A.K. Hayden: No.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Okay, no.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The member seeks reassurance and I give her reassurance, because it goes off to the
consulting practitioner. As I said before, it is the duty of the board. If different opinions are coming onto the
registrar’s desk—there will not be thousands of these a year; they will be limited in number—and if, in relation to
one file, things come in raising the issue of coercion, the registrar will step in and say, “What the heck’s going on
here?” That is why we have these safeguards.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Do they step in after the first one?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: That is why we will have contemporaneous, not ex post facto, reporting to the board, so the
board will be able to see in real time what is happening with the doctors. The member for Cottesloe may not agree
with the legislation, but I am sure he would agree that 102 safeguards are better than 58.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: In the Attorney General’s first response to the Leader of the Opposition, he indicated
that the opportunity for a patient to seek a further consulting assessment was part of the general rights that a patient
has to seek second, third and subsequent opinions on all types of medical treatment. I want to examine that
statement by reference to the words of clause 40, which states —
If the consulting practitioner assesses the patient as ineligible for access to voluntary assisted dying, the
coordinating practitioner for the patient may refer the patient to another medical practitioner for a further
consulting assessment.
As I read that, the patient has no right to request a further consulting assessment. The patient has no right to
undertake a further consulting assessment. The right in this clause is conferred solely on the coordinating
practitioner, who may or may not choose to exercise that right. In that respect, that is not a right conferred on the
patient. That is not a right for the patient to seek a second, third or subsequent opinion; it is an option available to
the coordinating practitioner. That is the plain and simple reading of this clause. Given that is the case, on what
basis would the coordinating practitioner determine not to refer the patient to another medical practitioner for
a further consulting assessment; and, if the coordinating practitioner did so determine not to refer the patient for
a further consulting assessment, what steps would the coordinating practitioner have to undertake to inform the
board, and under what clause would those steps be taken?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you. I agree with all of the above.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: So the Attorney General was wrong.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No, I was not; I was right!
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Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: No, you were totally wrong.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I will prove it.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Members!
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I said it is conferring a right. This bill confers —
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Members! That is a good idea. Go ahead, Attorney General.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Calm the farm. The bill itself confers that right. I say that it confers a right upon the dying
patient. The bill itself confers that right and gives that patient the power. Clause 40 states —
If the consulting practitioner assesses the patient as ineligible for access … the coordinating practitioner
… may refer the patient to another medical practitioner …
Under the Interpretation Act 1984, “may” is to be interpreted as permissive and not compulsory, so the discretion
lies with the coordinating practitioner. Under this legislation, the patient has the right to terminate the whole
process and say, “I’ve gone to a dud doctor. I terminate the process.” This is about patients’ rights. At any time in
this whole process, right up until the time of consuming the substance, the patient has the right to terminate the
process. Once having terminated the process—this is not like the Court of Appeal or the High Court, where people
get one crack—the patient is conferred the right to go to another doctor and make an application. He can make an
application to a second doctor and the second doctor has to do an assessment and that assessment has to go to the
board, and the board would say, “Woo hoo, we’ve got conflicting assessments here. We’d better have a look at this.”
There might be only one or two of these a week. We do not expect everyone to go charging off. A lot of people—
perhaps myself; I have looked down the barrel—would rather take a different option. But I am not here to put my
beliefs into law. I am here to legislate, and the government is here to legislate, for the majority of Western Australians,
and that is the 88 per cent of Western Australians who want this bill. If the patient does not like what the doctor is
doing and how the doctor is treating him, he can do exactly what the member can do—terminate the relationship
and start a new relationship. What is wrong with that?
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I want to follow up on this. It was great rhetoric, but I did not get an answer to my
question. If the consulting practitioner chooses not to refer the patient for a further consulting assessment, do they
have to do anything else? Do they have to inform the board; and, if so, in what way and in what form will they do
it? Or is it simply a case that the matter will just expunge itself because the board has received an initial affirmative
from the coordinating practitioner and then a negative from the consulting practitioner and then they just sit
there and as the coordinating practitioner has taken a decision not to refer the patient on for a further consulting
assessment, it just ends there and the patient can then do exactly what the Attorney General said and go back to
the start and seek a new coordinating practitioner? Is there any obligation on the coordinating practitioner to
communicate any further with the board when the decision is made by the coordinating practitioner not to refer
for another consulting assessment?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: It does not end just there, because when the consulting practitioner assesses the patient as
being ineligible and goes back to the doctor, he would say, “I’m now ready to go to stage 3. Give me the written
form that I sign” and the doctor would say, “I can’t do that because you’ve got a negative assessment from the
consulting practitioner.” That is another Labor safeguard. It is another of the 102 safeguards. They would go back
to the coordinating practitioner and say, “I’ve been to your mate. I’m ready for the next step; where’s the form?” and
the coordinating practitioner would say, “No, I can’t give you a form because the consulting practitioner said no.”
Mr J.E. McGrath: But then the patient would say, “What do I do now?” and he would get some advice. What
advice would he get? Would the coordinating practitioner say, “We can send you to someone else”?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: If it is all right with you, Madam Deputy Speaker —
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I’m asking about the coordinating practitioner. I want an answer. I’ve asked it twice.
I think I deserve it.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members, can we just let the Attorney General answer.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I have given the member the answer.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: No; I’ve had no answer—none.
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Mr J.E. McGRATH: All I am saying is that in this process there would have to be contact between the person
seeking approval and the coordinating practitioner. The coordinating practitioner would make contact and would
call the person to come in. They would say, “You’re in a bit of trouble here because although I support what you
want to do” —
Mr J.R. Quigley: Not “I support what you want to do”—can I just get the language right—“I assess you as being
eligible under 15(1)(c) for the criteria.”
Mr J.E. McGRATH: All right. He would say, “I’ve assessed you, but your problem is that the consulting practitioner
who we sent you to disagrees.” The person would then say, “That’s not much good for me. What can I do now?”
I would have thought that at that stage the coordinating practitioner would say, “Do you want to go further? Shall
we find another practitioner for you to go through the process again or do you want to forget it?” That is how
I think it will work. I guess the question here is: how many times can this happen? The Attorney General has said
there can be a second, third and fourth opinion. Every time one of those opinions is sought, an assessment will be
made and that would have to go to the board.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Correct.
Mr J.E. McGRATH: There would be a trail of what has happened.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Correct.
Mr J.E. McGRATH: Somewhere in the board’s assessment, it would have to acknowledge that something has
gone wrong—“This guy’s been given a negative assessment three or four times.” That is what we are asking about
when people talk about doctor shopping: Is the Attorney General happy with how this is going to work? Can he
assure the chamber that the process will make sure that a person who just shops around until they find someone
who gives them that right cannot do that because that would be wrong?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I agree with everything the member for South Perth has said. He is able to go to 10 doctors
if he wants. He can doctor shop. We know that people doctor shop. They doctor shop for things like codeine and
different drugs to manufacture hillbilly heroin or whatever they call it. They doctor shop.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: So you’re saying they can doctor shop to access voluntary assisted dying?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: No; that is what happens normally. In normal situations, people doctor shop and there is
no oversight of that doctor shopping. But in this case, if a doctor says no, that “no” will go to a statutory authority.
If they go doctor shopping and get a second no—on coercion—what do members think the registrar will do?
The registrar has a statutory duty to do something. It is different from the normal situation, in which the member
can doctor shop freely as many times as he likes. Under this bill there will be an oversight body—one of Labor’s
102 safeguards—that inhibits doctor shopping because the registrar will step in and investigate. As I said, no-one
is anticipating thousands of these a year. This will be handled. Victoria is starting to get some vision on this at the
moment. Projecting out from the numbers Victoria has at the moment, it is anticipating approximately 150 a year.
Western Australia has half the population; we might get less than 100 a year, or less than two a week. That means
the registrar will be getting two of these a week. If one of those files has four rejections because of doctor shopping,
what does the member think the registrar is going to do?
A member interjected.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The chair of the board. What will the chair of the board do if he is looking at a file—today,
no; tomorrow, different doctor, no; the third day, doctor shopping, no? We do a similar thing in pharmacy, because
when people buy drugs now that contain codeine and its derivatives, it is entered on a computer, and when someone
goes down the road pharmacy shopping, it pops up. This is a more sophisticated level of that type, because it involves
the chair of the board.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members, I am not taking any more questions on this. I think we have done this to
death. If we have a fresh question on clause 40, I am down with that. Go ahead, member for Carine. He was already
on his feet; sorry, member for Dawesville.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Right at the very start of the debate here, the member for Girrawheen raised the issue of the
independence of the practitioners and the fact that it is not mentioned anywhere in the bill. The Attorney General
then got up and agreed with the member for Girrawheen, saying that it was not mentioned anywhere in the bill
that the practitioners need to be independent. We have confirmation from both sources that there does not have to
be independence there. The Attorney General then said that there are three processes that each doctor goes through
to make that decision, and those processes themselves are what determines the independence of these doctors. Of
course, we have also heard that these practitioners could be in the same practice, and in the same consulting rooms,
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using the same database and referencing the same materials, and the second practitioner could just as easily, then,
access not just the same materials as the first practitioner, but also the decisions made by the first practitioner. I am
a bit concerned about the fact that the bill does not actually have any independence in it. The minister has indicated
the processes that we need to go through, but in all three processes they can refer to exactly the same information,
and the second practitioner can actually refer to the notes of the first practitioner. I just want clarification around
that point, because I do not see any independence in that.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: As I pointed out, there are three areas in the bill that necessarily involve independent assessment.
When the member refers to accessing the same information, he is quite right. A brain tumour is a brain tumour by
any other name. Who said that? Was it Evelyn Waugh? A rose is a rose by any other name. A brain tumour is
a brain tumour by any name it is called. The doctors will be accessing the same information. They will be looking
at the same X-rays, CT scans, blood count—the same information—in the two independent assessments.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Just today I was reading online about a young lady who was assessed as having cancer,
and seven months after she was assessed as having cancer, the doctors found out that they had made a mistake and
she did not have cancer. They did not make the assessment properly; they were not looking at the symptoms
properly. We need to look at all the symptoms, causes and issues concerning a particular diagnosis, because there
are plenty of examples when practitioners got it wrong because they did not look at the information properly. The
minister is saying that because the doctors are all looking at the same information, they will come to the same
assessment, but if that is the case, they are not really looking at the symptoms properly because there are plenty of
misdiagnoses going on, including of cancer. We know of many circumstances when people have gone through lots
of pain and suffering to undertake treatment and operations and are subsequently found not to have had cancer.
They have been forced to go through that whole process, and it is devastating. If two doctors are referring to the same
database and the same criteria—not just the scans, but all the symptoms—and they look at them independently,
one doctor might say it is a migraine and another might say it is a brain tumour. There are examples of that.
Mr J.N. Carey interjected.
The SPEAKER: Member for Perth!
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: They are online now, and the member can look at examples. I will show the member.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: I am on my feet. Members, please, through the Chair.
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is very important to make sure that these assessments are independent and that they look
at all the information, not just the scans, and determine something in there, because the scans might not be accurate,
for whatever reason. There is an actual example now, online, of a woman in Australia who has suffered this exact
circumstance. It took seven months for the doctors to determine that she was not actually suffering from cancer,
and the operation she had was not appropriate. I want to make sure that there is that independent assessment, and
the doctors are not just automatically taking the central information that is available to everybody without looking
at it properly.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: She did not have brain cancer, for a start.
The SPEAKER: I am sorry; I will just introduce you.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Thank you. We have known each other for 18 or 19 years, but I am pleased to meet you!
I say that with all due respect, Mr Speaker.
Let me use the example of a brain scan—so let us not talk airy-fairy. The member has decided not to tell us what
this woman’s condition was that could not be determined. I know some conditions that women have cannot be
determined by scans. For example, endometriosis, in which cells grow outside the uterus, cannot be diagnosed
through a scan; it has to be diagnosed through an endoscopy. These days brain cancer can be diagnosed through
a scan. The member says, “They have to have a better look at it.” In the olden days, they had to cut off the top of
a person’s head, lift off the lid, have a dip in there, put it on a tray, have a dip in there and see whether what they
were touching was a brain cancer. That is what they used to do. My friend, a very incredible, brilliant surgeon died
of brain cancer. It raised with me the possibility of viral infection. However, that is what they used to do. Now they
can do it with a scan. When the member said, “examining the same data”, let us not use the word “data” loosely;
it is examining the same results from diagnostic testing.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I have only two very simple questions to finish any inquiries I have in relation to this clause.
The Attorney General may have said this and I —
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Mr J.R. Quigley interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Sorry; I was not sure whether the Attorney General was having a conversation. The
Attorney General may have answered this question and I may have missed it. If the coordinating practitioner goes
to a consulting practitioner and gets a negative assessment—that is, the consulting practitioner says that this person
is not eligible —
Mr J.R. Quigley: Can I interject?
Dr D.J. HONEY: Yes, I am happy for the Attorney General to interject.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: The coordinating practitioner does not go to the consulting practitioner, the patient does.
Dr D.J. HONEY: It was my understanding that the coordinating practitioner would appoint the consulting practitioner.
Mr J.R. Quigley: Correct; they may refer.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Yes—may refer. I appreciate that and thank the Attorney General for that distinction.
The patient goes to the consulting practitioner and the consulting practitioner says that the patient is not eligible.
Then the coordinating practitioner says, “I don’t accept that.”
Mr J.R. Quigley interjected.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am happy for the Attorney General to clarify this because I want to have it clear in my mind.
Then the coordinating practitioner directs the patient to another consulting practitioner who is an expert in the same
field. They come forward and say that the patient does meet the criteria. How does the coordinating practitioner
decide which opinion they should choose?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: We have to once again focus on the patient’s rights. One of the criteria is that the patient is
enduring —
Several opposition members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Member, go outside if you want to have a meeting. Your members cannot hear what the minister
has to say.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: We have to focus on the patient’s rights. The coordinating practitioner is not a judge of
their rights. It is an assessment of criteria. The coordinating practitioner assesses the criteria as having been
met, and sends the patient off to a consulting practitioner. The consulting practitioner says, “No, you don’t meet
the eligibility criteria.” Where I was going to interject, member, is that when—focus on this—the consulting
practitioner has said no, they have to immediately send that assessment off to the board. That is the next step.
It goes back to the coordinating practitioner who then says, “The consulting practitioner disagrees with me. You
don’t meet the criteria. I am sending you off to another consulting practitioner for a second opinion, if that’s
what you want.” The patient is not put in a black maria—they do not use that word these days, do they? The
member has heard of it, of course. It was the English prison van that used to take prisoners from the courts—
the black maria. The member for Cottesloe is old enough to have heard the term. They do not put the patient in
the black maria and take them to a consulting practitioner. The patient is asked if they want a second opinion.
If the patient wants a second opinion, the coordinating doctor at that point says, “This assessment is so strong,
I’m not going to send you off for a second opinion”, not “I must send you off for a second opinion”, and that is
the end of the process. The patient says, “I’m outta here.” The patient then has the rights that the member has to
go to another general practitioner and apply for another assessment. As soon as that is done, contemporaneously
it goes to the board and the chairman says, “Hello, hello. What’s going on here? Last week I had an assessment
from a coordinating practitioner who says that he’s okay—he’s assessed. I’ve had another report from
a consulting practitioner that says he’s not eligible, and then suddenly on my desk arrives a fresh application
from a completely new GP who says he’s just assessed the patient.” It is the responsibility of the chairman of
the board to question what is going on. We are providing that as a safeguard to protect this doctor-shopping
concept. The coordinating practitioner will say, “It’s all over because I’m not sending you on. It is such a clear-cut
case that you’ve got the flu and not lung cancer, so I’m not sending you on.” The obstinate patient says, “I still
think it. I want to go and get a second opinion.” They can do that, and they can end it. We must focus on the
rights of the —
An opposition member interjected.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Was the member looking at my haircut?
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The SPEAKER: Come on, member; no.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: We have to focus on the rights conferred by the legislation on the ailing patient. That is the
focus of this Parliament and the focus of this bill.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I think I understand that part, but it is my understanding—I would be grateful if the
Attorney General can educate me further on this—that the coordinating practitioner can recommend that the
patient go to a second consulting practitioner. In that case, the second consulting practitioner comes back with an
opinion that is different, in that the second consulting practitioner believes that the patient is qualified to access
voluntary assisted dying. How does the coordinating practitioner choose? There is one opinion that says they are
not eligible and another that says they are. How do they choose? That was my question, and I want to explore the
safeguard that the Attorney General has mentioned, but I ask him to explain that to me. How do they choose
between those two opinions—or do they choose?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: They do not have to choose. The coordinating practitioner has assessed them as eligible and
sent the form off to the board. The consulting practitioner has said they are ineligible and sent that off to the board.
The coordinating practitioner, after receiving that information, says, “I can’t give you the written consent form
because you don’t qualify”, and may send them off for a second opinion. The second opinion is that the person is
eligible. Once that happens, the person is eligible; it is not up to the doctor to choose. The patient has rights under
this bill, and once the patient has met all the criteria of the bill, we can go to the next step, which is another one of
Labor’s 102 safeguards—requesting the written form.
Dr D.J. HONEY: The Attorney General can see the concern we might have with that and the concern about
whether doctor shopping might arise. If there is an especially sympathetic coordinating practitioner —
Mr J.R. Quigley: We hope so.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I hope they are all sympathetic, but in this case, sympathetic to the case. Obviously they have
got to the point at which they believe the patient qualifies. In that situation they can simply keep on going—as the
Attorney General has described, and I appreciate the clarity of his description—until they find an opinion that
agrees with their opinion, and they can progress. I believe that is clear, but I will be happy for the Attorney General
to clarify. That then goes to the protection the Attorney General believes is offered by the board. The board can
have oversight of this process at each stage. At each assessment, a report goes to the board, so the board is seeing
the process; it is not invisible and there is nothing going on in the background. Where does the power for the board
derive? I hope the Attorney General can go to this point. The only power I can see is under clause 118, under
which the board has all the powers it needs to perform its functions. Without that, all the other clauses are just
functional clauses. How does the board have any power to intervene in this process?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: With respect, I do not choose to answer that question at this time because that question will,
I expect, be mined deeply when we get to clause 117(c), which covers the powers of the board.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: We have actually discussed this at some length and I would like to move an amendment to
the clause. The Attorney General will be able to speak to the amendment and we can keep going afterwards. We
have outlined the situation in which the consulting practitioner knocks back a patient because they are ineligible
but the coordinating practitioner can continue to try to find a consulting practitioner until they find someone who
is able to accept the application. The Attorney General said that that is not a problem —
The SPEAKER: Member, are you going to move an amendment and then talk to it?
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Sorry, absolutely, Mr Speaker. I move —
Page 26, line 6 — To delete “assessment.” and substitute —
assessment no more than three times.
I move that amendment because we cannot have doctor shopping continue exhaustively until they finally find a doctor
or consulting practitioner who is prepared to tick off what four, five or 10 other practitioners have not ticked off.
The Attorney General indicated that the eligibility involves having an illness that will cause death within six months.
However, that is not the sole eligibility requirement. It also requires a person to be over the age of 18, to be an
Australian citizen or permanent resident and to have been living in the country for at least 12 months. However,
more important, and the biggest concern we all keep raising, is the possibility of coercion and, as we heard from
the member for Armadale with his amendment, anyone with a disability. As he said so eloquently, his daughter is
at Ames to Please. We do not want anyone caught up in this. If someone has not backed that eligibility, the ability
for someone to shop around until a practitioner is found who is prepared to tick the box is simply not good enough.
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It is not a safeguard. That extra safeguard needs to be included because, in my opinion, if three consulting
practitioners say that it does not meet the eligibility requirement, there has to be a point at which people stop
shopping until someone is finally found who is happy to tick the box. This is not about any normal referral system
or access to treatment; it is about someone having access to end their life. It needs to be taken far more seriously
than it is being taken at the moment.
Mr J.N. Carey: It is being taken seriously.
The SPEAKER: Member for Perth, it was you that time.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: This clause needs to be taken far more seriously than it has been taken.
As I said, it is not about someone’s illness being assessed as causing them death within six months; it is far more
than that. It is also about whether the patient is capable of decision-making. Attorney General, we asked the
Minister for Health—I note that it is quarter past four in the morning, so my memory may not recall exactly—
what will happen to the reports that are sent to the board for oversight and he said they were for data collection.
He did not say they would indicate, “Hey, we need to stop shopping around until we find a box.” He said it was
about data collection. When we asked what the board would do with it, he said that the government has not worked
that out yet; it will be determined after the legislation has been passed. That is my recollection.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Members, please!
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Do you know what, at quarter past four in the morning, that is an issue and we are debating
legislation that will enable someone to take their life.
Mr M. Hughes: Oh!
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: Do not “Oh” me, member for Kalamunda. Does he think it is serious that someone could
be coerced —
The SPEAKER: Member, I am on my feet. I am not a shortie. Through the Chair, please. No interjections, thank you.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I would like to hear more from the member.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: The issue is that only one person needs to be coerced; only one person needs to slip through
the gaps.
Mr M. Hughes interjected.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: If the member for Kalamunda says anymore, I think he might pass out.
The SPEAKER: Member, through the Chair, please.
Mrs A.K. HAYDEN: If one person slips through the gaps, that will make this legislation disgusting. That is what
we are talking about here. My issue is the information that I recall—at quarter past four in the morning. If I do not
recall it correctly, it is because we should not be debating it right now; we should be doing it in the normal business
hours. With all of that, with the oversight of the board, we are not sure exactly what its duties will be. I believe we
were told that it will be done after the passing of this legislation. I move that we put that extra safeguard in there
so it cannot be referred more than three times.
Dr D.J. HONEY: Attorney General, I am not going to belabour this point. I think we have covered this in some
detail. I want to reinforce the concern that this seems to be a one-way street. If a coordinating practitioner believes
absolutely that a patient should access the voluntary assisted dying process, they do have the capacity to keep going.
In the absence of knowing how the board can intercede in this process—the Attorney General has said that we will
consider that later, and that is fine in the normal course of events—what we are trying to do here is to have some
reasonable control. I appreciate that a patient may have more than one condition. They may have two conditions,
so it may be that one condition is not going to enable the patient to meet the criteria, but the second condition
would and it may be appropriate that that is referred to a second person. But I think that, in this case, having
three referrals allows for reasonable exploration by the coordinating practitioner of a patient’s issues. Let us say
we have an urbane Dr Nitschke who is a passionate advocate for this and feels very, very strongly that this has to
go ahead for this patient and that they can just keep going. As I said, it seems to be a one-way street until we know
the capacity of the board to intercede in this, and we have not heard that; we have heard only the assertion that it
would be possible. Until we know that, we have to be certain there is some control over the number of times that
a coordinating practitioner can keep going to obtain an opinion that suits their own opinion.
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Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I will be brief in my reply. First, with the greatest respect, member for Darling Range,
I would like to correct you that they are accessing a substance that is going to kill them. This is not right. What is
going to kill them is the disease that they have. Under clause 15(c), it has to be a terminal disease that on the
balance of probabilities is going to kill them within six months. Therefore, they are not accessing a substance to
kill them; they are being killed by a growth within their body. That is the first point, so it is wrong to say that.
Second, as to the functions and powers of the board, you say, “We don’t know what they are.” That is the pity that
just evidences that in all the time in the three or four weeks that this bill has been before the Parliament, you have
not read it.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I will be brief. I think that the member for Darling Range has articulated the position
about this amendment very well. This is a matter of ensuring the integrity of the entire regime that is being
proposed, and this amendment would add some integrity to that process. In particular, it would add an additional
safeguard to vulnerable people. I think that an opportunity to get a second assessment on three separate occasions
is more than sufficient to ensure that there is not a rogue diagnosis or a misdiagnosis. To not provide some form
of limit would open up the regime to abuse and, as the member for Darling Range rightly said, one instance is
one too many. Therefore, I am happy to put on record that I support this amendment.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: This will be the last that I say on this amendment. Members of the opposition who now
want to speak on it can speak on it, but the government will not further reply. The member talks about integrity.
If the government were to accept this amendment, the member for Darling Range would still vote against the
bill. She voted against the bill at the second reading stage. If the government accepted this amendment, she
would still vote against the bill containing her amendment. That is a lack of integrity, and the government does
not wish to further debate.
Division
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result —
Ayes (14)
Mrs L.M. Harvey
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr P.A. Katsambanis
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup

Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange
Mr R.S. Love
Mr W.R. Marmion

Ms L. Mettam
Dr M.D. Nahan
Mr D.C. Nalder
Mr K. O’Donnell

Ms M.M. Quirk
Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller)

Noes (36)
Ms L.L. Baker
Dr A.D. Buti
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Mr M.J. Folkard
Ms J.M. Freeman
Ms E.L. Hamilton
Mr T.J. Healy

Mr M. Hughes
Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr F.M. Logan
Mr M. McGowan
Mr J.E. McGrath
Ms S.F. McGurk
Mr D.R. Michael
Mr S.A. Millman
Mr Y. Mubarakai

Mr M.P. Murray
Mrs L.M. O’Malley
Mr P. Papalia
Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
Mr D.T. Redman
Ms C.M. Rowe
Ms R. Saffioti

Ms J.J. Shaw
Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski
Mr C.J. Tallentire
Mr D.A. Templeman
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I have a question for the Attorney General on clause 40. This clause is there for a circumstance
in which —
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Members!
Mr D.T. REDMAN: — the second consulting practitioner assesses the patient as not eligible against the criteria.
Mr J.R. Quigley: I just missed that, because the Speaker was calling at members.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: I just re-highlighted that the reason we have this clause is to make provision for the coordinating
practitioner to choose to seek the services of another consulting practitioner to make an assessment. One of the
reasons that the first consulting practitioner might not have deemed the patient eligible is that they do not have
decision-making capacity, which is one of the criteria. Knowing that, will the coordinating practitioner have
a responsibility to say, “No, the process stops here”, rather than going on to perhaps ask another consulting
practitioner? I guess I am making this point: is the coordinating practitioner’s assessment of the decision-making
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capacity of the patient locked in? They will have sent the note off to the board and the board will know that they
have got past this point and will look at the next consulting practitioner. The patient did not pass the eligibility
requirements, and the reason may well have been that their decision-making capacity had deteriorated in that time.
Then the coordinating practitioner would have responsibility for choosing to seek the services of another consulting
practitioner, knowing that the decision-making capacity has deteriorated. Would they not have a responsibility to
shut the process down there and not let it go any further?
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Of course. I refer to the Interpretation Act 1984, section 56, which states that “may” is
permissive, not compulsory. At that stage, the coordinating practitioner will not be locked in at all. They may
choose not to send them on to a second consulting practitioner, which means that the person will be ineligible
because they did not get an opinion from a consulting practitioner, so they cannot go on to the next stage, to
written declarations. They do not get to written declarations because they did not get a positive result from the
consulting practitioner.
Mr D.T. Redman: But the process is not shut down. They can still seek another opinion, is what you’re suggesting.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I would have to ask the member to define the pronoun.
Mr D.T. Redman: The first —
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I want a definition of “they”, as in “they can still seek a second opinion”. Who are we talking
about with the pronoun “they”?
Mr D.T. Redman: The coordinating practitioner because they are in charge of the decision.
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Right. The coordinating practitioner “may” send them off to a second consulting practitioner,
or the coordinating practitioner might have such a strong opinion back from the consulting practitioner and say,
“You’ve deteriorated; I can’t be satisfied”, and the process ends. “May” is permissive. He does not have to send
them off. I referred to the black maria earlier—they cannot be made to go to a second one. The coordinating
practitioner might get back and say, “That’s so conclusive, I’m not going to send you off to anybody else.”
Clause put and passed.
Clause 41: Patient assessed as eligible may make written declaration —
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Clause 41 relates to an important step in the process in which the patient needs to make
a written declaration. I refer the minister back to clause 26(1)(g), which states —
the request and assessment process, including the requirement for a written declaration signed in the
presence of 2 witnesses;
I will just repeat —
… including the requirement for a written declaration signed in the presence of 2 witnesses;
Clause 41, “Patient assessed as eligible may make written declaration”, states —
(1) A patient may make a written declaration requesting access to voluntary assisted dying if the patient
has been assessed as eligible for access to voluntary assisted dying …
Given that clause 26 has this written declaration as a requirement, I think there might be a drafting error in
clause 41 in that “may” in those first two lines should in fact be “must”. The explanatory memorandum states this
about clause 41 —
This clause provides that if a patient is assessed as eligible for access to voluntary assisted dying by both
their coordinating and consulting practitioners, they may progress their request by making a written
declaration requesting access to voluntary assisted dying.
I am flagging with the minister that I think this needs to be amended; those words need to be changed. It is
a requirement that the patient completes a written declaration. This wording states that the patient “may” make
a written declaration and it is somewhat ambiguous. It is inconsistent with what is in the explanatory memorandum
and it is inconsistent with what is articulated in clause 26. In addition, when we look at the definitions, we see that
“may” is a much weaker word than “must”. “Must” is an obligation; a requirement—someone is compelled to do
something. An ironic example of “may” is that “you may admit that it is possible that you are wrong”. Perhaps the
minister may accept that “may” is possibly the wrong word in this context.
Mr R.H. COOK: Thank you for not saying I “must”, because I “may” accept that the wording here is incorrect!
I cannot say it as articulately as the Attorney General, but I made the observation to the member for Girrawheen
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the other day that “may” in this sense provides an authority, an opportunity to do something. The patient is not
compelled to have the written declaration if they choose not to proceed with the voluntary assisted dying process.
That is why it states “may” at that point. I refer the member to clause 41(1), which states that a patient may make
a written declaration if the patient wishes to pursue voluntary assisted dying. If they exercise the voluntary right
that is given to them by “may”, the declaration “must” have the two witnesses and that is where the distinction
comes from.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I accept that explanation. Thank you for clarifying that for me.
Minister, I am quite concerned about the time that we have been sitting. I have certainly been awake for 23 hours.
All my members have had to be in the chamber for the entire duration of the debate, while the minister’s
members have had the luxury of having some sort of rotation. It would be sensible if we could agree to wind up
this consideration in detail deliberation and look to reaching an agreement. I cannot speak for the minister’s
members, but my members and I could agree to pass this legislation over the next sitting week of Parliament,
by 19 September. I understand that that would be consistent with when the Legislative Council expects to
receive the legislation. I would like the minister to consider that because I am concerned about the welfare of
my members.
Mr R.H. COOK: We are all in the hands of our leaders. I am always encouraged when I see the Leader of
the House and the manager of opposition business speaking behind the Chair. I will defer to the Leader of
the House.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: There have been some discussions with the manager of opposition business and the
Nationals WA. The intention is to conclude clause 50 today and I will then adjourn the house.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The minister is absolutely right about why it needs to be “may” and not “must”, because
we cannot make the patient make the election.
Clause 41(1)(b) refers to “the” consulting practitioner for the patient, but, of course, there might have been more
than one because as we know from clause 40—we had extensive debate on clause 40 and I am not redoing it—
there may have been two or more people referred to as a consulting practitioner. Therefore, I wonder whether it
should be “a” consulting practitioner rather than “the” practitioner.
Regarding the witnessing process, is there any expectation about how the doctor will know about the witnessing;
for example, will the doctor have to see the witnessing of the document? That does not appear to me to be in the
bill. What is the process for the doctor to satisfy himself that the declaration has been made properly?
Mr R.H. COOK: To answer the first part of the member’s question with regard to the consulting practitioner,
if a consulting practitioner either excuses themselves from the process, or forms a negative view, once they
have made that negative view, they cease to be the consulting practitioner. Therefore, at all stages, there is only
ever one consulting practitioner. For the purposes of this part of the bill, there would be only one consulting
practitioner, who would, in the words of the clause, assess the patient as eligible to access voluntary
assisted dying.
To answer the second part of the member’s question, the written declaration would be made in the same way as
any other written declaration. There is no specific framework in relation to the coordinating practitioner for how
that will be formed. I draw the member’s attention to clause 44, which makes the point that the written
declaration is taken to the coordinating practitioner, who has a role with regard to what then happens with the
written declaration.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 42: Witness to signing of written declaration —
Dr M.D. NAHAN: The purpose of the witness is simply to acknowledge the signing of the document. There is no
relationship; there is no assessment. It is just as a notary—to note the signing of the document—but with the
caveats in subclause (2)(a) to (c) that they cannot be beneficiaries.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Ordinarily, I do not have a great problem with people witnessing documents. However,
the risk here is that one or more of the witnesses may well be a party who may derive a benefit that is not covered
by these provisions. Clause 42(2) states, in part, that a person is an ineligible witness if the person —
(a) knows or believes that the person —
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(i) is a beneficiary under a will of the patient making the declaration; or
(ii) may otherwise benefit financially or in any other material way from the death of the patient
making the declaration;
or
(b) is a family member of the patient making the declaration; or
That is sensible. Where I think this protection is possibly not as strong as it could be is in relation to blended
families. I make that point specifically because “family member” is defined in this legislation; it is not left open to
other legislation. However, stepchildren in particular are not defined to be family members for the purposes of this
legislation. In a blended family, a stepchild of a patient may not be a beneficiary under the will, and upon death of
the patient may not stand to benefit financially or in any other material way. However, in the way that wills operate,
if a step-parent passes away before an actual parent of that stepchild, that can ensure a flow of funds from the
deceased step-parent, to the step-parent’s partner, and, in the future, uncrystallised—there may not even be a will
at that stage—a benefit may confer. That is not covered in clause 42(2)(a)(ii), because it would not be a benefit at
that stage, and there would be no expectation of a benefit at that stage. That is the sort of area that, again, I have
described in the past as pernicious influence. It is subtle, and it is pernicious. I raise this issue.
I know that the minister really has not been accepting amendments, so I have not drafted an amendment, but I think
that if the definition of “family member” were slightly broader, it would cover issues such as this, because there
are risks. We are dealing with vulnerable people and, at the end of the day, we are dealing with the type of influence
that could end up conferring a financial benefit on someone that might be a motivating factor. Again, I raise this
in good faith. The minister knows my position on the bill. I do not support the principles of the bill, but if we are
to pass such legislation in this Parliament, I want to be party to making it as safe as possible and with as much
protection as possible. If we extended that definition a bit more broadly or dealt with it in another way, it would
provide significantly stronger protection in the one per cent or even one in a thousand cases of people who may
not have witnesses who are acting fully independently or in the best interests of the patient.
Mr R.H. COOK: I appreciate the member raising this. I think it is an important issue. In the scenario that the
member raised, I think the family member, or stepchild, however it should be characterised, be captured under
clause 42(2)(a)(ii) because they would benefit “financially or in any other material way”. From my perspective,
I do not think that person would be eligible to be a witness.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: That is the point. I do not want to labour this, but on the death of the patient, there
would be no benefit flowing to the stepchild. The benefit would only flow completely indirectly because if the
step-parent died first, a benefit from the step-parent’s estate—it could be all or part of the estate, depending on the
step-parent’s family arrangement—would not pass to the stepchild. It would pass to the parent of that stepchild—
the actual parent. No benefit would accrue and there would be no expectation of benefit at that stage until the death
of the parent. But it would play on some people’s minds that if the parent went before the step-parent, the stepchild
would not benefit from the step-parent’s estate at all in the ordinary course of events. That is where I think the risk
is. I raise the issue of stepchildren specifically. I think that is where the risk is. I cannot see how clause 42(2)(a)(ii)
could be interpreted to cover that in the way it is currently drafted, because there is no expectation or benefit that
will flow from one event to the other. It is just the series of subsequent flows that may, in the future, add a benefit.
I think it is too obtuse to be captured by clause 42(2)(a)(ii).
Mr R.H. COOK: I think the pertinent issue here is the language the member used. He said “in any material way
on the death of the patient”. In the provision the language is “in any material way from the death of the patient”.
It is not a benefit that has to accrue on the death of the patient. It is a benefit that has to accrue from the death of
the patient. It does not have to be realised the instant that the patient dies. From that point of view, to be an eligible
witness they have to have anticipated that and made sure they are clearly eligible. I would say that in relation to
this clause a stepchild would not be eligible.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Let us get that on the record. In the scenario that I have described, the minister has
indicated that the stepchild would not be eligible to be a witness under this clause. I do not want to verbal him, so
he can confirm that.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, member, that is the intent.
Dr D.J. HONEY: I do not want to dwell on this point but I had exactly the same concern listed and want to
reinforce it. I understand that one of the reasons that the minister is not entertaining amendments is that he does not
want to hold up progress of the third reading so this process is finished in a timely manner to meet the government’s
agenda. That is obviously the minister’s decision.
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The SPEAKER: Member, can you get on to the question, please?
Dr D.J. HONEY: I am, Speaker. I wonder whether there are models, and maybe the Attorney General has already
looked at them. Someone may not have a direct pecuniary interest, but they are a friend of someone who does
and they could be acting in a capacity to support their friend, which would lead to some undue influence. I am
sure there must be some models used for a similar potential scenario in the future. That is my only comment on
that clause.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Why are notaries not just used—public notaries?
Mr R.H. Cook interjected.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Notaries, people who —
Several members interjected.
Dr M.D. NAHAN: No.
Dr D.J. Honey: Justices of the peace?
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, justices of the peace.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: It is so hard to get two of them the same room at the same time.
Mr R.H. COOK: I thank both the member of Cottesloe and the member for Riverton. Can the member for Cottesloe
quickly remind me of his concern?
Dr D.J. Honey: It is only that maybe someone does not have a pecuniary interest, but they are a friend; they are
sympathetic to a person who has a pecuniary interest.
Mr R.H. COOK: The member for Cottesloe made reference to the Attorney General. The Department of Justice
and the State Solicitor advised us on the wording for what is needed to ensure that safeguard. Turning to the member
for Riverton’s question, the Ministerial Expert Panel on Voluntary Assisted Dying made strong recommendations
to us that it should not necessarily be a JP or some process like that. Obviously, the person affected is very close
to the end of their lives, and from that perspective it was a matter of creating extra safeguards to make sure that
everyone was satisfied with the process. To get a JP or, as the member for Hillarys observed, to get two JPs in
a timely manner would make it difficult.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: I move —
Page 28, after line 2 — To insert —
(d) is an owner of, or is responsible for the day-to-day management and operation of any health
facility as defined in section 160(1) at which the patient is being treated or resides; or
(e) is directly involved in providing health services or professional care services to the patient
making the declaration.
That just extends the number of constraints on who can witness documents. Members will all be familiar with the
kinds of allegations that have come out of the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety and the undue
influence and duress that proprietors of such establishments can mete out to residents. This wording mirrors what
is in Victoria and it seems to me a prudent step to also include it in our bill.
Mr R.H. COOK: I appreciate what the member is trying to achieve. I have half an ear open, so apologies if the
member said this, but I assume that she was picking up that matter from the Victorian legislation.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: Yes.
Mr R.H. COOK: Obviously, we looked at the Victorian legislation when considering the drafting for these
clauses. We believe that the intent of the Victorian legislation is picked up in our clause 42(2)(a)(ii). That was
placed into the Victorian legislation because the legislators did not want the witness to benefit in any material way.
In that case, they did not want the facility owner to benefit in any material way from the death of the patient. That
is why we believe we have captured that intent in that clause.
Ms M.M. QUIRK: It seems to me there needs to be an explicit prohibition so that it is absolutely cut and dried. It
would be difficult for someone to reconstruct what has happened and find witnesses. It seems to me, if there is
a strict prohibition so that these people are precluded, it makes it much clearer. The portion of the bill that the minister
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points me to, “may otherwise benefit financially or in any other material way from the death of the patient”, is
simply too broad and non-specific.
Mr R.H. COOK: I do not think it is. I think we do effectively capture the intent of that Victorian clause, and, in
effect, it makes the Victorian clause redundant, from that perspective. I might add, by our wording, we also pick
up any other issues that might arise by way of that patient’s institutional care.
Division
Amendment put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Ms J.M. Freeman) casting her vote with the noes, with
the following result —
Ayes (14)
Mrs L.M. Harvey
Dr D.J. Honey
Mr W.J. Johnston
Mr P.A. Katsambanis

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup
Mr A. Krsticevic
Mr S.K. L’Estrange
Mr R.S. Love

Mr W.R. Marmion
Ms L. Mettam
Dr M.D. Nahan
Mr D.C. Nalder

Ms M.M. Quirk
Mrs A.K. Hayden (Teller)

Noes (35)
Ms L.L. Baker
Dr A.D. Buti
Mr J.N. Carey
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke
Mr R.H. Cook
Ms J.M. Freeman
Ms E.L. Hamilton
Mr T.J. Healy
Mr M. Hughes

Mr D.J. Kelly
Mr F.M. Logan
Mr M. McGowan
Mr J.E. McGrath
Ms S.F. McGurk
Mr D.R. Michael
Mr S.A. Millman
Mr Y. Mubarakai
Mr K. O’Donnell

Mrs L.M. O’Malley
Mr P. Papalia
Mr S.J. Price
Mr D.T. Punch
Mr J.R. Quigley
Mr D.T. Redman
Ms C.M. Rowe
Ms R. Saffioti
Ms J.J. Shaw

Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski
Mr C.J. Tallentire
Mr D.A. Templeman
Mr P.C. Tinley
Mr R.R. Whitby
Ms S.E. Winton
Mr B.S. Wyatt
Ms A. Sanderson (Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I have a query about the eligibility of people to be a witness to a written declaration, as I want
to understand how some of these practices are constructed. I understand that a consulting or coordinating practitioner
is ineligible to be a witness. However, would an employee of a consulting practitioner or a coordinating practitioner
be eligible to be a witness? Obviously, these can be small businesses, with a receptionist and maybe a nurse employed
within the practice. I just want to understand whether there could be a financial relationship between the coordinating
practitioner and/or the consulting practitioner and an employee who could then be a witness to a declaration.
Mr R.H. COOK: As long as they do not benefit in any material way from the death of the patient making the
declaration, technically, they could play that role.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 43 put and passed.
Clause 44: Coordinating practitioner to record written declaration —
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: The coordinating practitioner has to record the written declaration. Obviously, this will form
part of the patient’s records. For how long will a copy of the written declaration have to be held by the practitioner?
Mr R.H. COOK: I am not familiar with the requirements under the Health Practitioner Regulation National Law,
although there would obviously be very strict rules about that.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: That is 10 years for GPs.
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes. I am advised it would also be subject to the State Records Act.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I have a question that relates to this whole division, but I will ask it now. Correct me
if I am wrong, but the written declaration will be in an approved form and given to the coordinating practitioner
for the patient. That form will be approved by the CEO, I take it; is that right? Will that be in a suite of forms that
will be publicly available? It sounds to me a bit like the guidelines for enduring powers of attorney, standard
medical assistance forms and the like. Is it likely to be publicly available or is it likely to be on the portal that we
have discussed in relation to how coordinating practitioners can deal with the board?
Mr R.H. COOK: It would be something that would obviously be decided by the CEO in the implementation
phase. Nothing occurs to me about whether it would be a problem if it was or was not publicly available. I am
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advised that in Victoria, it is not; it is part of the suite of documents available on the portal. But, obviously, we
will come to a view about that as we go into implementation.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Will the approved form that the witness must certify come with some form of guideline
document, which can be handed to the witness? It is a bit like signing a will. When I was a practitioner, if a will
needed to be taken away to be signed, my goodness, not only did I have a standard form to go with it, I also would
get a pencil and very lightly write “witness to mark here” et cetera on every page. Although this will not be an
approved form, I expect, and I hope, that the CEO will produce some form of guideline document, a one-pager,
that can be handed to the witness.
Mr R.H. COOK: That is right.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 45: Coordinating practitioner to notify Board of written declaration —
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: This clause provides that the coordinating practitioner must notify the board of a written
declaration within two business days after receiving a written declaration. I seek clarification. Does the board need
to receive the original signed copy or can it receive a signed copy that has been scanned and emailed or a certified
true copy of an original?
Mr R.H. COOK: No. I am advised that it will be sufficient for it to scanned and electronically sent.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 46 put and passed.
Clause 47: When final request can be made —
Dr D.J. HONEY: This is a simple question. I am interested in the logic behind the clause. If the minister can
explain it, I will not go on at length on this clause. What is the logic behind clause 47(3), which is that the final
request can be made within the designated period of nine days? Why is that necessary, if it can be brought forward
if a patient is going to die inside that nine-day period?
Mr R.H. COOK: The nine-day period may be waived in exceptional circumstances. Both the coordinating
practitioner and the consulting practitioner must be of the view that the patient’s death is likely to occur or that the
patient is likely to lose decision-making capacity in relation to voluntary assisted dying before the end of the
nine-day period. It is essential to allow the nine-day period to be waived in these exceptional circumstances as it
would be unreasonable to require a patient to wait for 10 days if they are to die or lose capacity within that time
frame. This was supported by the ministerial expert panel. Even if the nine-day period is waived, the final request
may only occur the day after the consulting assessment is completed. Furthermore, all steps in the voluntary
assisted dying process must be completed, albeit at a quicker rate.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Clause 47(3)(b) contains an “and”, so there is paragraph (a) and then it states —
and
(b) the opinion of the coordinating practitioner is consistent with the opinion of the consulting practitioner
for the patient.
That requires both practitioners to agree that the expedited process is necessary. I am not going to get into the
specifics of clause 47(2)(a) because I understand why it would be in there in the case of losing capacity. I am not
convinced that it is needed because the patient is likely to die in the meantime, but irrespective of that, I will not
debate it. However, is this concept of the coordinating practitioner and the consulting practitioner agreeing to this
something that they each assess when they make their initial assessment, or is this something that they then assess
after all the steps have been completed? I think it is important, particularly for these practitioners, to know when
they do this.
Mr R.H. COOK: It is both, member—it could be either/or. It could be early in the process, and it could be at the
end of the process. By way of information and of interest, this clause reflects the intent of the only amendment
that was ever made to the Oregon act since it was initially struck, because it was considered to be a humanitarian
aspect of the bill.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I note that there is potential here for further assessment and consultation by both the
coordinating practitioner and the consulting practitioner. In the initial assessments, there are quite lengthy statutory
requirements on what they do. There are no particular statutory requirements here that would be required to be
undertaken if a further assessment takes place. It might not have to do, but it may, as the minister himself indicated.
Are we to deduce from that that normal clinical practice and normal procedures of medical practitioners, including
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keeping records and recording those sorts of things in their normal practice of dealing with the patient, would
apply here, and no other formal statutory requirements would apply, or would they also have to apply the statutory
framework for their initial assessment to that subsequent assessment, if it is necessary?
Mr R.H. COOK: I could not put it better myself. It would be part of the clinical process. The member can
understand that the coordinating practitioner might ring up and say that patient X or Y is deteriorating quite
quickly, and seek an opinion: “What you think; what’s your opinion? I reckon they’re going to pass away in the
next few days” or whatever, and they would form a view that way. Like any aspect of their clinical work, it would
have to be recorded in the patient’s record and the record of the consultation. Under clause 49(2)(f), they would
also have to report to the board.
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I understand the need for this. If the bill is going to pass, I understand why this is being
provided. I just want to clarify, alongside the question asked by the member for Hillarys, whether any processes
are provided by this legislation that would be truncated from its normal time lines, other than the nine days, by the
operation of this clause. Is any other thing going to be truncated as well?
Mr R.H. COOK: No, other than the speed with which they take place. They will still have to go through all the steps
in the voluntary assisted dying process, and the administration has to take place at least a day before the final review.
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I seek one final clarification from the minister. There are obviously some circumstances—
I speak specifically about when cancer may be invading the nervous system, for example, the celiac plexus and those
sorts of things—when the pain can become difficult to manage with some immediacy. Is there any opportunity to
truncate the process in that scenario?
Mr R.H. COOK: The only capacity they have to truncate the process is if they expect the patient to die or lose
decision-making capacity inside the nine days. I think those are the only circumstances anticipated, unless the pain
medication dose at that time becomes so high that they lose capacity simply through the effect of the pain medication.
Mrs L.M. Harvey: That was going to be my next question, so thank you.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 48 to 50 put and passed.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: In moving to adjourn debate, I would like to acknowledge the parliamentary staff and
the advisers who have been here and the efforts of all members in this marathon.
[Applause.]
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House).
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